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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate the expansion of tree level multitrace Einstein-Yang-Mills (EYM)
amplitudes. First, we propose two types of recursive expansions of tree level EYM amplitudes with an
arbitrary number of gluons, gravitons and traces by those amplitudes with fewer traces or/and gravitons.
Then we give many support evidence, including proofs using the Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) formula and
Britto-Cachazo-Feng-Witten (BCFW) recursive relation. As a byproduct, two types of generalized BCJ re-
lations for multitrace EYM are further proposed, which will be useful in the BCFW proof. After one applies
the recursive expansions repeatedly, any multitrace EYM amplitudes can be given in the Kleiss-Kuijf (KK)
basis of tree level color ordered Yang-Mills (YM) amplitudes. Thus the Bern-Carrasco-Johansson (BCJ)
numerators, as the expansion coefficients, for all multitrace EYM amplitudes are naturally constructed.

1The corresponding author.
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1 Introduction

The modern study of scattering amplitudes has revealed a lot of hidden structures within the perturbative
gauge and gravity theories, many of which are obscure from the point of view of the Lagrangian formalism.
One remarkable feature, as first pointed out by Bern, Carrasco and Johansson (BCJ) [1] for Yang-Mills
(YM) theory, is that it is possible to make the kinematic numerator associated to each trivalent diagram
satisfy the same Jacobi identity as the color factor. Then a double copy of such numerators gives directly
the Einstein gravity amplitudes [2]. This scheme is believed to hold for all loops (see [3] for a four-loop
four-point construction). At tree level, the existence of such numerators are equivalent to the fact that
the color ordered amplitudes satisfy the BCJ relation [1], which have been proved both in string theory
and field theory context [4–7]. Very surprisingly, the duality between kinematic numerator and color factor
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actually appears in a large variety of theories with matter interaction and supersymmetry. Moreover, the
double copy construction can be applied to numerators of two different theories, which gives a family of
gravities theories [8–12]. Recently, the Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) formalism [13–17] has made the double
copy relation very explicit, and even extended it to effective field theories.

On the other hand, explicit construction of the BCJ numerators is far from trivial, even at tree level.
The approach we focus on in this paper is to express the gravity amplitude (possibly with matter) in
terms of the gauge amplitudes (possibly with matter) in the Kleiss-Kuijf (KK) basis.1 Then according
to [19], the expansion coefficients can be associated to the family of half ladder diagrams, so that we
can generate the kinematic numerators associated to all trivalent diagrams using just the Jacobi identity
These numerators satisfy the color kinematic duality by construction [15, 20–22]. A very straightforward
realization of this idea is to use the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye relation [23]. When summing over one part of
amplitudes with the momentum kernel [24–28], we get the desired BCJ numerators corresponding to half-
ladder diagrams [21, 28–30], called Del Duca-Dixon-Maltoni (DDM) form of BCJ numerators. However,
such numerators are in general not polynomials, possibly containing nonlocal poles. A more promising
approach to obtain polynomial numerators is the proper recursive expansion of the corresponding CHY
integrand. In [31], such expansion was performed for Einstein-Yang-Mills (EYM) amplitudes with up to
three gravitons and two gluon traces.2 Shortly after, the expansion was done for an arbitrary number of
gravitons in both EYM [35] and Einstein gravity [36]. Meanwhile, by choosing a proper ansatz, one can
show that such recursive expansion scheme can be uniquely fixed only by gauge invariance [12, 37–39].

The goal of this paper is to provide a complete recursive expansion scheme for generic EYM amplitudes
with an arbitrary number of gluon traces and gravitons. Namely, given an EYM amplitude, we can express
it by a linear combination of those amplitudes with fewer gluon traces and gravitons, where the coefficients
are polynomials of kinematic variables. As a result, after carrying out the recursive expansion down to
the pure YM level (single trace, no graviton), one can simply obtain the polynomial DDM form of BCJ
numerators for YM-scalar with both φ3 and φ4 interactions. By analyzing the multitrace EYM integrand
obtained from generalized compactification, we derive two recursive expansions, later called type-I and
type-II. The type-I expansion is applicable if there is at least one graviton, while type-II is applicable if
there are at least two gluon traces. Therefore, to reach the final form that involves only KK basis of
pure YM amplitudes, in general both type-I and II expansions should be used. Very interestingly, through
the trick “turning a graviton into a trace of gluons”, one can “derive” both recursive expansions from the
single trace expansion as given in [35, 39]. We also give a proof using the BCFW recursive relation [40, 41].
Furthermore, in appendix F, we show that starting from the Einstein gravity expansion [36, 39], in principle
one can apply the transmutation operator [42] to understand our recursive expansions for multitrace EYM
amplitudes by the unifying relations, although the calculation is nontrivial. We demonstrate this point by
an example in appendix F.

Another important result is that there are also two types of multitrace BCJ relations (i.e., the BCJ
1Using the property of color factor, one can always fix two points in the gauge amplitudes through the KK relation [18].
2For one graviton case, see also [32, 33]. String theory approaches can be found in [32, 34].
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relations for multitrace EYM amplitudes) associated with the two types of recursive expansions. The type-I
BCJ relation is actually the gauge invariance identity of the type-I recursive expansion. The reason is that
to write down the expansion, we have to single out a graviton whose gauge invariance is not explicit. On
the other hand, for the type-II expansion, all the particles are manifestly gauge invariant, while the type-II
BCJ relation can be understood as the consistency condition at a special collinear limit. Alternatively,
we can also understand it as a consistency condition under a cyclic permutation of a gluon trace. If we
completely expand every multitrace amplitude involved into KK basis of pure YM ones, both the multitrace
BCJ relations can be proved using just the generalized BCJ relation [4, 7] of the pure YM amplitudes.

Besides the generalized compactification, one can also obtain the generic EYM integrand through
squeezing gluons into traces. Actually, the first double expansion were derived using just the squeezing-
form integrand [31]. In this paper, we also derive a recursive expansion using the squeezing-form integrand
for generic pure gluon multitrace EYM amplitudes, later called the squeezing-form recursive expansion.
If we carry out this expansion into pure YM amplitudes, the result is of a new type, which is related to
the KK basis by some algebraic transformations. Of course, as we will show in appendix B, this recursive
expansion is equivalent to our aforementioned type-II expansion.

The structure of this paper is the following. In section 2, we give a brief review of the CHY formalism,
including both the generalized compactification and squeezing formulation of EYM integrand. In section 3,
we present the main result: the type-I and II recursive expansions, using the trick of “turning a graviton into
a trace of gluons”. Then in section 4, we provide an understanding of these recursive expansions through
a dimensional reduction scheme. Next, we study pure gluon EYM amplitudes under the squeezing formu-
lation. We present examples up to four gluon traces in section 5 and the general recursive expansion in
section 6. In section 7, we study the type-I and II multitrace BCJ relations obtained from the correspond-
ing recursive expansions. The correctness of these BCJ relations give a strong support to our recursive
expansions. Further consistency checks are given in section 8. Then in section 9, we give a BCFW proof to
our recursive expansions. In section 10, we present the algorithm to write down directly the coefficients of
the final KK basis pure YM expansion, which is nothing but the BCJ numerators (for YM-scalar with φ3

and φ4 interactions) we are pursuing all the way through. We draw our conclusion and discuss some future
directions in section 11 and leave some technical details used in our calculation into the appendices.

In this paper, we give a lot of details, including many examples, in order to help the readers to
understand our recursive expansions. However, we give the following shortcut to those readers who want
to quickly grab our main results. We define our notations at the beginning of section 3, while the type-I
and type-II recursive expansions are given in Eq. (3.28) and (3.35). Then the squeezing-form recursive
expansion for pure gluon EYM amplitudes is given in Eq. (6.9). The equivalence to the type-II expansion is
proved in appendix B. Our type-I and type-II expansions lead to two interesting generalized BCJ relations
for multitrace EYM amplitudes, which are presented in Eq. (7.1) and (7.4). Iterating these recursive
expansions, we can finally obtain an expansion in terms of pure YM amplitudes in the KK basis. We give a
set of graphic rules to directly write down these expansion coefficients in section 10.3. These rules generalize
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the ones for single trace EYM amplitudes given in [35, 39].

2 A brief review of CHY integrands for multitrace EYM amplitudes

The CHY formalism [13–17] gives a novel representation to field theory amplitudes. For a large class of
theories, we can write the tree level amplitudes as

An = (phase)×
∫
dΩCHY ICHY(n) , (2.1)

where ICHY(n) is the CHY integrand and the integral measure dΩCHY imposes the tree level n-point
scattering equations:

n∑
b=1 ,b 6=a

ka · kb
σab

= 0 σab ≡ σa − σb , a ∈ {1, 2 . . . n} . (2.2)

To compare results from different approaches, we need a phase factor between the physical amplitude and
the CHY integral. Such a phase factor has no physical consequence if it depends only on particle numbers
and species. For example, we have:3

YM: (phase) = (−1)
(n+1)(n+2)

2

single trace EYM: (phase) = (−1)
(n+1)(n+2)

2 (−1)
|H|(|H|+1)

2 , (2.3)

where n is the total number of particles and |H| is the number of gravitons. In general, the integrand
ICHY(n) can be factorized into two parts:

ICHY(n) = IL(n)IR(n) . (2.4)

This factorization makes it manifestly the double copy construction [2] for many theories, such as the
original KLT relation [23]. It also provides natural frame where one kind of amplitudes is expanded by
another kind of amplitudes as discussed in recent papers [35, 36, 39]

In this work, we are particularly interested in the YM and multitrace EYM integrand, both of which
involve the 2n× 2n antisymmetric matrix Ψ defined as:

Ψ =

(
A −CT

C B

)
. (2.5)

Each block of Ψ is an n× n matrix given below as:

Aab =


ka · kb
σab

a 6= b

0 a = b
Bab =


εa · εb
σab

a 6= b

0 a = b
Cab =


εa · kb
σab

a 6= b

−
∑
c 6=a

εa · kc
σac

a = b
, (2.6)

3These overall phases do not change the cross sections, but they will result in a simpler expression for the coefficients of
the recursive expansions to be discussed later in this work.
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with 1 6 a, b, c 6 n. On the support of the CHY measure dΩCHY, Ψ is a co-rank two matrix. We can easily
show that the reduced Pfaffian:

Pf ′(Ψ) =
(−1)i+j

σij
Pf (Ψij

ij) 1 6 i < j 6 n , (2.7)

where Ψij
ij is obtained from Ψ by deleting the i-th and j-th rows and columns, is nonzero in general, and

independent of the rows and columns deleted, when evaluated on the support of the CHY measure. If all
the n particles are gluons, the following CHY integrand

YM: IL =
1

〈12 . . . n〉
≡ 1

σ12σ23 . . . σn−1,nσn1
IR = Pf ′(Ψ) (2.8)

leads to the tree level color ordered YM amplitudes upon the integration of (2.1). Interestingly, if we replace
the Parke-Taylor factor 〈12 . . . n〉−1 by another copy of IR, we get the Einstein gravity integrand

Einstein gravity: IL = Pf ′(Ψ) IR = Pf ′(Ψ) . (2.9)

In this way, the CHY formalism manifests the double copy relation between gauge and gravity theory,
providing a way to directly obtain the BCJ numerators that satisfy the color-kinematic duality [15, 36, 43].

Next, we consider the scattering between gluons and gravitons, described by the Einstein-Yang-Mills
(EYM) interaction:

√
−gLYM

gµν=ηµν+hµν−−−−−−−−−→ 1

2
hµνTµν +O(h2) , (2.10)

where hµν (graviton) is the metric perturbation around the flat one ηµν and Tµν is the energy momentum
tensor of the YM. Generic tree level EYM amplitudes can be decomposed into color ordered partial EYM
amplitudes classified by the number of gluon color traces and gravitons. The single trace partial amplitudes
are contributed by those Feynman diagrams in which gluons are all connected (or equivalently, all the
gravitons are external). In general, we are interested in the n-point tree level EYM amplitude with graviton
set H and gluon set G, where the gluons fall into m color traces:

G = 111 ∪ 222 ∪ . . . ∪mmm. (2.11)

The CHY integrand should still have IR = Pf ′(Ψ), which encodes all the gluon polarizations and half of
the graviton polarizations. The rows and columns of Ψ take values in two copies of G ∪ H. We can thus
decompose the blocks of Ψ as

Ψ ≡ ΨH,G|H,G =


AHH AHG −(CHH)T −(CGH)T

AGH AGG −(CHG)T −(CGG)T

CHH CHG BHH BHG

CGH CGG BGH BGG

 . (2.12)

In this expression, for example, AHH is the submatrix of A with rows and columns taking values in H, and the
rows of AGH take values in G while the columns in H. Starting from this Ψ, there exist two equivalent ways
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to construct IL from Pf ′(Ψ): compactification inspired construction and squeezing [17]. They will play
complementary roles in this work, since they make manifest different aspects of generic EYM amplitudes.
Here, we give them a brief introduction.4

2.1 Compactification inspired construction

The first proposal for IL comes from a generalization of the Einstein-Maxwell integrand, which is obtained
by compactifying the Pf ′(Ψ) in higher dimensions. In the current work, we call this compactification
inspired construction (CIC). The resultant m-trace color ordered integrand has the following form [17]:

IL(n) =
1

〈111〉
∑

a2<b2∈222
. . .

∑
am<bm∈mmm

[
m∏
i=2

σaibi
〈iii〉

]
Pf
(
ΨH,{a2,b2...am,bm}|H

)
. (2.13)

Here is a digestion of the symbols used in this expression:

• We first construct the ordered list

{a2, b2, a3, b3 . . . am−1, bm−1, am, bm} ⊂ G , (2.14)

where ai < bi are in trace iii.

• The matrix ΨH,{a,b}|H can be construct as follows. We first keep only the rows (columns) in the lower
(right) half of ΨH,G|H,G that are in H, which gives:

ΨH,G|H =

AHH AHG −(CHH)T

AGH AGG −(CHG)T

CHH CHG BHH

 . (2.15)

To construct ΨH,{a2,b2...am,bm}|H from ΨH,G|H, we only keep those rows and columns of G that take
values in {a2, b2 . . . am, bm}, and order them accordingly. In [17], the integrand carries an alternating
sign function sgn({a, b}). It will appear if we always keep {a, b} in ΨH,{a,b}|H in the canonical order.

• Finally, although in Eq. (2.13), the first trace 111 is treated differently from the others. Actually, IL(n)

is invariant when we interchange the role of 111 with any other traces, as long as IL(n) is evaluated on
the solutions to the scattering equations.

In this expression, we note that Pf
(
ΨH,{a2,b2...am,bm}|H

)
gives SL(2,C) weight two to all the gravitons and

weight one to the selected gluons {a2, b2 . . . am, bm}. Then together with the factor
∏
i σaibi , we have weight

zero for all the gluons and weight two for all the gravitons in the integrand. We now see that with the
Parke-Taylor string

∏
〈iii〉−1, the integrand IL has weight two for all the particles.

4When using the CHY formalism of EYM, besides the minimal coupling given in Eq. (2.10), one also has dilaton and
B-field appearing as internal states.
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2.2 Squeezing

The second construction of IL is to “squeeze” all the gluon rows (columns) that belong to the trace iii into
a single row (column) labeled by the trace. This process reduces the 2n × 2n matrix Ψ into the following
2(|H|+m)× 2(|H|+m) antisymmetric matrix:

Πm (111,222 . . .mmm |H) =


AH AH,Tr −(CH)T −(CTr,H)T

ATr,H ATr −(CH,Tr)
T −(CTr)

T

CH CH,Tr BH BH,Tr

CTr,H CTr BTr,H BTr

 . (2.16)

The blocks contained in Π are defined as follows

• The |H| × |H| matrix AH, BH and CH are respectively the submatrix of A, B and C given in Eq. (2.6)
with rows and columns ranging in H. Compared to Eq. (2.12), we now use a simplified notation in
which

AH ≡ AHH BH ≡ BHH CH ≡ CHH .

• The m× |H| matrix ATr,H, BTr,H and CTr,H are respectively given by

(ATr,H)ib =
∑
c∈iii

kc · kb
σcb

(BTr,H)ib =
∑
c∈iii

σckc · εb
σcb

(CTr,H)ib =
∑
c∈iii

σckc · kb
σcb

, (2.17)

where 1 6 i 6 m is the gluon trace index and b ∈ H is the graviton index.

• The m×m matrix ATr, BTr, CTr are respectively given by

(ATr)ij =


∑
c∈iii

∑
d∈jjj

kc · kd
σcd

i 6= j

0 i = j

(BTr)ij =


∑
c∈iii

∑
d∈jjj

σc(kc · kd)σd
σcd

i 6= j

0 i = j

(2.18)

(CTr)ij =
∑

c∈iii d∈jjj
c 6=d

σckc · kd
σcd

, (2.19)

where 1 6 i, j 6 m. It is important to notice that the diagonal entries of CTr can be written as

(CTr)ii =
∑

c∈iii d∈iii
c6=d

σckc · kd
σcd

= −
∑

c∈iii d∈iii
c 6=d

σdkc · kd
σcd

=
1

2

∑
c∈iii d∈iii
c 6=d

σcdkc · kd
σcd

=
1

2

(∑
c∈iii

kc

)2

≡ 1

2
(kiii)

2 , (2.20)

namely, it does not depends on σ’s.

• The |H| ×m matrix CH,Tr is given by

(CH,Tr)ai =
∑
c∈iii

εa · kc
σac

, (2.21)

where 1 6 i 6 m and a ∈ H.
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The matrix Π has co-rank two, and according to [17], we can define the following reduced Pfaffian:

Pf ′(Πm) = (−1)i+j Pf (Πs+i,2s+m+j
s+i,2s+m+j) =

(−1)a+b

σab
Pf (Πab

ab)
a, b ∈ H and a < b

1 6 i, j 6 m
, (2.22)

such that Pf ′(Π) is independent of the rows and columns deleted, when evaluated on the support of dΩCHY.
In other words, we can choose the deleted rows (and the corresponding columns) in the following two ways
and obtain the same reduced Pfaffian:

1. Both of the deleted rows are in the submatrix(
AH −(ATr,H)T −(CH)T −(CTr,H)T

)
,

in this case, we need to supplement the factor (−1)a+b/σab, as in the definition of Pf ′(Ψ).

2. One of the deleted rows lies in the submatrix(
ATr,H ATr −(CH,Tr)

T −(CTr)
T
)

while the other one lies in the submatrix(
CTr,H CTr BTr,H BTr

)
.

We only need to supplement the phase (−1)i+j in this case.

In particular, if we only have external gluons, the matrix (2.16) reduces to

Πm(111,222 . . .mmm |H = ∅) ≡ Πm(1, 2 . . .m1, 2 . . .m1, 2 . . .m) =

(
ATr −(CTr)

T

CTr BTr

)
, (2.23)

where the subscript m gives the number of gluon traces involved, and the argument (1, 2 . . .m1, 2 . . .m1, 2 . . .m) gives the
traces that the rows and columns of Atr, Btr and Ctr take values in. In the following sections, when the
reduced Pfaffian is involved, we always delete the two rows and columns corresponding to the trace mmm by
convention. Namely, we will consistently use:

Pf ′[Πm(1, 2 . . .m1, 2 . . .m1, 2 . . .m)] ≡ Pf [Πm(1, 2 . . .m− 11, 2 . . .m− 11, 2 . . .m− 1)] . (2.24)

Finally, the CHY integrand for tree level m-trace EYM amplitudes constructed by squeezing is given by:5

m-trace EYM: IL(n) = (−1)
(2|H|+m)(m−1)

2

[
m∏
i=1

1

〈iii〉

]
Pf ′[Πm(111,222 . . .mmm |H)] , IR(n) = Pf ′(Ψ) . (2.25)

5The phase factor was not present in the original CHY proposal [17]. However, this sign is important to establish the
equivalence between Eq. (2.25) and (2.13) under our convention.
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The equivalence of this result and Eq. (2.13) has been proved in [17]. However, it is not manifest in
Eq. (2.25) that the CHY integrand has the correct weight:

IL(n) → IL(n)

n∏
a=1

(γσa + δ)2 (2.26)

under the world sheet SL(2,C) transformation

σa →
ασa + β

γσa + δ
(αδ − βγ = 1) . (2.27)

We will give a direct proof in appendix A.
Before moving on, we note that for generic n-point EYM integrands with |H| gravitons, we need to

multiply the phase factor:

Generic EYM: (phase) = (−1)
(n+1)(n+2)

2 (−1)
|H|(|H|+1)

2 , (2.28)

to obtain amplitudes from integrands. This phase factor is again of no physical importance, but settles our
recursive expansion into a very well-organized form.

Finally, in our discussion of expansion, the key part is the CHY integrand IL(n). In fact, we can
replace IR(n) = Pf ′(Ψ) by IR(n) = 〈12 . . . n〉−1 to find the relation between another two theories, namely,
the YM-scalar and bi-adjoint scalar [9, 10, 17]. It is crucial that the YM-scalar involves both scalar φ3 and
φ4 interactions6 and its CHY integrand is:

YM-scalar: IL(n) = (−1)
(2|H|+m)(m−1)

2

[
m∏
i=1

1

〈iii〉

]
Pf ′[Πm(111,222 . . .mmm |H)] , IR(n) =

1

〈12 . . . n〉
. (2.29)

The double copy relation can be easily observed by comparing Eq. (2.25) with (2.29).

3 Recursive expansion of multitrace EYM amplitudes

In this section, we introduce two types of general recursive expansion relations for multitrace EYM am-
plitudes with arbitrary number of gravitons, gluons and color traces. We will show how to write down
them by starting from the recursive expansion of single trace EYM amplitudes with appropriately replacing
gravitons by color traces. For the sake of a clear presentation, we first give a summary of the notations to
be used later:

• we use the boldface AAA to denote an ordered set in the sense that physical amplitudes depend on the
ordering of its elements. Meanwhile, we use the serif style A to denote an unordered set in the same
sense. For example, we use H to denote the set of gravitons, and |H| the number of gravitons in H.
Similarly, we use Tr to denote the set of gluon traces. We will focus on the generic m-trace case,
namely, Tr = {111,222 . . .mmm}.

6By including only the φ3 interaction, we can only work out the correct single trace EYM amplitudes [44].
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• For a given set A and one of its subset a, the notation A\a stands for the complement of a in A. If a
contains only one element: a = {a}, then we just simplify the notation to A\a.

• The notation
∑

aaa | b=A means that we sum over all partial ordered bi-partitions aaa and b of the set A.
The partial ordering means that different orderings in the first subset aaa should be treated as different
partitions, while the ordering in b does not matter. Both subsets aaa and b are allowed to be empty.

• Given two ordered sets AAA and BBB, the shuffle product AAA�BBB gives a sum of all permutations of AAA∪BBB
that conserves the relative ordering inside each set AAA and BBB respectively. Suppose we have a function
f written as f(AAA�BBB �CCC � . . .), what we mean is:

f(AAA�BBB �CCC � . . .) ≡
∑

ρρρ∈AAA�BBB�CCC...
f(ρρρ) , (3.1)

namely, we always keep the sum over the shuffle products implicit. Sometimes, we will meet the
shuffle over different levels. For example, the notation AAA� {α,BBB�CCC, β} means we should carry out
the shuffle GGG = {BBB �CCC} first, put it back to form a new set G̃̃G̃G = {α,GGG, β}, and then do the second
shuffle AAA� G̃̃G̃G.

• We define the field strength tensor of particle i as

(Fi)
µν = (ki)

µ(εi)
ν − (ki)

ν(εi)
µ , (3.2)

where ki and εi are respectively the momentum and polarization vector of particle i.

• Given a gluon trace iii = {i1, i2 . . . is . . . it}, the notation Yis stands for the sum of the original gluon
momenta at the left hand side of is in trace iii:

Yis = ki1 + ki2 + . . .+ kis . (3.3)

At some intermediate steps of our recursive expansion, we may meet the situation that some particles
considered as gluons in trace iii at this step are actually original gravitons. Thus we define another
symbol Xis to stand for the sum of all the momenta at the left hand side of is, regardless of their
origins.

• Given a cycle 〈aaa〉 = 〈a1a2 . . . at〉, we can always anchor two particles, say ai and aj , to the first and
last position through the KK relation [18], written as:

1

〈aaa〉
=

1

〈ai,ααα, aj ,βββ〉
= (−1)|aaaj,i|

∑
ρρρ∈KK[aaa,ai,aj ]

1

〈ai, ρρρ, aj〉
. (3.4)

In the second equality, we have used the cyclicity of 〈aaa〉 to put ai at the first position. Then the
ordered set ααα and βββ are defined as:

ααα = {ai+1, ai+2 . . . aj−1} ≡ aaai,j βββ = {aj+1, aj+2 . . . ai−1} ≡ aaaj,i , (3.5)
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in which the cyclic continuation at+1 = a1 is understood. In the third equality, the symbol KK[aaa, ai, aj ]

stands for the set

KK[aaa, ai, aj ] = ααα� βββT = aaai,j � (aaaj,i)
T . (3.6)

Finally, we keep the sum over the above orderings implicit for the sake of simplicity, namely, we define:

(−1)|aaaj,i|
∑

ρρρ∈KK[aaa,ai,aj ]

1

〈ai, ρρρ, aj〉
≡ (−1)|aaaj,i|

〈ai,KK[aaa, ai, aj ], aj〉
, (3.7)

where it is very important to notice the sign (−1)|aaaj,i| in the definition. In many situations, we can
even omit the two anchors in KK[. . .], which are usually the two particles that sandwich KK[. . .]. For
convenience, we define the list

Kiii
ai,bi
≡ {ai,KK[iii, ai, bi], bi} (3.8)

as a single object. The final form of the KK relation is thus:

1

〈ai,ααα, aj ,βββ〉
=

(−1)|aaaj,i|

〈ai,KK[aaa, ai, aj ], aj〉
= (−1)|aaaj,i|

1

〈Kaaa
ai,aj 〉

. (3.9)

• We denote the generic tree levelm-trace EYM amplitude with graviton set H as Am,|H|(111|222| . . . |mmm ‖H),
where we have used a single vertical line to separate gluon traces, and a double vertical line to separate
gluons and gravitons. The number of traces and gravitons are shown in the subscript. By convention,
we always write the first gluon trace as 111 = {1, 2 . . . r}.

In order to get familiar with these notations, we rewrite the recursive expansion of the single trace
EYM amplitude A1,|H|(1, 2 . . . r ‖H), which has already been given in [35, 39], as:

A1,|H|(1, 2 . . . r ‖H) =
∑

hhh | h̃=H\h1

[
Ch1(hhh)A

1,|h̃|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh, h1}, r ‖ h̃)
]
. (3.10)

Suppose hhh = {is, is−1 . . . i1}, the coefficient Ch1 can be written as:

Ch1(hhh) = εh1 · Fi1 · Fi2 . . . Fis−1 · Fis · Yis , (3.11)

while for hhh = ∅, we have Ch1(∅) = εh1 · Yh1 . The expression (3.10) is manifestly invariant under the
permutations and gauge transformations of the gravitons H\h1. In the following, we call this h1 the fiducial
graviton in order to distinguish it from the other gravitons (called regular gravitons in the following). The
full graviton permutation and gauge invariance, although not explicit, is guaranteed by the generalized BCJ
relation [4, 7].
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3.1 Some explicit examples

As the main story of this section, we are going to present two types of recursive expansions of generic m-
trace EYM amplitudes. In this subsection, we show how to construct the expansion from the known single
trace results [35, 39] through the trick “turning a graviton into a trace of gluons”, illustrated by several
explicit examples.7 The generic algorithms will be given in the next subsection, and we defer the proof to
the later sections.

As the first example, we show how to obtain the expansion of double trace EYM amplitude with one
graviton from the known result (3.10) of the single trace amplitude with two gravitons:

A1,2(1, 2 . . . r ‖ {h1, h2}) = (εh1 · Yh1)A1,1(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h1}, r ‖ {h2})

+ (εh1 · Fh2 · Yh2)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h2, h1}, r) . (3.12)

Here h1 is treated as fiducial, and h2 as regular. Now at the left hand side of Eq. (3.12), we turn the
graviton h2 into the gluon trace 222, namely, we make the formal replacement:

A1,2(1, 2 . . . r ‖ {h1, h2}) → A2,1(1, 2 . . . r |222 ‖ {h1}) . (3.13)

At the right hand side of Eq. (3.12), the first term contains h2 as a graviton, thus we make the same formal
replacement to reach

A1,1(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h1}, r ‖ {h2}) → A2,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h1}, r |222) . (3.14)

We can summarize the above manipulation into the following replacing rule for a regular graviton hi, which
still remains to be a graviton in the recursive expansion:

hi → iii . (3.15)

For the second term, where the h2 has been treated as a gluon in the single trace expansion, we have
to modify both the coefficient and the amplitude according to the following replacing rule for a regular
graviton hi, which has been treated as a gluon:

(1) hi → {ai,KK[iii, ai, bi], bi}

(2) (Fhi)
µν → −(kbi)

µ(kai)
ν

(3) Yhi → Yai (if Yhi appears)

(4) sum over all ordered pairs {ai, bi} ⊂ iii together with the sign (−1)|iiibi,ai | . (3.16)

We note that although the replacement (2) breaks the antisymmetry of the F tensor, it will lead to the
correct result if all the appearance of Fhi has been taken care. The whole replacement package effectively

7If we “turn a graviton into a trace of gluons”, the particle number must change. In this sense, the construction presented
here should only be understood as a trick observed from certain patterns of the amplitudes. We will shown in section 4 how
this nice pattern emerges.
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“turns a graviton into a trace of gluons”. Applying these rules to the second term at the right hand side of
Eq. (3.12), we get:

(εh1 · Fh2 · Yh2)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h2, h1}, r)

→
∑̃

{a2,b2}⊂222

(−) (εh1 · kb2) (ka2 · Ya2)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a2,KK[222, a2, b2], b2, h1}, r) , (3.17)

where to simplify the notation, we have defined
∑̃

over the ordered pair {a2, b2} to include the sign
appearing as a result of Eq. (3.7):8

∑
{a2,b2}⊂222

≡
∑

a2,b2∈222
a2 6=b2

,
∑̃

{a2,b2}⊂222

≡
∑

a2,b2∈222
a2 6=b2

(−1)|222b2,a2 | . (3.18)

Putting all together, we get the following recursive expansion for the double trace amplitude with one
graviton, which is equivalent to the expression in [31]:

A2,1(1, 2 . . . r |222 ‖ {h1}) = (εh1 · Yh1)A2,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h1}, r |222)

+
∑̃

{a2,b2}⊂222

(−εh1 · kb2) (ka2 · Ya2)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a2,KK[222, a2, b2], b2, h1}, r) . (3.19)

As a slightly nontrivial example, we construct the expansion of triple trace amplitude with one graviton
from the single trace expansion (3.10) with three gravitons:

A1,3(1, 2 . . . r ‖ {h1, h2, h3}) = (εh1 · Yh1)A1,2(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h1}, r ‖ {h2, h3})

+ (εh1 · Fh2 · Yh1)A1,1(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h2, h1}, r ‖ {h3})

+ (εh1 · Fh3 · Yh1)A1,1(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h3, h1}, r ‖ {h2})

+ (εh1 · Fh2 · Fh3 · Yh1)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h3, h2, h1}, r)

+ (εh1 · Fh3 · Fh2 · Yh1)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h2, h3, h1}, r) . (3.20)

8The reason we define the symbol
∑̃

is to emphasize the relative sign between the amplitudes that interfere with each
other, although one can modify the definition of the KK[. . .] symbol in Eq. (3.7) by including such a sign. We feel that to
avoid mistakes when using our formula, the definition (3.18) maybe a better choice.
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Now by applying the rule (3.15) and (3.16) to both h2 and h3, we get the desired expansion:

A3,1(1, 2 . . . r |222 |333 ‖ {h1}) = (εh1 · Yh1)A3,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {h1}, r |222 |333)

+
∑̃

{a2,b2}⊂222

(−εh1 · kb2) (ka2 · Ya2)A2,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a2,KK[222, a2, b2], b2, h1}, r |333)

+
∑̃

{a3,b3}⊂333

(−εh1 · kb3) (ka3 · Ya3)A2,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a3,KK[333, a3, b3], b3, h1}, r |222)

+
∑̃

{a2,b2}⊂222

∑̃
{a3,b3}⊂333

(−εh1 · kb2) (ka2 · kb3) (−ka3 · Ya3)

×A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a3,KK[333, a3, b3], b3, a2,KK[222, a2, b2], b2, h1}, r)

+
∑̃

{a3,b3}⊂333

∑̃
{a2,b2}⊂222

(−εh1 · kb3) (ka3 · kb2) (−ka2 · Ya2)

×A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a2,KK[222, a2, b2], b2, a3,KK[333, a3, b3], b3, h1}, r) . (3.21)

From these two examples, a general pattern starts to emerge. We will summarize it into the type-I recursive
expansion in the next subsection. However, there is a small caveat in the usage of this construction: we
need at least one fiducial graviton to make this scheme work. Consequently, it cannot be applied to the
expansion of pure gluon amplitudes.

The above issue can be resolved once we know how to convert the fiducial h1 into a gluon trace. Very
remarkably, we find that the following replacing rule for turning the fiducial graviton to a gluon trace:

if hi is fiducial: (1) hi → {ci,KK[iii, ci, di], di}

(2) εhi → −kci ; Yhi → Yci if appears

(3) keep the arbitrarily chosen di ∈ iii fixed,

and sum over all the other ci ∈ iii together with the sign (−1)|iiidi,ci | . (3.22)

This rule will result in the type-II recursive expansion given in the next subsection. As applications, we
present two examples. The first one is pure double trace case. Starting from the single trace EYM expansion
with just one graviton:

A1,1(1, 2 . . . r ‖ {h1}) = (εh1 · Yh1)A1,0(1, {2, . . . , r − 1}� {h1}, r). (3.23)

we get immediately the following result:

A2,0(1, 2 . . . r |222) =
∑̃

{c2,d2}⊂222

(−kc2 · Yc2)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2}, r ), (3.24)
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after using rule (3.22), where the tilde-sum is given by:∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

≡
∑
c2∈222
c2 6=d2

(−1)|222d2,c2 | , (3.25)

namely, the underlined index is fixed. This result is also equivalent to the one given in [31]. Another
example is the expansion of pure triple trace EYM amplitudes. One can start from Eq. (3.12) and turn two
gravitons to two gluon traces. Or one can apply rule (3.22) to the double trace one graviton expansion given
in (3.19). Both methods give the same answer, and the expansion of pure triple trace EYM amplitudes is:

A3,0(1, 2 . . . r |222 |333) =
∑̃

{c2,d2}⊂222

(−kc2 · Yc2)A2,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2}, r |333)

+
∑̃

{c2,d2}⊂222

∑̃
{a3,b3}⊂333

(kc2 · kb3) (ka3 · Ya3)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a3,KK[333, a3, b3]b3, c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2}, r) .

(3.26)

This expansion holds for any choice of d2 ∈ 222. In the future, we will call d2 the fiducial gluon of the type-II
recursive expansion.

3.2 Generic recursive expansion

In this subsection, we present two general formulas to recursively expand the m-trace EYM amplitude with
|h| gravitons from the corresponding one of the single trace EYM amplitude with |H| = m−1+|h| gravitons.
The starting point is again Eq. (3.10), with h1 chosen as the fiducial graviton.

We first separate H into two parts, hg and h. Then we turn the gravitons in hg into (m − 1) gluon
traces through the one-to-one map:

hg = {hi1 , hi2 . . . him−1} −→ Trm−1 = {ttt1, ttt2 . . . tttm−1}

A(1, 2 . . . r ‖H) −→ A(1, 2 . . . r | ttt1 | ttt2 | . . . | tttm−1 ‖ h) , (3.27)

while those in h remain as gravitons. Depending on whether the fiducial graviton h1 is contained in hg, we
have two types of recursive expansions.

Type-I recursive expansion: When h1 /∈ hg, namely, all the gravitons in hg are regular, we can simply
invoke the replacing rule (3.15) and (3.16) onto hg, leading to the type-I recursive expansion. After a suitable
relabeling of symbols, we can settle this expansion into the following closed form:9

Type-I recursive expansion:

A(1, 2 . . . r |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H) =
∑

hhh|h=H\h1
TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\1

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

[
A1(111hhh,KKK[TrTrTrs,a,b],h1 |Trp ‖ h)

]
, (3.28)

9According to our convention, all the boldface sets are ordered.
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where TrTrTrs = {t1, t2 . . . ts}, Trp = {r1, r2 . . . rp}. We emphasize that different orderings of hhh and TrTrTrs are
treated as different partitions, and get summed over. EachA1 is a linear combination of the EYM amplitudes
with p+ 1 gluon traces and |h| gravitons:10

A1(111hhh,KKK[TrTrTrs,a,b],h1 |Trp ‖ h) = Ch1(hhh �̃KKK)Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), h1}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) .

(3.29)

The notations involved are explained as follows:

• The [
∑̃

]s notation stands for:[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

≡
∑̃

{a1,b1}⊂ttt1

∑̃
{a2,b2}⊂ttt2

....
∑̃

{as,bs}⊂ttts

(3.30)

• The ordered set KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b) is defined as:

KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b) = {Kttt1
a1,b1

,Kttt2
a2,b2

. . .Kttts
as,bs
} , (3.31)

where Kttti
ai,bi

is defined in Eq. (3.8).

• In hhh �̃KKK, we treat Kttti
ai,bi

as a single object, which is why we use �̃ to emphasize the difference. For
example, if hhh = {h} has only one object, we have:

hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b) = {h,Kttt1
a1,b1

,Kttt2
a2,b2

. . .Kttts
as,bs
}+ {Kttt1

a1,b1
, h,Kttt2

a2,b2
. . .Kttts

as,bs
}+ . . .

= {h, a1,KK[ttt1], b1, a2,KK[ttt2], b2 . . .}+ {a1,KK[ttt1], b1, h, a2,KK[ttt2], b2 . . .}+ . . .

(3.32)

• Finally, for a given ordering ρρρ = {ρ1, ρ2 . . . ρ|hhh|+s} ∈ hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), the coefficient Ch1 is given by:

Ch1(ρρρ) = εh1 · Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 · Tρ1 · Yρ1 ,

Tρi =

{
(Fha)µν ρi = ha ∈ hhh
−(kbj )

µ(kaj )
ν ρi = K

tttj
aj ,bj
∈KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b)

. (3.33)

We also define Ĉh1 as:
Ĉh1(ρρρ) = −kh1 · Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 · Tρ1 · Yρ1 . (3.34)

It will be immediately useful in our type-II recursive expansion, as well as the discussion of gauge
invariance.

In Eq. (3.29), the fiducial graviton h1 is treated differently, and its existence is essential to make this
recursive expansion work. Therefore, we require |H| > 1 for the type-I recursive expansion.

10According to our notation (3.1), here Ch1(hhh �̃KKK)A(. . .hhh �̃KKK . . .) stands for
∑
ρρρ∈hhh�̃KKK Ch1(ρρρ)A(. . . ρρρ . . .).
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Type-II recursive expansion: When h1 ∈ hg, we can still apply the rules (3.15) and (3.16) onto those
regular gravitons, while the rule (3.22) should be used to h1. This results in the type-II recursive expansion,
which, after a suitable relabeling of symbols, has the following closed form:

Type-II recursive expansion:

A(1, 2 . . . r |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H) =
∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

[
A2(111hhh,KKK[TrTrTrs,a,b],KK[222,c2,d2]|Trp ‖ h)

]
,

(3.35)

where d2 ∈ 222 is an arbitrary fixed particle (fiducial gluon) in trace 222. Each A2 is also a linear combination
of the EYM amplitudes with p+ 1 traces and |h| gravitons:

A2(111hhh,KKK[TrTrTrs,a,b],KK[222,c2,d2]|Trp ‖ h)

= Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) . (3.36)

According to Eq. (3.34), for ρρρ ∈ hhh �̃KKK, we have Ĉc2(ρρρ) = −kc2 ·Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 ·Tρ1 ·Yρ1 . The type-II recursive
expansion works for arbitrary number of gravitons. However, it requires at least two gluon traces.

Having presented the type-I and II recursive expansions, we will devote several sections later in this
paper to their understanding and proof. In particular, we will present supporting evidence from various
angles, such as dimensional reduction, related BCJ identities and consistency checks, etc. Then we will give
a proof using the BCFW recursion relation. Interestingly, knowing the expansion of Einstein gravity [35, 39],
we can apply the unifying relation [42] to obtain a recursive expansion for EYM amplitudes. We study an
example in appendix F and compare it with our type-I recursive expansion.

4 Observation from compactification inspired construction

In this section, we will give our first understanding of type-I and II recursive expansions. As reviewed in
section 2, the CHY integrand of multitrace EYM amplitudes can be written into two different but equivalent
forms: one from CIC (2.13) and the other from squeezing (2.25). In this section, we will use the form (2.13)
to get some physical understanding of the type-I and II recursive expansions.

Originally in [17], the expression (2.13) is conjectured from the CHY integrand of Einstein-Maxwell
(EM) theory, while the EM integrand is obtained from Einstein gravity through a dimensional reduction
(or compactification). Here, we show that Eq. (2.13) can also be obtained through a direct dimensional
reduction from another integrand with some similarity to the single trace EYM integrand.11 The benefit of
this new reduction scheme is that one can easily observe the replacing rule (3.16) and (3.15) for gravitons.
Moreover, the pattern of “turning a graviton into a trace of gluons” also emerges naturally.

Our reduction scheme works as follows. We start with the gravitons living in D = d + m dimensions,
whose kinematic configuration is given by:

11Although this higher dimensional quantity might not be a physical CHY integrand.
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1. All external momenta are in d dimensions, namely:

Ki = (ki| 0 | 0 | · · · | 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m zeros

) ,

where ki is the usual d dimensional massless momentum.

2. In D dimensions, the gravity polarizations are given by ẼiEi, where all the E vectors are in d dimen-
sions, namely:

Ei = (εi| 0 | 0 | · · · | 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m zeros

) ,

where εi is the usual polarization vector in d dimensions.

3. On the other hand, the Ẽ ’s have different forms for the would-be d dimensional gravitons and gluons:

Ẽi = (ε̃i| 0 | 0 | · · · | 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m zeros

) if i is a graviton

Ẽi = ( 0, 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
d zeros

| 0 | · · · | 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k − 1 zeros

| 1 | 0 | · · · | 0 ) if i is a gluon and i ∈ kkk (4.1)

Now we can construct the matrix ΨD
H,γ|H,γ using K and Ẽ according to Eq. (2.13) in D dimensions, with

γ = {a2, b2 . . . am, bm}. Under the kinematic configuration specified above, one can easily show that:

IL(n) =
(−1)m−1

〈12 . . . r〉
∑

a2<b2∈222
. . .

∑
am<bm∈mmm

[
m∏
i=2

〈aibi〉
〈iii〉

]
Pf
(

ΨD
H,γ|H,γ

)∣∣∣
dim-red

, (4.2)

where γ = {a2, b2, a3, b3 . . . am, bm}, and the subscript “dim-red” indicates precisely that this equation holds
only under the special kinematics for our aforementioned dimensional reduction scheme. We have also used
the fact that σ2aibi = −σaibiσbiai = −〈aibi〉. The advantage of Eq. (4.2) is that we can instead evaluate the D
dimensional integrand Pf (ΨD) first with general kinematic configurations, and take the special dimensional
reduction scheme at a suitable moment. This enables us to take fully use of the known results.

4.1 The special case: each cycle having only two gluons

To demonstrate how this dimensional reduction works, we consider the special case that each gluon trace
has only two gluons: iii = {ai, bi}, except for the first one. Then the integrand (2.13) has a very simple form:

IL(n) =
(−1)m−1

〈12 . . . r〉
Pf
(

ΨD
H,γ|H,γ

)∣∣∣
dim-red

, (4.3)

which is nothing but the single trace EYM integrand in D dimensions. We can simply carry out the single
trace recursive expansion according to Eq. (3.10). Then for a given pair {ai, bi} in the would-be-gluon list
γ, it will have one of the following situations:
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1. For those pairs {ai, bi} remaining in the graviton Pfaffian, the dimensional reduction leads to:

Pf
(

ΨD
H′,{...ai,bi...}|H′,{...ai,bi...}

)
dim-red−−−−−→ . . .

−σaibi
〈iii〉

. . . Pf (ΨH′,{...ai,bi...}|H′) , (4.4)

with H′ a subset of H. Comparing this with the integrand (2.13), we find that each {ai, bi} is turned
into a trace of gluons. This is nothing but our rule (3.15).

2. Next, we consider the case that for the trace iii, both {ai, bi} have been turned into gluons. First, if
both {ai, bi} are regular gravitons, they must appear in the coefficients of Eq. (3.10) with the form:

Ẽ · · ·Fbi · · ·Fai · · ·Y
〈1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {. . . ai . . . bi . . .}, r〉

(also with ai and bi exchanged) . (4.5)

Under our reduction scheme, the combination Fx · Fai · Fy is nonzero if and only if either x or y is in
the same trace as ai. In our special scenario, we have iii = {ai, bi} for all i > 2, which means that the
F -chain above is nonzero if and only if ai and bi are next to each other:

Ẽ · · ·Fbi · Fai · · ·Y
〈1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {. . . ai, bi . . .}, r〉

dim-red−−−−−→ ε · · · (−kbikai) · · ·Y
〈1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {. . . ai, bi . . .}, r〉

. (4.6)

This is just the replacing rule for regular gravitons as given in Eq. (3.16). In this simple case, however,
the list KK[iii, ai, bi] is empty.

3. The second scenario is that one of {ai, bi} is the fiducial graviton. With out losing generality, we
assume bi is fiducial. Similar to the previous case, the only nonzero coefficient looks like

Ẽbi · Fai · F · · ·Y
〈1, {2, . . . r − 1}� {. . . ai, bi}, r〉

dim-red−−−−−→ (−kai) · F · · ·Y
〈1, {2, . . . r − 1}� {. . . ai, bi}, r〉

, (4.7)

which gives us the replacing rule for the fiducial graviton (3.22). We note that the dependence of bi
drops out in the numerator.

4. Finally, for a given trace iii, if there is only one particle, say bi, has been turned into a gluon, while ai
remains in the graviton Pfaffian, then one can easily see that the expansion coefficient must vanish
under the dimensional reduction. The reason is that the only other particle ai of trace iii can never
come next to bi in the chain Ẽ · · ·F · · ·F · · ·Y .

The above example demonstrates how we obtain the replacing rule (3.15), (3.16) and (3.22) from the
single trace expansions (3.10). It also shows for the special case, how the type-I and type-II recursive
expansion (3.28) and (3.35) emerges from our dimensional reduction scheme (4.1).
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4.2 The general case

Having understood the above special example, we move on to understand the general case. Our purpose
is to show how the set KK[iii] emerges from the dimensional reduction, and a further understanding of our
replacing rules. For a given list γ = {a2, b2 . . . am, bm}, the contribution to the CHY integrand is:

(−1)m−1

〈12 . . . r〉
〈a2b2〉
〈222〉

〈a3b3〉
〈333〉

. . .
〈ambm〉
〈mmm〉

Pf
(

ΨD
H,γ|H,γ

)∣∣∣
dim-red

. (4.8)

According to [45], we can expand Pf (ΨD) in terms of cycles:

Pf
(

ΨD
H,γ|H,γ

)
= (−1)

(|H|+2m−2)(|H|+2m−1)
2

∑
p∈perm(H∪γ)

(−1)p
UIIIUJJJ . . . UKKK
〈III〉〈JJJ〉 . . . 〈KKK〉

, (4.9)

where the permutation p is composed of the closed cycles III,JJJ . . .KKK. For each closed cycle, U is given by:

UIII =
1

2
Tr(Fi1 · Fi2 · · ·Fis) for III = {i1, i2 . . . is} and s > 2

UIII = Ci1i1 for III = {i1} . (4.10)

where Fµνa is defined in Eq. (3.2) and Ci1i1 in Eq. (2.6). However, both of them are constructed using D
dimensional vectors K and Ẽ .

For simplicity, we again consider a pair {ai, bi} ⊂ iii. Then if ai and bi are in different cycles, the
contribution vanishes after the dimensional reduction, according to our analysis of the previous subsection.
This also applies to the case that III = {ai} since Ẽai ·Kj = 0 for all j after the dimensional reduction. Next,
for {ai, bi} ⊂ III, they must be next to each other in order to give nonzero contribution. The relevant piece
of Eq. (4.9) is

−〈aibi〉
〈iii〉

UIII
〈III〉
→ −〈aibi〉
〈ai,ααα1, bi,βββ1〉

1

2

Tr(Fααα2 · Fai · Fbi · Fβββ2
)

〈ααα2, ai, bi,βββ2〉
, (4.11)

where Fααα2 (and similarly Fβββ2
) are defined as the matrix product

∏
i∈ααα2

Fi. Applying the KK relation to
the first Parke-Taylor factor to put ai and bi at the two end points, we get

−〈aibi〉
〈ai,ααα1, bi,βββ1〉

1

2

Tr(Fααα2 · Fai · Fbi · Fβββ2
)

〈ααα2, ai, bi,βββ2〉
= −1

2

(−1)|βββ1|Tr(Fααα2 · Fai · Fbi · Fβββ2
)

〈ααα2, ai,ααα1 � βββT1 , bi,βββ2〉
. (4.12)

where ααα1�βββT1 = KK[iii, ai, bi] by definition, and the sign (−1)|βββ1| can be absorbed into the definition of
∑̃

.
Now we can see the pattern: if we treat formally the whole list {ai,KK[iii, ai, bi], bi} as a single “graviton” hi
and Fai · Fbi as a single Fhi , we can write the above equation as:

1

2

Tr(Fααα2 · Fai · Fbi · Fβββ2
)

〈ααα2, ai,KK[iii, ai, bi], bi,βββ2〉
→ 1

2

Tr(Fααα2 · Fhi · Fβββ2
)

〈ααα2, hi,βββ2〉
≡
U
ĨII

〈ĨII〉
Fhi |dim-red = −kaikbi . (4.13)

Doing it for every pair of {ai, bi}, Eq. (4.8) formally becomes

(−1)m−1(−1)
(|H|+2m−2)(|H|+2m−1)

2

〈12 . . . r〉
∑
p

(−1)p
U
Ĩ̃ĨI
U
J̃̃J̃J
· · ·U

K̃̃K̃K

〈ĨII〉〈J̃JJ〉 . . . 〈K̃KK〉
(4.14)
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where p is a permutation of the set H∪{h2, h3 . . . hm} composed of the cycles ĨII, J̃JJ . . . K̃KK. Each hi is formally
a trace of gluons in disguise. One can easily see that Eq. (4.13) and (4.14) are nothing but our familiar
single trace EYM integrand, by our replacing rule (3.16) for regular gravitons.12

In summary, from the point of view given in (4.14), we have given an explanation of the type-I and
type-II recursive expansions (3.28) and (3.35) as well as the two replacing rules (3.16) and (3.22). For the
type-I recursion relation and corresponding replacing rule, the understanding is straightforward. For the
type-II recursion relation and corresponding replacing rule, thing is a little bit tricky. The reason is that
from the form (4.14), there is no distinction between the regular and fiducial gravitons, while in the single
trace recursive expansion, these two types of gravitons are treated very differently. In our paper, although
we have derived the (3.10) using the CHY-integrand, we did not start from the form (4.14). How to see the
difference between the regular and fiducial gravitons from the form (4.14) is not completely clear to us.

5 Pure gluon Multitrace EYM amplitudes I: some examples

In next two sections, we focus on another special case: pure gluon multitrace EYM amplitudes (i.e., without
any graviton). We will derive another type of recursive expansion from the squeezing-form integrand (2.25)
and show that they are equivalent to the type-II recursive expansion. Thus it provides another support
evidence for general type-II recursive expansion. According to Eq. (2.25) and (2.28), we need to add the
phase factor

m-trace squeezing-form integrand to amplitude: (phase) = (−1)
m(m−1)

2 (5.1)

to obtain the amplitudes from squeezing-form integrands. The above phase factor is extensively used in
both sections.

5.1 Double-trace

As first derived from CHY integrands in [31], pure gluon double-trace EYM amplitudes can be expanded
by pure YM ones. Here, we first repeat this calculation as our simplest example, in a form more suitable
for generalizations.

According to Eq. (2.22), if the first trace contains r gluons and the second contains the rest, the
integrand reduces to

1

〈111〉〈222〉
Pf ′[Π2(111,222)] = − 1

〈111〉〈222〉
(Ctr)11 = −k

2
111

2

1

〈111〉〈222〉
(5.2)

Next, we apply the cross-ratio identity [46]:

− k2111
2

=
∑
i∈111

∑
j∈222

(ki · kj)
σnjσi1
σijσn1

, (5.3)

12Eq. (4.14) contains a phase factor that depends on the total number of gluon traces. One can show that by following
carefully the prescription (2.28) to obtain the amplitudes, the dependence on m will be canceled.
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where we have assumed implicitly that the two fixed points 1 ∈ 111 and n ∈ 222. To continue, for each term
with (i, j) index, we apply the KK relations to both Parke-Taylor factors:

1

〈111〉
=

1

〈1 . . . i . . .〉
=

(−1)|111i,1|

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i〉
,

1

〈222〉
=

1

〈j . . . n . . .〉
=

(−1)|222n,j |

〈j,KK[222, j, n], n〉
, (5.4)

where the symbol KK[111, 1, i] has been defined in Eq. (3.6), so Eq. (5.2) becomes:

1

〈111〉〈222〉
Pf ′(Π) =

∑̃
{1,i}∈111

∑̃
{j,n}⊂222

ki · kj
〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, n], n〉

. (5.5)

Using this result, we get the expansion of pure double-trace EYM amplitudes by the pure YM ones:

A2,0(111 |222) = −
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,n}∈222

(ki · kj)A1,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, n], n) . (5.6)

This expression is different from the one given in Eq. (3.24), using the type-II recursive expansion. In
appendix B, we will show their equivalence through algebraic manipulations. Since our proof using CHY
integrand is independent, it gives a strong support to the proposed type-II recursive expansion (3.35).

5.2 Triple-trace

We delete the two rows and columns corresponding to the trace 333 in Π3, and expand the reduced Pfaffian
of Π3 as

Pf ′[Π3(111,222,333)] = Pf


0 (Atr)12 −(Ctr)11 −(Ctr)21

(Atr)21 0 −(Ctr)12 −(Ctr)22

(Ctr)11 (Ctr)12 0 (Btr)12

(Ctr)21 (Ctr)22 (Btr)21 0


= (Ctr)11 Pf

(
0 −(Ctr)22

(Ctr)22 0

)
+ (Ctr)12(Ctr)21 − (Btr)12(Atr)21 . (5.7)

The triple trace pure gluon EYM integrand thus reduces to

1

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉
Pf ′(Π3) = −(Ctr)11(Ctr)22

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉
+

(Ctr)12(Ctr)21 − (Btr)12(Atr)21
〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉

. (5.8)

The second term of the above equation can be further calculated as:

C 21
12 ≡ (Ctr)12(Ctr)21 − (Btr)12(Atr)21 =

∑
i,b∈111

∑
j,a∈222

σiσaj(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
σijσab

=
1

2

∑
i,b∈111

∑
j,a∈222

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
σajσib
σijσab

. (5.9)
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To obtain the last line, we have symmetrized over the pair (i, b) and (j, a).
More importantly, the first term of Eq. (5.8) can be processed in the following way. Assuming the

particle 1 ∈ 111 and n ∈ 333, we first apply the cross-ratio identity to (Ctr)11:

− (Ctr)11 = −k
2
111

2
=

∑
i∈111

∑
j∈222

+
∑
i∈111

∑
j∈333

 (ki · kj)
σnjσi1
σijσn1

≡ R(1|2) + R(1|3) . (5.10)

As in section 5.1, acting the second term onto the Parke-Taylor factors, we get

R(1|3)

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉
=

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,n}⊂333

ki · kj
〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[333, j, n], n〉〈222〉

. (5.11)

However, we cannot do this for the R(1|2) term of (5.10), since j and n are no longer in the same trace.
After the above manipulation, we have

first term of (5.8) = −
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,n}⊂333

(ki · kj)[−(Ctr)22]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[333, j, n], n〉〈222〉
− R(1|2)[−(Ctr)22]

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉
. (5.12)

Then the first line of the above equation is just a linear combination of double-trace integrands with
1̃11 = {1,KK[111], i, j,KK[333], n} and 2̃22 = 222. Next, we apply the cross-ratio identity to (Ctr)22 in the second line
of (5.12). However, we choose a different reference point for each term with a given (i, j) pair in the sum
of R(1|2) when using the cross-ratio identity onto (Ctr)22:

R(1|2)[−(Ctr)22] =
∑
i∈111

∑
j∈222

(ki · kj)
σnjσi1
σijσn1

(∑
a∈222

∑
b∈111

+
∑
a∈222

∑
b∈333

)
(ka · kb)

σnbσaj
σabσnj

≡ R[12] + R(1|2|3) , (5.13)

where we have defined the following symbols:

R[12] =
∑
i,b∈111

∑
j,a∈222

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
σi1σnbσaj
σijσabσn1

=
1

2

∑
i,b∈111

∑
j,a∈222

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
(
σi1σnbσaj
σijσabσn1

+
σb1σniσja
σbaσjiσn1

)

=
1

2

∑
i,b∈111

∑
j,a∈222

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
σajσib
σijσab

= C 21
12 ,

R(1|2|3) =
∑
i∈111

∑
j,a∈222

∑
b∈333

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
σi1σnbσaj
σijσabσn1

. (5.14)

In the argument of R, we use [. . .] to denote a closed trace cycle and (a| . . . |b) an open trace cycle with a
and b at two ends. With the help of the following KK relations:

1

〈222〉
=

1

〈j . . . a . . .〉
=

(−1)|222a,j |

〈j,KK[222, j, a], a〉

1

〈333〉
=

1

〈b . . . n . . .〉
=

(−1)|333n,b|

〈b,KK[333, b, n], n〉
, (5.15)
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we have
R(1|2|3)

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉
=

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,a}⊂222

∑̃
{b,n}⊂333

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, b,KK[333, b, n], n〉

. (5.16)

Consequently, Eq. (5.12) becomes:

first term of (5.8) = −
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,n}⊂333

(ki · kj)[−(Ctr)22]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[333, j, n], n〉〈222〉

−
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,a}⊂222

∑̃
{b,n}⊂333

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, b,KK[333, b, n], n〉

− R[12]

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉
. (5.17)

Now the second line of the above equation is just a linear combination of pure YM integrands, while the
third line cancels exactly C 21

12 given in (5.9), since R[12] = C 21
12 . This identity holds at the algebraic level.

More generally, we can replace 111 and 222 by two arbitrary traces, and get:

R[pq] = (Ctr)pq(Ctr)qp − (Btr)pq(Atr)qp = C qp
pq . (5.18)

At this point, we have shown that the triple-trace Pfaffian can be expanded as:

Pf ′(Π3) = −R(1|3)Pf [Π2(222)]−R(1|2|3) . (5.19)

Our final formula follows immediately after we act the above result onto the triple-trace Parke-Taylor factor:

Pf ′(Π3)

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉
= −

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,n}⊂333

(ki · kj)[−(Ctr)22]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[333, j, n], n〉〈222〉

−
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,a}⊂222

∑̃
{b,n}⊂333

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, b,KK[333, b, n], n〉

. (5.20)

We remark that when deriving this result, the only place that we require the on-shell condition is the
cross-ratio identity applied to (Ctr)11 and (Ctr)22, while all the other transformations are merely algebraic
identities. This observation is very important for the generalization to arbitrary number of traces.

To close this subsection, we perform the CHY integration on Eq. (5.20), translating it into the amplitude
relation between triple-trace, double-trace pure gluon EYM amplitudes, and pure YM ones:

A3,0(111 |222 |333) =
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,n}⊂333

(−kj · ki)A2,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[333, j, n], n |222)

+
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,a}⊂222

∑̃
{b,n}⊂333

(kb · ka)(kj · ki)A1,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, b,KK[333, b, n], n) .

(5.21)

We note that the sign change is due to our convention (5.1). Applying Eq. (5.6) to the first term, we can
expand A3,0(111 |222 |333) in terms of pure YM amplitudes in KK basis.
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5.3 Four-trace

The Laplace expansion of the reduced Pfaffian Pf ′[Π4(111,222,333,444)] leads to

Pf ′(Π4) = −(Ctr)11 Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)]

+ [(Ctr)12(Ctr)21 − (Btr)12(Atr)21]Pf [Π2(333)] + [(Ctr)13(Ctr)31 − (Btr)13(Atr)31]Pf [Π2(222)]

+ [(Ctr)12(Ctr)23 − (Btr)12(Atr)23] (Ctr)31 − [(Ctr)12(Btr)23 + (Btr)12(Ctr)32] (Atr)31

+ [(Ctr)13(Ctr)32 − (Btr)13(Atr)32] (Ctr)21 − [(Ctr)13(Btr)32 + (Btr)13(Ctr)23] (Atr)21 , (5.22)

where the Pfaffians involved are all parts of the EYM integrands with fewer traces:

Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)] = Pf ′[Π3(1
′1′1′,222,333)] : triple-trace integrand with 1′1′1′ = 111 ∪ 444

Pf [Π2(333)] = Pf ′[Π2(1
′′1′′1′′,2′2′2′)] : double-trace integrand with 1′′1′′1′′ = 111 ∪ 222 ∪ 444 2′2′2′ = 333

Pf [Π2(222)] = Pf ′[Π2(1
′′′1′′′1′′′,222)] : double-trace integrand with 1′′′1′′′1′′′ = 111 ∪ 333 ∪ 444 . (5.23)

Before we start, it is convenient to list the KK relations we are going to use for the four traces:

∀i ∈ 111
1

〈111〉
=

1

〈1 . . . i . . .〉
=

(−1)|111i,1|

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i〉
(5.24a)

∀j, a ∈ 222
1

〈222〉
=

1

〈j . . . a . . .〉
=

(−1)|222a,j |

〈j,KK[222, j, a], a〉
(5.24b)

∀b, c ∈ 333
1

〈333〉
=

1

〈b . . . c . . .〉
=

(−1)|333c,b|

〈b,KK[333, b, c], c〉
(5.24c)

∀d ∈ 444
1

〈444〉
=

1

〈d . . . n . . .〉
=

(−1)|444n,d|

〈d,KK[444, d, n], n〉
. (5.24d)

As the first step of this expansion, we apply the cross-ratio identity to (Ctr)11:

−(Ctr)11 =
∑
i∈111

∑
j∈222

+
∑
j∈333

+
∑
j∈444

 (ki · kj)
σnjσi1
σijσn1

≡ R(1|2) + R(1|3) + R(1|4) , (5.25)

such that the first term of Eq. (5.22) becomes:

−(Ctr)11 Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)]

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉〈444〉
=

[R(1|2) + R(1|3) + R(1|4)] Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)]

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉〈444〉

=
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kd)Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉〈222〉〈333〉

+
[R(1|2) + R(1|3)] Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)]

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉〈444〉
. (5.26)
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Now the first line of this result is in its final form, giving us a linear combination of triple-trace integrands.
We then expand Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)] in the last line of the above equation as follows:

R(1|2)Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)] = R(1|2)(Ctr)22 Pf [Π2(333)] + R(1|2)(Ctr)23(Ctr)32 −R(1|2)(Btr)23(Atr)32

= −R(1|2|4)Pf [Π2(333)]−R[12]Pf [Π2(333)]

−R(1|2|3)Pf [Π2(333)] + R(1|2)(Ctr)23(Ctr)32 −R(1|2)(Btr)23(Atr)32 (5.27a)

R(1|3)Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)] = R(1|3)(Ctr)33 Pf [Π2(222)] + R(1|3)(Ctr)32(Ctr)23 −R(1|3)(Btr)32(Atr)23

= −R(1|3|4)Pf [Π2(222)]−R[13]Pf [Π2(222)]

−R(1|3|2)Pf [Π2(333)] + R(1|3)(Ctr)32(Ctr)23 −R(1|3)(Btr)32(Atr)23 , (5.27b)

where the cross-ratio identity has been applied to (Ctr)22 and (Ctr)33. In the second line of both Eq. (5.27a)
and (5.27b), we have

R(1|2|4) =
∑
i∈111

∑
a,j∈222

∑
d∈444

(ki · kj)(ka · kd)
σi1σndσaj
σijσadσn1

R(1|3|4) =
∑
i∈111

∑
b,c∈333

∑
d∈444

(ki · kb)(kc · kd)
σi1σndσcb
σibσcdσn1

, (5.28)

each of which leads to a linear combination of double trace integrands:

R(1|2|4)Pf [Π2(333)]

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉〈444〉
=

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{a,j}⊂222

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kj)(ka · kd)Pf [Π2(333)]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉〈333〉
(5.29a)

R(1|3|4)Pf [Π3(222)]

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉〈444〉
=

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{b,c}⊂333

∑̃
{d,n}∈444

(ki · kb)(kc · kd)Pf [Π2(222)]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, b,KK[333, b, c], c, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉〈222〉
, (5.29b)

while R[12] and R[13] in the first line of Eq. (5.27a) and (5.27b) exactly cancel the two terms in the second
line of Eq. (5.22) because of (5.18). As the last step, we apply the cross-ratio identity to the last line of
both Eq. (5.27a) and (5.27b). Similar to Eq. (5.13), the result is:

R(1|2|3)[−(Ctr)33] = R(1|23|4) + R(1|23|1) + R(1|2)R[23]

R(1|3|2)[−(Ctr)22] = R(1|32|4) + R(1|32|1) + R(1|3)R[32] . (5.30)

The sum of the aforementioned two lines gives:

last line of (5.27a) + last line of (5.27b) = −R(1|23|4)−R(1|32|4)−R[123] , (5.31)

in which we have used the identity (5.18) to reach this result. In Eq. (5.31), we can use R(1|23|4) and
R(1|32|4) to connect all the Parke-Taylor factors, resulting in a linear combination of pure YM integrands:
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R(1|23|4) =
∑
i∈111

∑
a,j∈222

∑
b,c∈333

∑
d∈444

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)(kc · kd)
σi1σndσajσcb
σijσabσcdσn1

R(1|23|4)

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉〈444〉
=

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{a,j}⊂222

∑̃
{b,c}⊂333

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)(kc · kd)

× 〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, b,KK[333, b, c], c, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉−1 (5.32a)

R(1|32|4) =
∑
i∈111

∑
b,c∈333

∑
a,j∈222

∑
d∈444

(ki · kb)(kc · kj)(ka · kd)
σi1σndσcbσaj
σibσcjσadσn1

R(1|32|4)

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉〈444〉
=

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{a,j}⊂222

∑̃
{b,c}⊂333

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kb)(kc · kj)(ka · kd)

× 〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, b,KK[333, b, c], c, j,KK[222, j, a], a, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉−1 , (5.32b)

while R[123] ≡ R(1|23|1) + R(1|32|1) cancel the last two lines of Eq. (5.22), because of the identity:

R[pqr] = [(Ctr)pq(Ctr)qr − (Btr)pq(Atr)qr] (Ctr)rp − [(Ctr)pq(Btr)qr + (Btr)pq(Ctr)rq] (Atr)rp

+ [(Ctr)pr(Ctr)rq − (Btr)pr(Atr)rq] (Ctr)qp − [(Ctr)pr(Btr)rq + (Btr)pr(Ctr)qr] (Atr)qp

= C qr
pq (Ctr)rp − C q

pqr(Atr)rp + C rq
pr (Ctr)qp − C r

prq(Atr)qp . (5.33)

The proof is very similar to that of Eq. (5.18): the left hand side of Eq. (5.33) gives

R[pqr] =
∑
d,i∈ppp

∑
j,a∈qqq

∑
b,c∈rrr

[
(ki · kj)(ka · kb)(kc · kd)

σi1σajσndσcb
σijσn1σabσcd

+ (ki · kb)(kc · kj)(ka · kd)
σi1σcbσndσaj
σibσn1σcjσad

]

=
1

2

∑
d,i∈ppp

∑
j,a∈qqq

∑
b,c∈rrr

[
(ki · kj)(ka · kb)(kc · kd)

σajσcbσid
σijσabσcd

+ (ki · kb)(kc · kj)(ka · kd)
σajσcbσid
σibσcjσad

]
. (5.34)

On the right hand side of Eq. (5.33), we have:

C qr
pq ≡ (Ctr)pq(Ctr)qr − (Btr)pq(Atr)qr =

∑
i∈ppp

∑
j,a∈qqq

∑
b∈rrr

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
σiσja
σijσab

C q
pqr ≡ (Ctr)pq(Btr)qr + (Btr)pq(Ctr)rq =

∑
i∈ppp

∑
j,a∈qqq

∑
b∈rrr

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)
σiσbσja
σijσab

C rq
pr ≡ (Ctr)pr(Ctr)rq − (Ctr)pr(Atr)rq =

∑
i∈ppp

∑
j∈qqq

∑
b,c∈rrr

(ki · kb)(kc · kj)
σiσbc
σibσcj

C r
prq ≡ (Ctr)pr(Btr)rq + (Btr)pr(Ctr)qr =

∑
i∈ppp

∑
j∈qqq

∑
b,c∈rrr

(ki · kb)(kc · kj)
σiσjσbc
σibσcj

(5.35)
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Using these new symbols, we can easily see that the right hand side of Eq. (5.33) gives a recursive construc-
tion of the C symbols with more indices:

C qrp
pqr ≡ C qr

pq (Ctr)rp − C q
pqr(Atr)rp + C rq

pr (Ctr)qp − C r
prq(Atr)qp

= [(Ctr)pq(Ctr)qr − (Ctr)pq(Atr)qr] (Ctr)rp − [(Ctr)pq(Btr)qr + (Btr)pq(Ctr)rq] (Atr)rp

+ [(Ctr)pr(Ctr)rq − (Ctr)pr(Atr)rq] (Ctr)qp − [(Ctr)pr(Btr)rq + (Btr)pr(Ctr)qr] (Atr)qp

=
1

2

∑
i,d∈ppp

∑
a,j∈qqq

∑
b,c∈rrr

[
(ki · kj)(ka · kb)(kc · kd)

σiσjaσbc
σijσabσcd

− (ki · kb)(kc · kj)(ka · kd)
σdσbcσja
σibσcjσad

]

+
1

2

∑
i,d∈ppp

∑
a,j∈qqq

∑
b,c∈rrr

[
(ki · kb)(kc · kj)(ka · kd)

σiσbcσja
σibσcjσad

− (ki · kj)(ka · kb)(kc · kd)
σdσjaσbc
σijσabσcd

]

=
1

2

∑
i,d∈ppp

∑
a,j∈qqq

∑
b,c∈rrr

[
(ki · kj)(ka · kb)(kc · kd)

σajσcbσid
σijσabσcd

+ (ki · kb)(kc · kj)(ka · kd)
σajσcbσid
σibσcjσad

]
. (5.36)

Namely, we have proved another important relation:

R[pqr] = C qrp
pqr . (5.37)

For future convenience, we define the R symbol symmetrized over the exchange of p and q as:

R(o{pq}r) ≡ R(o|pq|r) + R(o|qp|r) such that R[pqr] = R(p{qr}p) . (5.38)

Obviously, we have R(p{q}r) = R(p|q|r) and R(p∅ q) = R(p|q). It is important to notice that

R(p|qr|p) 6= C qr
pq (Ctr)rp − C q

pqr(Atr)rp R(p|rq|p) 6= C rq
pr (Ctr)qp − C r

prq(Atr)qp . (5.39)

Namely, the symmetrization over (q, r) is crucial to make R[pqr] = C qrp
pqr hold. Now we can write the final

result of the four-trace Pfaffian expansion as:

Pf ′(Π4) = R(1|4)Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)]−R(1|2|4)Pf [Π2(333)]−R(1|3|4)Pf [Π2(222)]−R(1{23}4) . (5.40)
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If we act these R symbols onto the Parke-Taylor factors, we get:

Pf ′(Π4)

〈111〉〈222〉〈333〉〈444〉
=

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kd)Pf [Π3(2, 32, 32, 3)]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉〈222〉〈333〉

−
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{a,j}∈222

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kj)(ka · kd)Pf [Π2(333)]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉〈333〉

−
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{a,j}⊂222

∑̃
{b,c}∈333

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kj)(ka · kb)(kc · kd)

× 〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, b,KK[333, b, c], c, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉−1

−
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{b,c}⊂333

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kb)(kc · kd)Pf [Π2(222)]

〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, b,KK[333, b, c], c, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉〈222〉

−
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{b,c}∈333

∑̃
{a,j}⊂222

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(ki · kb)(kc · kj)(ka · kd)

× 〈1,KK[111, 1, i], i, b,KK[333, b, c], c, j,KK[222, j, a], a, d,KK[444, d, n], n〉−1 . (5.41)

In terms of physical amplitudes, the above relation reads:

A4,0(111 |222 |333 |444) =
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(−kd · ki)A3,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i, d,KK[444, d, n], n |222 |333)

+
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{a,j}∈222

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(kd · ka)(kj · ki)A2,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, d,KK[444, d, n], n |333)

−
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{b,c}∈333

∑̃
{a,j}⊂222

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(kd · kc)(kb · ka)(kj · ki)

×A1,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i, j,KK[222, j, a], a, b,KK[333, b, c], c, d,KK[444, d, n], n)

+
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{b,c}∈333

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(kd · kc)(kb · ki)A2,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i, b,KK[333, b, c], c, d,KK[444, d, n], n |222)

−
∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{b,c}∈333

∑̃
{a,j}⊂222

∑̃
{d,n}⊂444

(kd · ka)(kj · kc)(kb · ki)

×A1,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i, b,KK[333, b, c], c, j,KK[222, j, a], a, d,KK[444, d, n], n) . (5.42)

6 Pure gluon Multitrace EYM amplitudes II: General Expansion

In this section, we promote the multitrace pure gluon examples discussed above into a general recursive
expansion, which emerges naturally if we expand the pure gluon reduced Pfaffian in a well controlled way:

Pf ′[Πm(1, 2 . . .m1, 2 . . .m1, 2 . . .m)] = Pf [Πm(1, 2 . . .m− 11, 2 . . .m− 11, 2 . . .m− 1)] ≡ Pf [Πm(A�m)] , (6.1)
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where A = {1, 2 . . .m} and A�m = A\{m}. First, we define some useful notations. Suppose a is a subset of
A�m, we can find a submatrix Π|a|+1(a) of Πm(A�m) with the form:

Π|a|+1(a) =

(
Aa −(Ca)

T

Ca Ba

)
, (6.2)

where Aa, Ba and Ca are respectively the diagonal submatrices of Atr, Btr and Ctr whose rows and columns
take value only in a. We call Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] a blockwise principal minor of Pf [Πm(A�m)]. This matrix appears
in the pure gluon integrand with |a|+ 1 traces a∪{m}. Interestingly, we can express Pf [Πm(A�m)] in terms
of the following linear combination of these blockwise principal minors:

Pf [Πm(A�m)] = (−1)m+1(Ctr)11 Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)] +
∑

a|b=A��1m
b6=∅

Cm[1 b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] , (6.3)

where A��1m ≡ A\{1,m}, m is the number of gluon traces, and we define Pf [Π1(a = ∅)] = 1. For b =

{t2 . . . ts}, the coefficient Cm has the following form:

Cm[t1t2 . . . ts] = −(−1)
s(s+2m−1)

2 C [t1t2 . . . ts] (6.4a)

C [t1t2 . . . ts] =
1

2

[ ∑
{j`,i`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=1

[
s∏
c=1

kic · kjc+1

σicσjc+1

+ noncyclic permutations of (12 . . . s)

]
, (6.4b)

and we have implicitly {is+1, js+1} ≡ {i1, j1} in the chain product
∏s
c=1. By starting the expansion from the

row of (Ctr)11, we essentially fix t1 = 1. We defer the derivation of this expression into appendix C.1 and C.2,
but only emphasize that Eq. (6.3) is an algebraic identity in the sense that no requirement on kinematics is
used to derive it. Thus it can be recursively applied to any blockwise principal minor Pf [Π|a|+1(a)], with
just Cm changed to C|a|+1. Given the set {t1 . . . ts}, the coefficients satisfy two properties that are useful for
later calculations:

• Both C and C are independent of the ordering of {t1 . . . ts}.

• The total number of gluon traces only appear in the phase factor. We have

(−1)sCm−1[t1 . . . ts] = Cm[t1 . . . ts] . (6.5)

Next, we apply the cross-ratio identity to (Ctr)11. This will generate one term that correctly connects trace
111 and mmm. For the other terms, we iterate the above operation, just like what we have done in the previous
examples. Our final result is:

Pf [Πm(A�m)] =
∑

a|b=A��1m

R(1 bm)Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] . (6.6)
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For b = {t2, t3 . . . ts−1}, the coefficient R is given by:

R(t1{t2 . . . ts}tk) = (−1)
s(s+2m−1)

2 R(t1{t2 . . . ts}tk) (6.7a)

R(t1{t2 . . . ts}tk) =
∑
jk∈tttk

R(t1{t2 . . . ts}tk)jk (6.7b)

R(t1{t2 . . . ts}tk)jk = R(t1|t2 . . . ts|tk)jk + permutations of (2 . . . s) (6.7c)

R(t1|t2 . . . ts|tk)jk =
∑
i1∈ttt1

σi11σnjs
σn1

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=2

ki1 · kj2
σi1j2

(
s−2∏
c=2

kic · kjc+1

σicjc+1

)
kis · kjk
σisjk

. (6.7d)

In particular, we have the identity

R[t1 . . . ts] ≡ R(t1{t2 . . . ts}t1) = C [t1 . . . ts]

R[t1 . . . ts] ≡ R(t1{t2 . . . ts}t1) = −Cm[t1 . . . ts] . (6.8)

We need to use both the momentum conservation and scattering equations to derive Eq. (6.6). The proof
of Eq. (6.6) is a little lengthy, and it will be given in appendix D. We can then obtain the squeezing-
form recursive expansion of pure gluon multitrace EYM amplitudes by simply acting Eq. (6.6) onto the
Parke-Taylor factors:

Am,0(111 |222 | . . . |mmm) =
∑

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,m}

∑̃
{1,i}⊂111

∑̃
{j,n}⊂mmm

[ ∑̃
{a`,b`}⊂ttt`

]s
`=1

A3(111KK[111,1,i],KKK[TrTrTrs,a,b],KK[mmm,j,n] |Trp) , (6.9)

where TrTrTrs = {t1, t2 . . . ts} and Trp = {r1, r2 . . . rp}. Then A3 is a linear combination of p + 1 traces pure
gluon integrand:

A3(111KK[111,1,i],KKK[TrTrTrs,a,b],KK[mmm,j,n] |Trp) = (−kj) · (−kbskas) . . . (−kb2ka2) · (−kb1ka1) · ki

×Ap+1,0(1,KK[111, 1, i], i,KKK[TrTrTrs, a, b], j,KK[mmm, j, n], n |rrr1 | . . . |rrrp) .
(6.10)

We remark that this A3 depends on the ordering of TrTrTrs, since in Eq. (6.9) we explicitly write out all the
orderings that get summed over in R. This expansion has a different form compared with our type-II one
given in Eq. (3.35). We will show their equivalence in appendix B.

At the end, we give a brief discussion on the case with gravitons. Now we have a choice on where to
start our Pfaffian expansion: either along a graviton row or a trace row. The former (latter) case will give
us a form equivalent to the type-I (type-II) recursive expansion.

7 General BCJ relations with tree level multitrace EYM amplitudes

In this section, we present another consistency check of the type-I and type-II recursive expansions (3.28)
and (3.35) by considering the related general BCJ relations for tree-level multitrace EYM amplitudes.
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7.1 Type-I generalized BCJ relation

One obvious consistent condition is the gauge invariance for all gravitons. With the expansion (3.28), one
can see the manifest gauge invariance for all gravitons, except the fiducial graviton h1. Thus, if the type-I
recursive expansion is correct, we should get zero when we replace εh1 by kh1 in Eq. (3.33), i.e., we should
have the following type-I generalized BCJ relation:

0 =
∑

hhh|h=H\h1
TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\1

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

Ĉh1(hhh �̃KKK)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), h1}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) , (7.1)

with Ĉh1(ρρρ) = −kh1 · Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 · Tρ1 ·Yρ1 defined in (3.34) and Tρi defined in (3.33). Were there only one
trace, this relation would be nothing but the gauge invariant identity (Ward identity) for the single-trace
amplitude (3.10). We must note that it is not easy to prove even this very simple case using the generalized
BCJ relations of color ordered YM amplitudes [7]. If there are more than one trace, Eq. (7.1) provides a
set of generalized BCJ relations for multi-trace amplitudes. We now give one example:

A type-I example With only one graviton and two gluon traces, the generalized BCJ relation obtained
from Eq. (7.1) is the same as replacing εh1 by −kh1 in Eq. (3.19):

0 = −(kh1 · Yh1)A2,0(1, {2, . . . , r − 1}� {h1}, r |222)

+
∑̃
{a,b}⊂222

(kh1 · kb)(ka · Ya)A1,0(1, {2, . . . , r − 1}� {a,KK[222, a, b], b, h1}, r) . (7.2)

An equivalent form of this relation has been proved in [31].

7.2 Type-II generalized BCJ relation

Now we present type-II generalized BCJ relation, which is tightly related to the type-II recursive expan-
sion (3.35). In this case, all gravitons are manifestly gauge invariant, while there are two different points
of view to understand the emerging BCJ relations. We will discuss them one by one.

The first angle to see this relation is from the collinear limit. Let us consider, for example, the collinear
limit between r and d2 in (3.35). At the left hand side, r belongs to the first trace while d2 belongs to the
second trace. Because they belong to different traces, there is no collinear singularities when kr is collinear
with kd2 . However, at the right hand side, the first and the second trace have been merged into a single
trace. From the explicit expression in Eq. (3.36), we see that the expansion of the shuffle product will lead
to two different situations: either (r − 1) next to r or d2 next to r:{

{xxx, r − 1}� {yyy, d2}, r
}

=
{
xxx� {yyy, d2}, r − 1, r

}
+
{
{xxx, r − 1}� yyy, d2, r

}
.
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Only the latter case might lead to a potential collinear singularity since now d2 and r are next to each
other. More explicitly, the collinear limit at the right hand side of (3.35) has the following form:

∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

∼
∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d2]}, d2, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

∼ S
d2,r;d̃2

∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d̃2]}, d̃2|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) . (7.3)

where the factor S
d2,r;d̃2

is the universal splitting function at the collinear limit while d̃2 represent the
combination of r and d2: kd̃2 = kd2 + kr. Since the left hand side of (3.35) is regular and the S

d2,r;d̃2
is the

universal singular piece, to be consistent, we must have the following relation:

0 =
∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d2]}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) , (7.4)

namely, the coefficient of S
d2,r;d̃2

has to be zero. It is worth to emphasize that starting from n-point recursive
expansion, the derived type-II generalized BCJ relation is, in fact, among (n − 1)-points. Especially, the
point d2 in trace 222 is fictitious since it has been identified with r in trace 111. However, when we try to write
down the type-II BCJ relation (7.4), we do need to insert such a fictitious leg to trace 222 since it defines the
KK basis.

The type-II BCJ relation can also be understood from the fact that the type-II recursive expansion is
independent of the fiducial gluon d2. Assuming the second trace 222 has (l− 1) elements 222 = {c1, c2 . . . cl−1},
if we set the spurious point as d2 = cl, Eq. (7.4) can be more explicitly written as:

0 =
∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

l−1∑
j=1

(−1)j−1Ĉcj (hhh �̃KKK)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), cj , {cj−1 . . . c1}� {cj+1 . . . cl−1}}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) . (7.5)
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For the last shuffle sum, there are two cases: either c1 or cl−1 to be the last element. Separating these two
cases, we get two terms:

T1 = −
∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

l−1∑
j=2

(−1)j−2Ĉcj (hhh �̃KKK)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), cj , {cj−1 . . . c2}� {cj+1 . . . cl−1}, c1}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

(7.6)

T2 =
∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

l−2∑
j=1

(−1)j−1Ĉcj (hhh �̃KKK)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), cj , {cj−1 . . . c1}� {cj+1 . . . cl−2}, cl−1}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h),

(7.7)

while it is important to notice the difference in the sum over j for T1 and T2. Let us compare Eq. (7.6)
and (7.7) with the type-II recursive expansion (3.35) and (3.36). It is easy to see that T2 is exact the
recursive expansion with cl−1 being taken as the fiducial gluon, while T1 is the negative of the recursive
expansion with c1 being taken as the fiducial gluon. Since the recursive expansion is independent of such
a choice, we should have T1 + T2 = 0 which is exactly the type-II BCJ relation given in (7.5).

7.2.1 Some explicit examples

Having presented the two different understandings, we give three explicit examples, the first two of which
involve only double trace pure gluon amplitudes, while the last one involves one graviton. From now on,
until the end of the current section, we suppress the subscript of Am,|H| that label the number of gluon
traces and gravitons.

The first example is the one with the second trace having only two elements. The right hand side of
the type-II BCJ relation (7.4) is the following combination:

B2 ≡
∑
�

(−1) (ka1 · Ya1)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a1, a2}, r)

+
∑
�

(ka2 · Ya2)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a2, a1}, r) . (7.8)

To make things clear, we have put back the sum over shuffle products. To prove B2 = 0, we need to use
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the generalized fundamental BCJ relation for single trace YM amplitudes [7]:

0 =
∑
�

(
k∑
i=1

kai ·Xai

)
A (1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a1 . . . ak}, r) (7.9)

0 =
∑

ρρρ∈{2...r−1}�{a2...ak}

∑
�

(ka1 ·Xa1)A (1, ρρρ� {a1}, r)

=
∑
�

(ka1 ·Xa1)A (1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a2 . . . ak}� {a1}, r) . (7.10)

With the {a1 . . . ak} identified as {a2, a1}, Eq. (7.9) gives:∑
�

(ka2 · Ya2)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a2, a1}, r) =
∑
�

(−1) (ka1 ·Xa1)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a2, a1}, r) ,

(7.11)
where the X symbol has been defined below Eq. (3.3), and Xa2 = Ya2 for this case. Putting it back to
Eq. (7.8), we get:

−B2 =
∑
�

(ka1 · Ya1)A (1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a1, a2}, r) +
∑
�

(ka1 ·Xa1)A (1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a2, a1}, r)

=
∑
�

(ka1 ·Xa1)A (1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a2}� {a1}, r) = 0 , (7.12)

according to the fundamental BCJ relation (7.10) for {a1}.
In the second example, we put three elements in trace 222, still with no graviton. The right hand side of

the type-II BCJ relation (7.4) gives:

B3 =
∑
�

(−1) (ka1 · Ya1)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a1, a2, a3}, r)

+
∑
�

(ka2 · Ya2)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a2, {a1}� {a3}}, r)

+
∑
�

(−1) (ka3 · Ya3)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a3, a2, a1}, r) . (7.13)

To simplify our notation, we define:

B{12...r}[{a1 . . . ak}; i] ≡
∑
�

(kai ·Xai)A (1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {a1 . . . ak}, r) (7.14)

as our building blocks, where i stands for the element at the i-th position in the list {a2 . . . ak}. The
generalized fundamental BCJ relation (7.9) and (7.10) can be simply written as:

0 =

k∑
i=1

B{12...r}[{a1 . . . ak}; i] (7.15)

0 =
∑
�

B{1{2...r−1}�{a2...ak}r}[{a1}; 1] =

k−1∑
i=1

B{12...r}[{a2 . . . ai, a1, ai+1 . . . ak}, i] . (7.16)
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In the following, we will always use the second form in Eq. (7.16) for the fundamental BCJ relation,
and we will also omit the common subscript {12 . . . r}. With this new notation, we can do the following
manipulations:

B3 = −B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 1]− B[{a3, a2, a1}; 1]

= −B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 1] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 2] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 3]

= −B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1]− B[{a2, a1, a3}; 2]− B[{a2, a3, a1}; 3] = 0 (7.17)

to show the vanishing of B3. To go from the first line to the second, we have used (7.16) for {a3} to the
last term:

B[{a3, a2, a1}; 1] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 2] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 3] = 0 .

To go from the second line to the third line, we have used the (7.15) for the set {a2, a1, a3} to combine the
second and fifth terms, and for the set {a2, a3, a1} to combine the third and fourth terms:

B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 2] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 3] = 0

B[{a2, a3, a1}; 1] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 2] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 3] = 0 .

Finally, the last line is zero by (7.16) for the set {a1}.
The third example is a little bit trivial. If the second trace has only one element a1 and there is another

graviton h, the right hand side of the type-II BCJ relation (7.4) gives:13

B1;1 =
∑
�

(ka1 · Ya1)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a1}, r ‖h) +
∑
�

(ka1 · Fh · Yh)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {h, a1}, r) .

(7.18)
This is nothing, but the a1 gauge invariance identity of single trace EYM amplitude with two gravitons
{a1, h}, and a1 is treated as fiducial [see (3.10)].

7.3 Mixed form relations

Although the form (7.4) [or more explicitly, Eq. (7.5)] is very convenient, we do have the freedom to change
it into a different form. In particular, this new form is obtained by using both type-I and type-II BCJ
relations, so that we call it mixed form relations. To see it, let us start from the case l = 3 in Eq. (7.5). In
this case, we have the expansion:14

0 = Ĉc1(hhh�KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c1, c2}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

− Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2, c1}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) , (7.19)

13A gluon trace in principle should have at least two elements. Here, the other one should be viewed as fictitious, as in (7.4).
14For simplicity, we will not write all the summation∑

hhh|h=H
TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

until the end of this section.
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where ρρρ = {ρ1, ..., ρ|hhh|+s} ∈ hhh �̃KKK. Now we consider the type-I BCJ relation (7.1), where the c2 has been
treated as the fiducial graviton, and c1 merged into the first trace:

0 = Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {c1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) . (7.20)

Using the associativity of the shuffle algebra, we can transform the second line of Eq. (7.19) by using
Eq. (7.20), such that Eq. (7.19) becomes:

0 = Ĉc1(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c1, c2}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

+ Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {{c1}� hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) . (7.21)

One advantage of above new form (7.21) is that for the special double trace pure gluon case, it reduces to
the familiar generalized BCJ relation:

0 =
∑
�

(kc1 · Yc1 + kc2 ·Xc2)A(1, {2, . . . , r − 1}� {c1, c2}, r) . (7.22)

Next, we consider the case with l = 4. The type-II BCJ relation (7.5) gives:

0 = Ĉc1(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c1, c2, c3}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

− Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2, c1, c3}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

− Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2, c3, c1}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

+ Ĉc3(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c3, c2, c1}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) . (7.23)

Applying the type-I BCJ relation (7.1) to the last term (treating c3 as the fiducial graviton), and using the
relation:

{2 . . . r − 1}� {c2, c1}� {hhh �̃KKK, c3}

= {2 . . . r − 1}�
(
{hhh �̃KKK � {c2, c1}, c3}+ {hhh �̃KKK, c3, c2, c1}+ {hhh �̃KKK � {c2}, c3, c1}

)
, (7.24)

we can change it to

last term of (7.23) = −Ĉc3(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b)� {c2}, c3, c1}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

− Ĉc3(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b)� {c2, c1}, c3}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) .

(7.25)

When combining (7.25) with the second term of (7.23), they provide a part of l = 3 identity (7.21), with
{2 . . . r − 1}� {c1} considered as fixed in the first trace:

0 = Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {c1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2, c3}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

+ Ĉc3(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {c1}� {{c2}� hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c3}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) , (7.26)
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where the shuffle products can be expanded as:

{c1}� {hhh �̃KKK, c2, c3} = {{c1}� hhh �̃KKK, c2, c3}+ {hhh �̃KKK, c2, c1, c3}+ {hhh �̃KKK, c2, c3, c1}

{c1}� {{c2}� hhh �̃KKK, c3} = {{c2}� hhh �̃KKK, c3, c1}+ {{c2, c1}� hhh �̃KKK, c3}+ {{c1, c2}� hhh �̃KKK, c3} .

After using the above two identities to rewrite Eq. (7.23), we obtain:

0 = Ĉc1(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c1, c2, c3}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

+ Ĉc2(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {{c1}� hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2, c3}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h)

+ Ĉc3(hhh �̃KKK)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {{c1, c2}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b)}, c3}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) . (7.27)

For the special double trace pure gluon case, it again reduces to the familiar generalized BCJ relation:

0 =
∑
�

(kc1 ·Xc1 + kc2 ·Xc2 + kc3 ·Xc3)A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {c1, c2, c3}, r). (7.28)

Now we can see the pattern. For an arbitrary second cycle 222 = {c1 . . . cj}, we can write the mixed form
BCJ relation as:

0 =
∑
hhh|h=H

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

j∑
i=1

Ĉci(hhh �̃KKK)

×A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {{c1 . . . ci−1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b)}, ci . . . cj}, r|rrr1| . . . |rrrp‖ h) . (7.29)

For the special double trace pure gluon case, it reduces to:

0 =
∑
�

(
j∑
i=1

kci ·Xci

)
A(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {c1 . . . cj}, r) , (7.30)

which is nothing but the generalized fundamental BCJ relation of single trace YM amplitudes. This is the
main advantage of the mixed form BCJ relations.

8 Generalized gauge independence of new recursive relations

It is very clear that both type-I and type-II recursive expansions [see Eq. (3.28) and (3.35)] can have
different forms since there are some gauge freedom on our choices:

• In type-I, we have the freedom to choose one trace as fixed (namely, as trace 111), and the fiducial
graviton as h1.

• In type-II, we have the freedom to choose two traces as fixed (namely, as trace 111 and 222). In trace 222,
we have the freedom to choose the fiducial gluon d2.
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If our formulas are right, all these choices must lead to equivalent expansions, including the equivalence
between type-I and type-II recursive expansions. The general consistency check is complicated and we will
not do it in this paper. Instead we will present several examples to demonstrate the salient idea.

Our first consideration is exchanging the role of 111 and 222 in the type-II recursive expansion. To have the
clear picture, let us start with a concrete example, i.e., the pure double trace amplitude A(1, 2, 3 | 4, 5, 6). If
{1, 2, 3} is taken as the trace 111, and 6 is taken as the fixed d2, the type-II recursive expansion (3.35) gives:

A(1, 2, 3 | 4, 5, 6) = (−k4 · Y4)A(1, 2� {4, 5, 6}, 3) + (−k5 · Y5)(−1)A(1, 2� {5, 4, 6}, 3), (8.1)

where the sum over shuffle is implicit. On the other hand, if {4, 5, 6} is taken as trace 111, and 3 is taken as
the fixed d2, the expansion becomes:

A(4, 5, 6 | 1, 2, 3) = (−k1 · Y1)A(4, 5� {1, 2, 3}, 6) + (−k2 · Y2)(−1)A(4, 5� {2, 1, 3}, 6), (8.2)

To show the equivalence, we carry out the shuffle product of the above expansion as:

(−k1 · Y1)A(4, 5� {1, 2, 3}, 6) = (−k1 · k4 − k1 · k5)A(4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 6) + (−k1 · k4)A(4, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6)

+ (−k1 · k4)A(4, 1, {5}� {2}, 3, 6) (8.3a)

(−k2 · Y2)A(4, 5� {2, 1, 3}, 6) = (−k2 · k4 − k2 · k5)A(4, 5, 2, 1, 3, 6) + (−k2 · k4)A(4, 2, 1, 3, 5, 6)

+ (−k2 · k4)A(4, 2, {5}� {1}, 3, 6) . (8.3b)

Eq. (8.1) advises us to collect terms according to the coefficients of (−k5 · k1), (−k5 · k2), (−k4 · k1) and
(−k4 · k2) respectively. Meanwhile, we should write all the amplitudes in the KK basis with point 1 and 3

fixed at the ends. The (−k5 · k1) and (−k5 · k2) terms are straightforward:

(−k1 · k5)A(4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 6) = (−k1 · k5)(−1)A(1, 2� {5, 4, 6}, 3) (8.4a)

(−k2 · k5)(−1)A(4, 5, 2, 1, 3, 6) = (−k2 · k5)(−1)A(1, 2, 5, 4, 6, 3) , (8.4b)

while the (−k4 · k1) and (k4 · k2) terms are a little involved:

(−k1 · k4)
[
A(4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 6) +A(4, 1, {5}� {2}, 3, 6) +A(4, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6)

]
= (−k1 · k4)

[
−A(1, {2}� {5, 4, 6}, 3) +A(1, {2}� {5}� {4, 6}, 3)−A(1, 2� {4, 6, 5}, 3)

]
= (−k1 · k4)A(1, {2}� {4, 5, 6}, 3) (8.5a)

(−k2 · k4)(−1)
[
A(4, 5, 2, 1, 3, 6) +A(4, 2, {5}� {1}, 3, 6) +A(4, 2, 1, 3, 5, 6)

]
= (−k2 · k4)(−1)

[
A(1, 2, 5, 4, 6, 3) +A(1, 5, 2, 4, 6, 3)−A(1, 5� {2, 4, 6}, 3) +A(1, 2, 4, 6, 5, 3)

]
= (−k2 · k4)A(1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 3) . (8.5b)
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Collecting all the above terms, we arrive at

(−k4 · Y4)A(1, {2}� {4, 5, 6}, 3) + (−k5 · Y5)(−1)A(1, {2}� {5, 4, 6}, 3) , (8.6)

which is exactly the first expansion (8.1). Thus we have proved the equivalence of the two expansions (8.1)
and (8.2).

Although the above example is very simple, it does provide the strategy to show the equivalence of
the choice of trace 111 and 222 for more generic type-II expansions, i.e., with more gravitons or more traces.
For pure double trace with arbitrary number of points, by picking terms corresponding to −ka∈111 · kb∈222 and
applying KK relation in one type of expansion, one can recover another type of expansion. For those cases
with at least one graviton or/and more than two traces, things become a little more complicated. Now in
the expansion, we have gravitons/traces inserted between a ∈ 111 and b ∈ 222 in the amplitudes, as well as
tensor T between −ka∈111 ·kb∈222. Nevertheless, one can again show the equivalence by collecting terms having
same kinematic coefficients and then using the KK relation.

The second consideration involves changing the fiducial graviton in the type-I recursive expansion. For
simplicity, we consider the single trace EYM amplitude A(1, 2, 3 ‖h1, h2) as the example. Taking h1 as the
fiducial graviton, we have the expansion:

A(1, 2, 3 ‖h1, h2) = (εh1 · Yh1)A(1, {2}� {h1}, 3 ‖h2) + (εh1 · Fh2 · Yh2)A(1, {2}� {h2, h1}, 3) . (8.7)

If we take h2 as the fiducial graviton, the expansion looks like:

A(1, 2, 3 ‖h1, h2) = (εh2 · Yh2)A(1, {2}� {h2}, 3} ‖h1) + (εh2 · Fh1 · Yh1)A(1, {2}� {h1, h2}, 3) . (8.8)

To see the equivalence, we need to expand them further to pure YM amplitudes. Then the first expan-
sion (8.7) leads to:

A(1, 2, 3 ‖h1, h2) = (εh1 ·Xh1)(εh2 ·Xh2)A(1, {2}� {h1, h2}, 3)

+(εh1 ·Xh1)(εh2 ·Xh2)A(1, {2}� {h2, h1}, 3)

−(εh1 · εh2)(kh2 · Yh2)A(1, {2}� {h2, h1}, 3) , (8.9)

while the second expansion gives:

A(1, 2, 3 ‖h1, h2) = (εh1 ·Xh1)(εh2 ·Xh2)A(1, {2}� {h1, h2}, 3)

+(εh1 ·Xh1)(εh2 ·Xh2)A(1, {2}� {h2, h1}, 3)

−(εh2 · εh1)(kh1 · Yh1)A(1, 2� {h1, h2}, 3). (8.10)

We remind that Xh sums over all the momenta at the left hand side of h, including other gravitons. The
difference of these two expansions is15

(εh1 · εh2) [−(kh2 · Yh2)A(1, 2� {h2, h1}, 3) + (kh1 · Yh1)A(1, 2� {h1, h2}, 3)] . (8.11)
15Using the notation defined in the previous section and appendix E, we can see that the part inside the bracket is
−B[{h2, h1}; 1] + B[{h1, h2}; 1], so it is zero by the explicit result given in Eq. (E.6).
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After we apply the generalized fundamental BCJ relation (7.9) to the first term in the bracket, the above
expression becomes:

(εh1 · εh2)(kh1 ·Xh1 + kh2 ·Xh2)A(1, 2� {h1, h2}, 3) = 0, (8.12)

which is zero according to (7.9). Thus the equivalence has been proved. Above discussion can be trivially
generalized to A(1, 2, . . . , n ‖h1, h2), namely, with arbitrary number of gluons. The generalization to arbi-
trary numbers of gluon traces and gravitons are more complicated, and we may need to use the type-I and
type-II BCJ relations.

The third consideration involves the equivalence between the type-I and type-II recursive expansions.
For simplicity, we consider the amplitude A(1, 2 | 3, 4, 5 ‖h) as the example. The type-I recursive expansion
gives the following result, which is equivalent to the one given in [31]:

A(1, 2 | 3, 4, 5 ‖h) = (εh · k1)A(1, h, 2 | 3, 4, 5)

+ (εh · k5)(−k3 · k1)A(1, 3, 4, 5, h, 2) + (εh · k5)(−k4 · k1)(−1)A(1, 4, 3, 5, h, 2)

+ (εh · k4)(−k5 · k1)A(1, 5, 3, 4, h, 2) + (εh · k4)(−k3 · k1)(−1)A(1, 3, 5, 4, h, 2)

+ (εh · k3)(−k4 · k1)A(1, 4, 5, 3, h, 2) + (εh · k3)(−k5 · k1)(−1)A(1, 5, 4, 3, h, 2). (8.13)

The first term can be further expanded using the type-II recursive expansion. Finally we reach the pure
YM expansion:

A(1, 2 | 3, 4, 5 ‖h) = εh · (k5 + k1)(−k3 · k1)A(1, 3, 4, 5, h, 2) + εh · (k5 + k1)(−k4 · k1)(−1)A(1, 4, 3, 5, h, 2)

+ (εh · k1)[(−k3 · k1)A(1, 3, {h}� {4}, 5, 2) + (−k3 · k1 − k3 · kh)A(1, h, 3, 4, 5, 2)]

+ (εh · k1)[(−k4 · k1)A(1, 4, {h}� {3}, 5, 2) + (−k4 · k1 − k4 · kh)A(1, h, 4, 3, 5, 2)]

+ (εh · k4)(−k5 · k1)A(1, 5, 3, 4, h, 2) + (εh · k4)(−k3 · k1)(−1)A(1, 3, 5, 4, h, 2)

+ (εh · k3)(−k4 · k1)A(1, 4, 5, 3, h, 2) + (εh · k3)(−k5 · k1)(−1)A(1, 5, 4, 3, h, 2) . (8.14)

We then repeat the process by using the type-II recursive expansion first:

A(1, 2 | 3, 4, 5 ‖h) = (−k3 · k1)A(1, 3, 4, 5, 2 ‖h) + (−k4 · k1)(−1)A(1, 4, 3, 5, 2 ‖h)

+(−k3 · Fh · k1)A(1, h, 3, 4, 5, 2) + (−k4 · Fh · k1)(−1)A(1, h, 4, 3, 5, 2) . (8.15)

Next, we further expand the single trace EYM amplitudes, using the special case of type-I expansion. The
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final result is:

A(1, 2 | 3, 4, 5 ‖h) = (−k3 · k1 − k3 · kh)(εh · k1)A(1, h, 3, 4, 5, 2) + (−k3 · εh)(−kh · k1)A(1, h, 3, 4, 5, 2)

+ (−k3 · k1)εh · (k1 + k3)A(1, 3, h, 4, 5, 2) + (−k3 · k1)εh · (k1 + k3 + k4)A(1, 3, 4, h, 5, 2)

+ (−k3 · k1)εh · (k1 + k3 + k4 + k5)A(1, 3, 4, 5, h, 2)

+ (−k4 · k1 − k4 · kh)(εh · k1)(−1)A(1, h, 4, 3, 5, 2) + (−k4 · εh)(−kh · k1)(−1)A(1, h, 4, 3, 5, 2)

+ (−k4 · k1)εh · (k1 + k4)(−1)A(1, 4, h, 3, 5, 2) + (−k4 · k1)εh · (k1 + k4 + k3)(−1)A(1, 4, 3, h, 5, 2)

+ (−k4 · k1)εh · (k1 + k4 + k3 + k5)(−1)A(1, 4, 3, 5, h, 2) . (8.16)

The difference of Eq. (8.14) and (8.16) can be group into two terms, one proportional to (εh · k3) and the
other to (−εh · k4):

(εh · k3)
{
−(kh · k1)A(1, h, 3, 4, 5, 2) + (k3 · k1)A(1, 3, {h}� {4, 5}, 2)

− (k4 · k1)A(1, 4, {5}� {3, h}, 2) + (k5 · k1)A(1, 5, 4, 3, h, 2)
}

(8.17a)

(−εh · k4)
{
−(kh · k1)A(1, h, 4, 3, 5, 2) + (k4 · k1)A(1, 4, {h}� {3, 5}, 2)

− (k3 · k1)A(1, 3, {5}� {4, h}, 2) + (k5 · k1)A(1, 5, 3, 4, h, 2)
}

(8.17b)

The curly bracket in (8.17a) and (8.17b) are related by exchanging the label 3 and 4, so we only need to
deal with one of them. For Eq. (8.17a), we use the fundamental BCJ relation to write the last term as:

(k5 · k1)A(1, 5, 4, 3, h, 2) = (−k5 ·X5)A(1, 4, {5}� {3, h}, 2) . (8.18)

Putting it back, we write the sum of (k5 · k1) term and (k4 · k1) term as:

−(k4 · k1 + k5 ·X5)A(1, 4, {5}� {3, h}, 2) = (k4 ·X4 + k5 ·X5)A(1, 3, {4, 5}� {h}, 2) , (8.19)

where a generalized fundamental BCJ relation has been applied. Now combining the above expression with
the (k3 · k1) term, we get:

(k3 · k1 + k4 ·X4 + k5 ·X5)A(1, 3, {4, 5}� {h}, 2) = − (k3 ·X3 + k4 ·X4 + k5 ·X5)A(1, h, 3, 4, 5, 2) ,

(8.20)
with the help of another generalized fundamental BCJ relation. Finally, the sum of the above expression
and the (kh · k1) term gives:

− (kh ·Xh + k3 ·X3 + k4 ·X4 + k5 ·X5)A(1, {h, 3, 4, 5}�∅, 2) = 0 . (8.21)

By exchanging the label 3 and 4, we can easily show that the curly bracket of Eq. (8.17b) also vanishes. In
this way, we have proved that the difference of Eq. (8.14) and (8.16) vanishes, so the two expansions are
equivalent.
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9 Proof using BCFW recursion relation

In this section, we will present the proof of type-I recursive expansion (3.28) by BCFW recursion rela-
tion [40, 41]. The proof for type-II recursive expansion can follow the same line, or alternatively, follow the
equivalence studied in the previous section. We shift the momentum of gluon 1 and r in the first trace as

k̂1 = k1 + zq k̂r = kr − zq q2 = q · k1 = q · k2 = 0 . (9.1)

Under such a shift, an amplitude A becomes A(z), a rational function of z. The original amplitude A can
be recovered by:

A = Resz=0

[
A(z)

z

]
= −

∑
zi∈finite poles

Resz=zi

[
A(z)

z

]
+ Boundary term . (9.2)

In the coming subsections, we will demonstrate that both sides of (3.28) have zero boundary terms, the
residues at all the finite physical poles on both sides match with each other, and the spurious poles on
the right hand side cancel out. We can prove the recursive expansion (3.28) by showing that all the above
statements are true.

9.1 The cancellation of boundary terms

We first investigate the cancellation of boundary terms, which can be easily worked out for the most
generic cases. It is well known that under the deformation (9.1) where 1 and r are adjacent to each other,
there is at least one good deformation such that the boundary behavior of the multitrace tree amplitude
A(1̂(z) . . . r̂(z) |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H) can be z−1 (see, for example, [47]), i.e., the boundary contribution is zero.
At the right hand side of the type-I recursive expansion (3.28), there are two origins of the z contribution.
The first place is the expansion coefficient. From the expressions, the leading behavior is of order z1 when
z →∞ as seen as

z1(εh1 · Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 · Tρ1 · q). (9.3)

The second is from individual amplitudes, which has the leading large z behavior z−1. When combining
these two together, we get the leading behavior as z0:

∑
hhh|h=H\h1

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\1

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

z(εh1 · Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 · Tρ1 · q)

×A(1̂(z), {2 . . . r − 1}� {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), h1}, r̂(z) |rrr1 | . . . |rrrp ‖ h) . (9.4)

Naively, we would expect nonzero boundary contribution. But as we will show, in fact, after some careful
analysis, the leading large z behavior of (9.4) is z−1, so there is actually no boundary contribution.

To see that, let us consider the part with fixed partitions hhh|h = H\h1, TrTrTrs|Trp = Tr\1, and the choice
of (ai, bi). Furthermore, in the shuffle sum of hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), there are many terms, and we focus to one
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particular ordering denoted by ρρρ. Now the key observation is that, with the fixed ordering ρρρ, all terms in
the shuffle sum

{2 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρ, h1}

will have the same coefficient (εh1 · Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 · Tρ1 · q).16 With this observation, we can see that∑
�

z(εh1 · Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 · Tρ1 · q)A(1̂(z), {2 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρ, h1}, r̂(z) |rrr1 | . . . |rrrp ‖ h)

= z(εh1 · Tρ|hhh|+s . . . Tρ2 · Tρ1 · q)(−1)s+|hhh|+1A(1̂(z), {2 . . . r − 1}, r̂(z), h1, ρρρT |rrr1 | . . . |rrrp ‖ h) , (9.5)

where the KK relation has been used. Now it is clear that since the two shifted gluons 1 and r are not
adjacent, the leading large z behavior has been reduced to z−2. Thus together with the coefficient z1, the
leading behavior is, in fact, the z−1. Therefore, the boundary contribution is indeed zero. For the special
case with r = 2, the shifted gluons 1 and r are always adjacent. However, if there exists another gluon trace
that has more than two gluons, we can fixed that one as our trace 111 instead. The consistency has been
discussed in section 8. If all traces have only two gluon, we effectively reduce to the EM cases discussed in
section 4, which can be understood by compactification of Einstein gravity.

9.2 Matching finite physical poles

The purpose of this subsection is to show that the right hand side of the type-I expansion (3.28):

Expansion =
∑

hhh|h=H\h1
TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\1

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrs

∑
ρρρ∈hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs,a,b)

Ch1(ρρρ)

×Ap+1,|h|(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρ, h1}, r |Trp ‖ h) (9.6)

has the same residue as the left hand side at all the physical poles. In this section, we will sometimes strip
off the Y symbol from Ch1 , so given ρρρ ∈ hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), we define:

Ch1(ρρρ) = Cµh1(ρρρ)(Yρ1)µ . (9.7)

With the BCFW shift (9.1), since 1 and r always belong to same trace, the BCFW recursive expansion
does not have any graviton channel (i.e., internal graviton propagator), and only the gluon channels in the
first trace survive. With this in mind, let us look at a typical channel that divides the graviton set H into
HL, HR , and the traces Tr\1 into TrL, TrR. In particular, the first trace is divided into 111L = {1, 2 . . . j}
and 111R = {j + 1 . . . r}. On the left hand side of (3.28), the residue of this channel is:

Res
[

1

z
A(1̂, 2 . . . r̂ |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H)

]
= AL ×

i

P 2
L

×AR , (9.8)

16This claim will not be true if q is replaced by Yρ1 .
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1̂ r̂

2 3 j j + 1 r − 1

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

HL TrL

111L = {1, 2 . . . j}
HR TrR

111R = {j + 1 . . . r}

gluon

graviton

gluon trace

Figure 1. A typical BCFW factorization channel of A(1, 2 . . . r |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H).

where

AL = A(1̂, 2 . . . j,−P̂L |TrL ‖HL) AR = (P̂L, j + 1 . . . r̂ |TrR ‖HR) . (9.9)

The sum of internal states is kept implicit. This channel is depicted in figure 1. If we use K(A) to denote
the sum of all momenta in the set A, then we have:

PL = k1 + . . .+ kj +K(HL) +K(TrL) . (9.10)

We need to check whether the right hand side of the expansion, namely, Eq. (9.6), has the same residue at
this channel. We can first formally write

Res
[
Expansion

z

]
= ÃL ×

i

P 2
L

× ÃR (9.11)

at this channel, and then check whether ÃL and ÃR match with AL and AR in (9.8). A prominent feature
of our expansion (9.6) is that some gravitons and gluon traces have been transmuted into gluons in the first
trace. Depending on how these transmuted particles get divided into the left and right sub-amplitude, we
need to investigate two scenarios: the fiducial graviton h1 ∈ HL and h1 ∈ HR.

9.2.1 Case one: h1 ∈ HL

If the fiducial graviton h1 ∈ HL, then there is no transmuted particles in the right sub-amplitude, since
according to (9.6), h1 is the last transmuted particle. Therefore, we have:

ÃR = AR(P̂L, j + 1 . . . r̂ |TrR ‖HR) . (9.12)
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2 j j + 1 r − 1

h1

· · · · · ·
1̂ r̂

HL TrL

111L = {1, 2 . . . j}
HR TrR

111R = {j + 1 . . . r}

gluon

graviton

transmuted gluon

transmuted graviton

gluon trace

Figure 2. A typical BCFW factorization channel of (9.6) with h1 ∈ HL.

This factorization channel is depicted in figure 2. For ÃL, we have:

ÃL =
∑

hhh|h=HL\h1
TrTrTrs|Trp=TrL

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrs

∑
ρρρ∈hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs,a,b)

Ch1(ρρρ)A(1̂, {2 . . . j}� {ρρρ, h1},−P̂L |Trp ‖ h)

= AL(1̂, 2 . . . j,−P̂L |TrL ‖HL) , (9.13)

according to the type-I recursive expansion with fewer points. Therefore, we have shown that:

Res
[
Expansion

z

]
= Res

[
1

z
A(1̂, 2 . . . r̂ |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H)

]
(9.14)

holds for this case.

9.2.2 Case two: h1 ∈ HR

If the fiducial graviton h1 ∈ HR, the analysis is more complicated. There are three possibilities for the last
transmuted particle in the left sub-amplitude: there is no transmuted particle at all, or it can be an original
gluon b` ∈ `̀̀, or an original graviton hi. These three cases are depicted in order in figure 3. To find the
residue of (9.6), we need to sum up these three contributions.

(a) There is no transmuted particle in the left sub-amplitude
This is the simplest case among the three, shown in the left panel of figure 3. The contribution has the
following form:

Resa = ÃaL ×
i

P 2
L

× ÃaR = AL ×
i

P 2
L

× ÃaR , (9.15)
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h1

1̂ r̂

b`a` h1

1̂ r̂

hi h1

1̂ r̂

Figure 3. Three possible factorization channels of (9.6) with h1 ∈ HR.

where ÃaL = A(1̂, 2 . . . j,−P̂L |TrL ‖HL) = AL, and

ÃaR =
∑

hhhR|hR=HR\h1
TrTrTrRs|TrRp=TrR

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrRs

∑
ρρρ∈hhhR �̃KKK(TrTrTrRs,a,b)

Cµh1(ρρρ)(Ỹρ1)µ

×A(P̂L, {j + 1 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρ, h1}, r̂ |TrRp ‖ hR) . (9.16)

Here Ỹρ1 is defined as follows. If ρ1 is right after i ∈ {j + 1 . . . r − 1}, then

Ỹρ1 = k̂1 + k2 + . . .+ kj + kj+1 + . . .+ ki . (9.17)

(b) The last transmuted particle in the left sub-amplitude is b` ∈ `̀̀
This case is depicted in the middle panel of figure 3. Now we factorize the summations in (9.6) as∑

hhh|h=H\h1

=
∑

hhhL|hL=HL

∑
hhhR|hR=HR\h1

∑
TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\1

=
∑

TrTrTrLs|TrLp=TrL\`

∑
TrTrTrRs|TrRp=TrR

. (9.18)

In particular, the
∑̃

part becomes:[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrs

=

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrLs

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrRs

∑
b`∈`̀̀

∑̃
{a`,b`}⊂`̀̀

, (9.19)

namely, we single out the summation of a` and b` in the trace `̀̀, and write it in a form that we sum over
a` 6= b` first for a fixed b`, before summing over all the b` in the trace `̀̀. It is crucial to realize that the
coefficient Ch1 factorizes at (−kb`ka`):

Ch1(ρρρ) = (εh1 . . . kb`)(−ka` . . . Y ) = Cµh1(ρρρR)(kb`)µĈa`(ρρρL) , (9.20)

where ρρρR ∈ hhhR �̃KKK(TrTrTrRs, a, b) and ρρρL ∈ hhhL �̃KKK(TrTrTrLs, a, b) are the restriction of ρρρ to the right and left
sub-amplitude respectively. The contribution to the residue has the following form:

Resb =
∑
`∈TrL

ÃL` ×
i

P 2
L

× ÃR` . (9.21)
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By properly distributing the summations and coefficients, we get

ÃL` =
∑

hhhL|hL=HL
TrTrTrLs|TrLp=TrL

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrLs

∑̃
{a`,b`}⊂`̀̀

∑
ρρρL∈hhhL �̃KKK(TrTrTrLs,a,b)

Ĉa`(ρρρL)

×A(1̂, {2 . . . j}� {ρρρL, a`,KK[̀`̀, a`, b`], b`},−P̂L |TrLp ‖ hL)

= A(1̂, 2 . . . j,−P̂L |TrL ‖HL) = AL , (9.22)

where we have used the type-II recursive expansion (3.35). We note that ÃL` is independent of `, so that∑
` can pass through ÃL` and act only on ÃR`:

ÃbR ≡
∑
`∈TrL

ÃR` =
∑

hhhR|hR=HR\h1
TrTrTrRs|TrRp=TrR

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrRs

∑
ρρρR∈hhhR �̃KKK(TrTrTrRs,a,b)

∑
`∈TrL

∑
b`∈`̀̀

Cµh1(ρρρR)(kb`)µ

×A(P̂L, {j + 1 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρR, h1}, r̂ |TrRp ‖ hR)

=
∑

hhhR|hR=HR\h1
TrTrTrRs|TrRp=TrR

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrRs

∑
ρρρR∈hhhR �̃KKK(TrTrTrRs,a,b)

Cµh1(ρρρR)(K[TrL])µ

×A(P̂L, {j + 1 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρR, h1}, r̂ |TrRp ‖ hR) , (9.23)

where we have used the fact that
∑

`∈TrL
∑

b`∈`̀̀ kb` gives the total momentum of the set TrL, denoted as
K[TrL]. Therefore, the contribution of this case is:

Resb = AL ×
i

P 2
L

×
∑
`∈TrL

ÃR` = AL ×
i

P 2
L

× ÃbR . (9.24)

(c) The last transmuted particle in the left sub-amplitude is hi ∈ HL

For the last case, as shown in the right panel of figure 3, the summations factorize as:∑
hhh|h=H\h1

=
∑

hhhL|hL=HL\hi

∑
hhhR|hR=HR\h1

∑
TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\1

=
∑

TrTrTrLs|TrLp=TrL

∑
TrTrTrRs|TrRp=TrR[ ∑̃

{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrs

=

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrLs

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrRs

. (9.25)

However, the coefficients Ch1 does not factorize, but gets separated into two terms:

Ch1(ρρρ) = εh1 . . . Fhi . . . Y = Cµh1(ρρρR)(khi)µChi(ρρρL) + (εh1 . . . εhi)Ĉhi(ρρρL) . (9.26)

Correspondingly, the contribution to the residue should contain two terms:

Resc =
∑
hi∈HL

ÃLhi ×
i

P 2
L

× ÃRhi +
∑
hi∈HL

Ihi ×
i

P 2
L

× I ′hi , (9.27)
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where the second term of Resc is contributed by the second term of (9.26). More specifically, we have:

Ihi =
∑

hhhL|hL=HL\hi
TrTrTrLs|TrLp=TrL

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrLs

∑
ρρρL∈hhhL �̃KKK(TrTrTrLs,a,b)

Ĉhi(ρρρL)A(1̂, {2 . . . j}� {ρρρL, hi},−P̂L |TrLp ‖ hL)

(9.28)

while I ′hi is another combination that contains (εh1 . . . εhi) as coefficients, whose exact form does not matter
here. Due to the type-I generalized BCJ relation (7.1), we have actually Ihi = 0, such that the second term
of Resc vanishes. Now for the first term of Resc, we have:

ÃLhi =
∑

hhhL|hL=HL\hi
TrTrTrLs|TrLp=TrL

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrLs

∑
ρρρL∈hhhL �̃KKK(TrTrTrLs,a,b)

Chi(ρρρL)A(1̂, {2 . . . j}� {ρρρL, hi},−P̂L |TrLp ‖ hL)

= A(1̂, 2 . . . j,−P̂L |TrL ‖HL) = AL , (9.29)

because of the type-I recursive expansion. Since it is independent of hi, e can again pass the
∑

hi
through

and act it onto ÃRhi :

ÃRc ≡
∑
hi∈HL

ÃRhi =
∑

hhhR|hR=HR\h1
TrTrTrRs|TrRp=TrR

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrRs

∑
ρρρR∈hhhR �̃KKK(TrTrTrRs,a,b)

∑
hi∈HL

Cµh1(ρρρR)(khi)µ

×A(P̂L, {j + 1 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρR, h1}, r̂ |TrRp ‖ hR)

=
∑

hhhR|hR=HR\h1
TrTrTrRs|TrRp=TrR

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrRs

∑
ρρρR∈hhhR �̃KKK(TrTrTrRs,a,b)

Cµh1(ρρρR)(K[HL])µ

×A(P̂L, {j + 1 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρR, h1}, r̂ |TrRp ‖ hR) , (9.30)

where K[HL] is the total momentum of the set HL. The contribution of this case can thus be written as:

Resc = AL ×
i

P 2
L

× ÃRc . (9.31)

9.2.3 Summary of the proof

Now we summarize our proof. For the fiducial graviton h1 ∈ HL, we have shown that the residue matches
in Eq. (9.14). For the case h1 ∈ HR, our above calculation shows that

Res
[
Expansion

z

]
= Resa + Resb + Resc = AL ×

i

P 2
L

× (ÃRa + ÃRb + ÃRc) . (9.32)
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Using the expressions of ÃRa, ÃRb and ÃRc presented respectively in (9.16), (9.23) and (9.30), we find that

ÃRa + ÃRb + ÃRc =
∑

hhhR|hR=HR\h1
TrTrTrRs|TrRp=TrR

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]
ttti∈TrTrTrRs

∑
ρρρ∈hhhR �̃KKK(TrTrTrRs,a,b)

Cµh1(ρρρ)
(
Ỹρ1 +K[TrL] +K[HL]

)
µ

×A(P̂L, {j + 1 . . . r − 1}� {ρρρ, h1}, r̂ |TrRp ‖ hR) . (9.33)

If ρ1 is right after i ∈ {j + 1 . . . r − 1}, we have

(YR)ρ1 ≡ Ỹρ1 +K[TrL] +K[HL] = k̂1 + k2 . . . kj +K[TrL] +K[HL] + kj+1 + . . .+ ki

= P̂L + kj+1 + . . .+ ki . (9.34)

Therefore, for ρρρ ∈ hhhR �̃KKK(TrTrTrRs, a, b), we have Cµh1(ρρρ)[(YR)ρ1 ]µ = Ch1(ρρρ) and consequently

ÃRa + ÃRb + ÃRc = A(P̂L, j + 1 . . . r |TrR ‖HR) = AR . (9.35)

We find again that for h1 ∈ HR, the residues match:

Res
[
Expansion

z

]
= Res

[
1

z
A(1̂, 2 . . . r̂ |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H)

]
. (9.36)

We thus conclude that the residues match at all the physical poles under the shift (9.1).

9.3 The cancellation of spurious poles

In the previous subsection, we have shown that all the physical poles at the right hand side of Eq. (9.6)
match with those at the left hand side. However, there is another class of factorization channel in (9.6)
when a gluon trace in {hhh �̃KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), h1} is separated into two parts. Since there is no such factorization
channel on the left hand side of (3.28) under the shift (9.1), these poles should have zero residue, namely,
they are spurious. Now we show that this is indeed true.

More specifically, we consider the case that the cut is in the middle a gluon trace Ktititi
aibi
∈ KKK. More

specifically, the cut is after cl ∈ ttti but before another gluon of ttti. The set KKK and hhh are then separated into:

KKK = KKKL ∪ {(KL)tttickcl} ∪ {(KR)ttticl+1cq
} ∪KKKR , hhh = hhhL ∪ hhhR , (9.37)

where (KL)tttickcl = {ck, {ck−1 . . . c1}� {ck+1 . . . cl−1}, cl} and KR is similarly defined. The coefficients fac-
torize as:

Ch1(hhh �̃KKK) = (εh1 . . . kcl)Ĉck(hhhL �̃KKKL) , (9.38)

while the residues have the form:

∝ Ĉck(hhhL �̃KKKL)

×A(1, {2 . . . j}� {hhhL �̃KKKL, ck, {ck−1 . . . c1}� {ck+1 . . . cl−1}, cl},−P̂L |TrLp ‖ hL)× i

P 2
L

× ÃR . (9.39)

It is important to notice that now cl is fixed and we need to sum over ck. Once it is done, these contributions
sum to zero due to the type-II generalized BCJ relation (7.4). Therefore, the spurious poles indeed cancel.
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10 Expansion to color ordered YM amplitudes

Having thoroughly studied the recursive expansion of general multitrace EYM amplitudes, we can iteratively
expand every EYM amplitude to color ordered YM amplitudes. The procedure will be similar to the one
given in [39], thus we will not give the detail of derivation and just present the final results. We will present
it to two forms. The first one is the expansion to ordered splitting. The second one is the expansion to KK
basis. For the second one there are two different expressions: one is to reconstruct the ordered splitting
and the another one is to use a set of graphic rules based on increasing trees [35].

10.1 The expansion to ordered splitting

First let us review the expansion of single trace EYM amplitudes to color ordered YM amplitudes in the
ordered splitting form. The expansion can be written as

A1,|H|(1, 2 . . . r ‖H) =
∑

ααα∈S[H]

[
CαααA1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}�ααα1 �ααα2 � ...�αααk, r)

]
. (10.1)

Now we explain the meaning of (10.1):

(a) First the S[H] is the set of all ordered splittings {ααα1,ααα2 . . .αααk} of |H| gravitons. To define the ordering
splitting, we need to first prescribe an reference ordering, for example, h1 ≺ h2 ≺ · · · ≺ hm. The
choice of reference ordering can be arbitrary and we call this as the “reference gauge” denoted as RRR.
Given a reference gauge, we can divide |H| gravitons into k non-empty ordered subsets {ααα1,ααα2 . . .αααk}
with 1 6 k 6 |H|. These ordered subsets αααi should satisfy the following conditions: (1) Inside each
subset, the last element must be the smallest one according to the reference gauge RRR (while other
elements inside each subset can be arbitrary ordering); (2) The last element of the subset αααi must be
smaller than the last element of the subset αααj when i < j.

To make thing clear, let us write down all ordered splittings of three gravitons with the reference
gauge h1 ≺ h2 ≺ h3:

k = 1 : ααα1 = {h2, h3, h1} , {h3, h2, h1}

k = 2 : {ααα1,ααα2} = {{h1}, {h3, h2}} , {{h2, h1}, {h3}} , {{h3, h1}, {h2}}

k = 3 : {ααα1,ααα2,ααα3} = {{h1}, {h2}, {h3}} . (10.2)

For this example, the S[{h1, h2, h3}] thus has six ordered splittings as explicitly given above.

(b) Having found the set S[H], we need to sum over all ordered splittings. For a given ordered splitting
{ααα1,ααα2 . . .αααk}, the corresponding coefficient Cααα is given by

Cααα =
k∏
t=1

c(αααt) (10.3)
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where for each subset αααt = {ht,1, ht,2, ..., ht,p}, the coefficient is

c(αt) =

{
εht,1 · Fht,2 . . . Fht,p · Zht,p , p > 2

εht,1 · Zht,1 p = 1
, (10.4)

where for each ρρρ ∈ {1, {2 . . . r−1}�ααα1�ααα2� ...�αααk, r}, Zh is the sum of momenta of those particles
satisfying simultaneously the following two conditions: (1) They are at the left hand side of h in ρρρ;
(2) They are at the left hand side of h in the following ordered list

{1, 2 . . . r − 1,ααα1,ααα2 . . .αααk, r} . (10.5)

For example, for the splitting {{h1}, {h3, h2}} given in (10.2), Zh3 includes the momenta at the left
h3 in both ρρρ and the ordered list {1, 2 . . . r − 1, h1, h3, h2, r}.

Given the expansion of single trace EYM amplitudes, we can immediately write down the expansion of
multitrace EYM amplitudes as

Am,|H(1, 2 . . . r |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H) =
∑

ααα∈S[H]

[
CαααA1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}�ααα1 �ααα2 � ...�αααk, r)

]
(10.6)

by the trick “turning a graviton into a trace of gluons”:

(a) Writing down the expansion (10.1) of single trace EYM amplitudes with (|H|+m− 1) gravitons;

(b) Replacing related gravitons in (10.1) to the corresponding traces of gluons according to the rule (3.16)
if the graviton is not the last element of the ordered subset αααi, or to the rule (3.22) if the graviton is
the last element of the ordered subset αααi (because it is the fiducial graviton in the expansion). The
only difference is that now we need to use Zhi or Zai instead of the Y symbols.

One thing we want to emphasize is that when applying the rule (3.22), the fiducial gluon in that trace of
gluons must be same for all terms.17

10.2 Expansion to KK basis of color ordered YM amplitudes via ordered splitting

Having understood the expansion to ordered splitting, we can write down the expansion to the KK basis of
color ordered YM amplitudes for multi-trace EYM amplitude Am,|H|(1, 2 . . . r |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H). Let us denote
the set G = 222 ∪ . . . ∪mmm ∪ H, the KK basis expansion can be written as

Am,|H|(1, 2 . . . r |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H) =
∑

ρρρ∈ρ(G)

[
C(ρρρ)A1,0(1, {2 . . . r − 1}� ρρρ, r)

]
. (10.7)

17Following the iterative expansion, one may find that the fiducial gluon need not be the same for all terms. However, which
group of terms have same fiducial gluon is not so easy to visualize. Thus to avoid the mistakes, the simplest way is to make
them be the same for all terms.
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where the
∑

ρ is over all the permutations of the set G, denoted as ρ(G). We note that the length of ρρρ is

|ρρρ| = |222|+ . . .+ |mmm|+ |H| = n− r .

The coefficient C(ρρρ) is given by:

C(ρρρ) =
∑

ααα∈S[H]⊃ρρρ

Cααα (10.8)

where Cααα is given in (10.3), and the summation
∑

ααα∈S[H]⊃ρρρ is over all the ordered splittings ααα that are
consistent with ρρρ. Namely, given ααα = {ααα1,ααα2 . . .αααk}, we must have ρρρ ∈ ααα1 �ααα2 � ...�αααk. We now give
an explicit algorithm that constructs all the ordered splittings ααα that are consistent with a given ρρρ ∈ ρ(G):

(1) At the first step, we need to determine a reference gaugeRRR among the (|H|+m−1) objects {222 . . .mmm,H}.
Furthermore, we need to determine the fiducial gluons for the (m− 1) traces {222 . . .mmm}, which will be
denoted by di for trace iii.

(2) At the second step, we reconstruct the ordered list α̃̃α̃α of the (|H| + m − 1) objects {222 . . .mmm,H} from
the ordered list ρρρ ∈ ρ(G). The method is the following:

(a) Assuming ρρρ = {ρ1, ρ2 . . . ρn−r}, we start with the first element ρ1. If it is graviton, we put ρ1 as
the first element in α̃̃α̃α. If ρ1 is a gluon of, for example, trace 222, we collect all the gluons of the
trace 222 according to ordering of ρρρ. In particular, we denote the first element we meet as a2 = ρ1,
and the last element as b2. The obtained ordered list can be written as 222ρ

ρρ
a2b2
≡ {a2,κκκ, b2}.

(b) Now the key step is that we need to check if the ordering κκκ of 222ρ
ρρ
a2b2

belongs to KK[222, a2, b2],
namely, if 222ρ

ρρ
a2b2

can be realized in a certain KK expansion in which a2 and b2 are anchored at
the ends. If κκκ ∈ KK[222, a2, b2], we then put 222ρ

ρρ
a2b2

as the first element of α̃̃α̃α. If κκκ /∈ KK[222, a2, b2],
then the ordering ρρρ is inconsistent with all the ordered splittings ααα. Consequently, this coefficient
C(ρρρ) = 0. For example, if we have 222 = {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6} and 222ρ

ρρ
r2r5 = {r2, r4, r6, r1, r3, r5}, it is

obvious that 222ρ
ρρ
r2r5 does not belong to the KK expansion {r2, {r3, r4}�{r1, r6}, r5}. Consequently,

all those ρρρ that contain the above 222ρ
ρρ
r2r5 do not contribute.

(c) In summary, the first element of α̃̃α̃α can be:

α̃1 =

{
hi if ρ1 = hi

iiiρ
ρρ
aibi

if ρ1 = ai ∈ iii
. (10.9)

Now we can remove everything contained in α̃1 from ρρρ, and study the first element of this reduced
ρρρ list. Iterating this procedure, we can construct the (m+ |H| − 1)-objects ordered list α̃̃α̃α.

(3) Having constructed the list α̃̃α̃α, we carry on to construct all the consistent ordered splitting ααα. The
procedure is the following:
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(a) We start from the first element R1 of the reference gauge RRR, and find its position in the list α̃̃α̃α.
Then any subset of {α̃1, α̃2 . . . α̃last = R1} with R1 as the last element can be a candidate of ααα1,
the first component of ααα.

(b) Among all the candidates of ααα1 obtained in the last step, we need to delete all the inconsistent
ones. This check includes two steps. The first step is to check if R1 represents a trace of gluons:
the last element must be the prescribed fiducial gluon di. Otherwise, there would be no consistent
ordered splitting ααα constructed from α̃̃α̃α, and consequently C(ρρρ) = 0. The second step is to check
if the gluon traces represented by the elements in {α̃1, α̃2 . . . α̃last = R1} are consistent with each
other. For the two traces represented by α̃i and α̃j with i < j, the consistent condition is that
all elements of the trace represented by α̃i must be at the left hand side of all elements of the
trace represented by α̃j in the original list ρρρ.18

(c) For each consistent subset ααα1, we remove it from α̃̃α̃α and RRR, resulting in a reduced list α̃̃α̃α′ = α̃̃α̃α\ααα1

and a reduced reference gaugeRRR′ =RRR\ααα1. We can repeat the above process to obtain the second
subset ααα2 of ααα.

(d) By iterating the above procedures, we can eventually find all the consistent ordered splittings ααα
from the list α̃̃α̃α. We can then use Eq. (10.8) to evaluate C(ρρρ).

10.3 Increasing trees and graphic rules for expansion coefficients

Finally, we give a set of graph theoretical algorithms that evaluate the coefficients in Eq. (10.7) directly.
These rules generalize the ones for single trace EYM [35], and reveal some intricate structures in the DDM
form of BCJ numerators. For simplicity, we fixed the reference gauge as:

RRR = h1 ≺ h2 ≺ . . . ≺ h|H| ≺ 222 ≺ . . . ≺mmm. (10.10)

This choice means that we first carry out the type-I recursive expansion until we arrive at an expansion
in terms of pure gluon multitrace amplitudes. Then we carry out the type-II recursive expansion until we
arrive at the pure YM expansion, which is our final result. Moreover, we always choose the last element of
each gluon trace as our fiducial gluon during the type-II expansion:

for gluon trace iii: di = iiilast . (10.11)

This effectively exhausts the redundancy associated to the cyclicity of the gluon traces. Of course, there
are many other gauge choices, but we find that our choice leads to the simplest rules. Before presenting
the rules, we first study what a typical ρρρ ∈ ρ(G) looks like. From our recursive expansions, one can easily
tell that ρρρ must be produced by shuffling gravitons and KK basis gluon traces:

ρρρ ∈ 222ρ
ρρ
a2b2
� 333ρ

ρρ
a3b3
� . . .�mmmρρρ

ambm
� {h1}� {h2}� . . .� {h|H|} , (10.12)

18Namely, only gluon traces that belong to different subsets of the ordered splitting can mix.
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where, for example, 222ρ
ρρ
a2b2

is a segment of ρρρ whose elements are identical to that of the trace 222. In the
following, we represent it as:

222ρ
ρρ
a2b2
≡

a2 b2
∈ K222

a2b2 = {a2,KK[222, a2, b2], b2} , (10.13)

such that a typical ρρρ can be graphically represented as:

ρρρ =
a2 b2

×××
h1 a3 b3

×××
h2

. (10.14)

Any ρρρ that is NOT of this form has vanishing C(ρρρ). Now we give the graphic algorithm that computes the
coefficient C(ρρρ):

Step 1: Construct the ordering βββ. Intuitively, a gluon trace resembles a single graviton according to
the compactification understanding given in section 4. Thus our first step is to extract another ordering βββ
from ρρρ. In βββ, there are exactly |H|+m−1 objects, while the gluon traces are tentatively treated on the same
footing as the gravitons, such that we can reuse here many features of the single trace construction [35].
The rule to obtain βββ is the following:

in ρρρ: ai ≺ hj → in βββ: iiiρρρaibi ≺ hj in ρρρ: ai ≺ aj → in βββ: iiiρρρaibi ≺ jjj
ρρρ
ajbj

. (10.15)

Namely, βββ is just the ordering of the leading elements ai of each trace and the gravitons hi in ρρρ. For
example, the ρρρ of Eq. (10.14) gives:

ρρρ of Eq. (10.14) → βββ = {222ρρρa2b2 , h1,333
ρρρ
a3b3

, h2} . (10.16)

Step 2: Construct the relevant increasing trees of βββ. Next, we draw all the increasing trees with
respect to the order:19

g ≺ β1 ≺ β2 ≺ . . . ≺ β|H|+m−1 , (10.17)

where g is the collection of gluons {1, 2 . . . r− 1} in the first trace. In fact, what we have is a forest rooted
in g, but we can pack the structure at the roots into the Y symbols such that our graphic rules become
more compact and simple. Naively, there are (|H| + m − 1)! increasing trees. If we were dealing with the
single trace case, all the βi’s would be gravitons, and all the trees would contribute. However, this is not
true for our multitrace case, and our next job is to extract all the contributing trees.

Given a tree, similar to the single trace expansion given in [35], we pick out the first element in the
reference gaugeRRR, called R1, and draw a path P[1] = {φ1 = R1, φ2 . . . φ`−1, g} to the root. We then delete
all the elements in P[1] from RRR, resulting in a reduce reference gauge R̃̃R̃R, from which we can construct the
second path P[2] = {φ̃1 = R̃1, φ̃2 . . . φ̃t, V2} from R̃1 towards the root. This path can either end on the

19In an increasing tree, if we draw a path from the root to a leaf, the vertices along the path must have A1 ≺ A2 ≺ A3 . . ..
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h1 h2 222

g

333 h1 h2 222

g

333 h2 222

g

h1 333 222h2

g

h1 333

Figure 4. The four trees that contribute to ρρρ of (10.14) when b2 = d2 and b3 = d3.

root or a point on P[1]. Therefore, the end point V2 can either be the root g or a vertex in P[1]:

g φ`−1
· · ·

φi

(V2)

φi−1
· · ·

φ3 φ2 φ1

(R1)

φ̃t
· · ·

φ̃2

φ̃1

(R̃1)

P[1]

P[2]

(10.18)

We can iterate this process until all elements in the tree are traversed. Now the critical observation is that
only those trees that satisfy the following criteria are nonzero:

• Given a path P[i], the starting point, say φ̃1 for P[2], is a gluon trace iiiρρρaibi , then we must have bi = di.
Namely, the last element must be the prescribed fiducial gluon.

• Given a path P[i], all the elements, except for the end point (for example, V2 of P[2]), do not mix in
the original ρρρ.

These criteria are very easy to understand. First, each path P[i] corresponds to the coefficients generated
by a single use of our type-I or type-II recursive expansion. Then from the explicit expressions (3.28)
and (3.35), one can observe that the elements contained in the coefficients do not mix. Moreover, if the
first element of a path is a gluon trace, it means that this path is generated by using the type-II recursive
expansion, such that the last element of that trace must be the fiducial gluon di. An immediate consequence
is that if bi 6= di, then the trace iiiρρρaibi cannot appear as a leaf. By the way, if a path starts with a gluon
trace, then due to our specific choice of RRR, all its vertices, except for the end point, must be gluon traces.

Before moving on, we go back to our example (10.14). Among the 4! = 24 increasing trees of the βββ
given in (10.16), only the four given in figure 4 can possibly contribute. It is now clear that this C(ρρρ) 6= 0

only if b2 = d2 and b3 = d3.

Step 3: Evaluation. Finally, the surviving spanning trees can be evaluated as follows:

• For each path, if the starting vertex is a graviton hi, then we replace it by εhi . If the starting vertex
is a gluon trace iiiρρρcidi , then we replace it by (−1)|iiidi,ci |(−kci). Notice that we have restored the phase

generated by the KK relations, which we have hidden all the way through in
∑̃

.
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• For the vertices in the middle of the path, we replace each graviton hi by Fhi , and each gluon trace
jjjρ
ρρ
ajbj

by (−1)
|jjjbj ,aj |(−kbjkaj ).

• For the end point, if it is the root g, we replace it by Yht if the previous vertex is the graviton ht, or
Yat if the previous vertex is the gluon trace tttρρρatbt . If the end point is a graviton hi, then we simply
replace it by khi .

• If the end point is a gluon trace jjjρρρajbj , then we replace it by K[iiiρ
ρρ
aj→ai ] if the previous vertex is a

gluon trace whose first element is ai, or K[iiiρ
ρρ
aj→hi ] if the previous vertex is a graviton hi. Here, we

use K[jjjρ
ρρ
aj→x] to denote the sum of all the momenta of the trace jjjρρρajbj appearing before the element x

in ρρρ. For example, if iiiρρρaibi = {3, 4, 5, 6} and ρρρ = {. . . 3 . . . 4 . . . h . . . 5 . . . 6}, then K[iiiρ
ρρ
ai→h] = k3 + k4.

According to these rules, the ρρρ in Eq. (10.14) with b2 = d2 and b3 = d3 gives:

C(ρρρ) = (−1)|222b2,a1 |+|333b3,a3 |(ka2 · Ya2)(εh1 · Yh1)

× [(εh2 · Yh2)(ka3 · Ya3) + (εh2 · kh1)(ka3 · Ya3) + (εh2 · Yh2)(ka3 · kh1) + (εh2 · kh1)(ka3 · kh1)] .

(10.19)

As a more concrete example, we consider the pure YM expansion of the amplitude A3,0(1, 2 | 3, 4, 5 | 6, 7),
in which the coefficients C(ρρρ) are identified directly with the DDM form of BCJ numerators:

A3,0(1, 2 | 3, 4, 5 | 6, 7) =
∑
ρρρ

n(1, ρρρ, 2)A1,0(1, ρρρ, 2) . (10.20)

The reference gauge RRR we use is 222 ≺ 333. For the second and third trace, the fiducial gluons are chosen as
d2 = 5 and d3 = 7. There are six numerators in which the two gluon traces {3, 4, 5} and {6, 7} do not mix:

n(1, {6, 7, 3, 4, 5}, 2) = (k3 · k7)(k6 · k1) + (k3 · k1)(k6 · k1) (10.21a)

n(1, {7, 6, 3, 4, 5}, 2) = (k3 · k6)(k7 · k1) (10.21b)

n(1, {6, 7, 4, 3, 5}, 2) = −(k4 · k7)(k6 · k1)− (k4 · k1)(k6 · k1) (10.21c)

n(1, {7, 6, 4, 3, 5}, 2) = −(k4 · k6)(k7 · k1) (10.21d)

n(1, {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, 2) = (k3 · k1)(k6 · k1) + (k3 · k1) [k6 · (k3 + k4 + k5)] (10.21e)

n(1, {4, 3, 5, 6, 7}, 2) = −(k4 · k1)(k6 · k1)− (k4 · k1) [k6 · (k3 + k4 + k5)] . (10.21f)

The other sixteen numerators involve gluon trace mixing, and they can be grouped into:

n(1, {6, 3, 7, 4, 5}, 2) = n(1, {6, 3, 4, 7, 5}, 2) = n(1, {6, 3, 4, 5, 7}, 2) = (k3 · k1)(k6 · k1) (10.22a)

n(1, {6, 4, 7, 3, 5}, 2) = n(1, {6, 4, 3, 7, 5}, 2) = n(1, {6, 4, 3, 5, 7}, 2) = −(k4 · k1)(k6 · k1) (10.22b)
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n(1, {3, 6, 7, 4, 5}, 2) = n(1, {3, 6, 4, 7, 5}, 2) = n(1, {3, 6, 4, 5, 7}, 2) = (k3 · k1)(k6 · k1) + (k3 · k1)(k6 · k3)
(10.22c)

n(1, {4, 6, 7, 3, 5}, 2) = n(1, {4, 6, 3, 7, 5}, 2) = n(1, {4, 6, 3, 5, 7}, 2) = −(k4 · k1)(k6 · k1)− (k4 · k1)(k6 · k4)
(10.22d)

n(1, {3, 4, 6, 7, 5}, 2) = n(1, {3, 4, 6, 5, 7}, 2) = (k3 · k1)(k6 · k1) + (k3 · k1) [k6 · (k3 + k4)] (10.22e)

n(1, {4, 3, 6, 7, 5}, 2) = n(1, {4, 3, 6, 5, 7}, 2) = −(k4 · k1)(k6 · k1)− (k4 · k1) [k6 · (k4 + k3)] . (10.22f)

It is interesting to notice that many of them share the same expression.

11 Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, we have presented two types of recursive expansions of generic EYM amplitudes, and given
a lot of supporting evidences. Then we proved it using the BCFW recursive relation. By repeatedly
using these two recursive expansions, we can finally express any multitrace EYM amplitude by a linear
combination of pure YM amplitudes in KK basis, the coefficients of which are just the BCJ numerators in
KK basis. In addition, we have provided another recursive expansion for pure gluon EYM amplitudes using
the integrand of the squeezing-form, and proved its equivalence with our type-II expansion. Together with
the techniques presented in [35, 36, 39], we have obtained the full toolkit to write down the BCJ numerators
for pure YM, YM-scalar with φ3 + φ4 interaction and NLSM.

We have also studied two types of multitrace BCJ relations obtained from these recursive expansions.
A full understanding of these BCJ relations provide us some important pictures on the interplay between
gauge invariance and collinear behavior in the multitrace sector. Our result raises an interesting question.
As pointed out by Arkani-Hamed, Rodina and Trnka [38], if we impose that, for each trivalent diagram used
to calculate n-point spin one amplitudes, the kinematic numerator has mass dimension at most n− 2, then
gauge invariance uniquely fixes the amplitudes to be the YM ones. Interestingly, the numerators of n-point
pure gluon EYM have mass dimension at least n, so that gauge invariance alone does not provide enough
constraints [38]. Then it will be interesting to see whether by imposing both the collinear behavior and
gauge invariance, we can obtain enough constraints to uniquely pin down the pure gluon EYM amplitudes,
or the most generic ones with gravitons.

Next, we would like to discuss the trick “turning a graviton into a trace of gluons” presented in section 3.
It was known before that a graviton can be viewed as the ejection of two collinear gluons [48, 49]. It will
be interesting to see whether their results can be used to understand our recursive expansion, by a careful
study of multi-collinear gluon amplitudes, and compare it with the amplitude in which these multi-collinear
gluons are replaced by a single graviton.

Finally, as we mentioned in section 4, we can picture the multitrace EYM integrand through a di-
mensional reduction of Eq. (4.2). As a possible future project, we would like to ask which theory, if any,
corresponds to such integrand before imposing the dimension reduction conditions. One can start by first
investigating the factorization behavior.
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A World sheet SL(2,C) transformation of Pf ′(Π)

In this appendix, we study the SL(2,C) transformation of the EYM integrand

IEYM(n) =

[
m∏
i=1

1

〈iii〉

]
Pf ′(Π)Pf ′(Ψ) . (A.1)

Under the transformation (2.26), it is straightforward to check that the entries of X ∈ {A,B,C} transform
as:

Xab → (γσa + δ)(γσb + δ)Xab . (A.2)

Note that Caa → (γσa + δ)2Caa holds only on the support of dΩCHY. Then if we take the reduced Pfaffian
of Ψ, the extra factors in (A.2) can be pulled out of the Pfaffian as:

Pf ′(Ψ) → (γσa + δ)(γσb + δ)
(−1)a+b

σab

[
n∏
i=1

(γσi + δ)

] n∏
i 6=a,b

(γσi + δ)

 Pf (Ψab
ab)

=

[
n∏
i=1

(γσi + δ)2

]
Pf ′(Ψ) . (A.3)

The color trace part of IEYM also has a simple transformation property:[
m∏
i=1

1

〈iii〉

]
→

[∏
a∈G

(γσa + δ)2

][
m∏
i=1

1

〈iii〉

]
, (A.4)

since each Parke-Taylor factor contributes a factor
∏
a∈iii(γσa + δ)2, while the union of these traces gives

the gluon set G.
Then our main task now is to study the transformation of Pf ′(Π). We choose i = j = m in Eq. (2.22)

when calculating the reduced Pfaffian, namely, we delete the two rows and columns that correspond to the
m-th gluon trace in Π. After the transformation (2.26), the AH, BH and CH part of Π transform according
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to (A.2), so that we can pull out the (γσ + δ) factors out:

Pf ′(Π) →

[∏
a∈H

(γσa + δ)2

]
Pf


AH −(ÃTr,H)T −(CH)T −(C̃Tr,H)T

ÃTr,H ÃTr −(C̃H,Tr)
T −(C̃Tr)

T

CH C̃H,Tr BH −(B̃Tr,H)T

C̃Tr,H C̃Tr B̃Tr,H B̃Tr

 , (A.5)

where the tilded blocks are

(ÃTr,H)ib =
∑
c∈iii

(γσc + δ)kc · kb
σcb

(ÃTr)ij =
∑
c∈iii

∑
d∈jjj

(γσc + δ)(γσd + δ)kc · kd
σcd

(A.6a)

(B̃Tr,H)ib =
∑
c∈iii

(ασc + β)kc · εb
σcb

(B̃Tr)ij =
∑
c∈iii

∑
d∈jjj

(ασc + β)(ασd + β)kc · kd
σcd

(A.6b)

(C̃Tr,H)ib =
∑
c∈iii

(ασc + β)kc · kb
σcb

(C̃Tr)ij =
∑

c∈iii d∈jjj
c 6=d

(ασc + β)(γσd + δ)kc · kd
σcd

(A.6c)

(C̃H,Tr)ai =
∑
c∈iii

(γσc + δ)εa · kc
σac

, (A.6d)

where 1 6 i, j 6 m− 1 and a, b ∈ h.20 Now we can multiply each row of the submatrix(
C̃Tr,H C̃Tr B̃Tr,H B̃Tr

)
by γ/α and subtract them from the submatrix(

ÃTr,h ÃTr −(C̃H,Tr)
T −(C̃Tr)

T
)
.

After we perform the same manipulation to the corresponding columns, the Pfaffian is unchanged, while
the affected matrix elements become:

(ÃTr,H)ib →
∑
c∈iii

(
δ − βγ

α

)
kc · kb
σcb

=
1

α
(ATr,H)ib (A.7a)

(C̃H,Tr)ai →
∑
c∈iii

(
δ − βγ

α

)
εa · kc
σac

=
1

α
(CH,Tr)ai (A.7b)

[
−(ÃTr,H)T

]
ai

= −(ÃTr,H)ia →
∑
c∈iii

(
δ − βγ

α

)
kc · ka
σac

= − 1

α
(ATr,H)ia =

1

α

[
−(ATr,H)T

]
ai

(A.7c)

[
−(C̃H,Tr)

T
]
ib

= −(C̃H,Tr)bi →
∑
c∈iii

(
δ − βγ

α

)
εb · kc
σcb

= − 1

α
(CH,Tr)bi =

1

α

[
−(CH,Tr)

T
]
ib

(A.7d)

(C̃Tr)ij →
∑

c∈iii d∈jjj
c 6=d

(
δ − βγ

α

)
(ασc + β)kc · kd

σcd
=

1

α

∑
c∈iii d∈jjj
c6=d

(ασc + β)kc · kd
σcd

(A.7e)

20When i = j, it is understood that (ÃTr)ii = (B̃Tr)ii = 0.
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[
−(C̃Tr)

T
]
ij

= −(C̃Tr)ji →
∑

c∈iii d∈jjj
c 6=d

(
δ − βγ

α

)
(ασd + β)kc · kd

σcd
=

1

α

∑
c∈iii d∈jjj
c 6=d

(ασd + β)kc · kd
σcd

.

(A.7f)

Finally, with a slightly more involved calculation, we get

(ÃTr)ij →
∑
c∈iii

∑
d∈jjj

[(
δ − βγ

α

)
(γσd + δ)− 1

α

(
γσd +

βγ

α

)]
kc · kd
σcd

=
1

α2

∑
c∈iii

∑
d∈jjj

kc · kd
σcd

=
1

α2
(ATr)ij (A.7g)

for i 6= j. Next, we multiply each row of(
ÃTr,H ÃTr −(C̃H,Tr)

T −(C̃Tr)
T
)

by αβ and subtract them from (
C̃Tr,H C̃Tr B̃Tr,H B̃Tr

)
,

and perform the same transformation to the corresponding columns. Again, the Pfaffian is unchange, while
the affected matrix elements become

(C̃Tr,H)ib →
∑
c∈iii

(ασc + β − β)
kc · kb
σcb

= α(CTr,H)ib (A.8a)

(B̃Tr,H)ib →
∑
c∈iii

(ασc + β − β)
kc · εb
σcb

= α(BTr,H)ib (A.8b)

[
−(C̃Tr,H)T

]
ai

= −(C̃Tr,H)ia →
∑
c∈iii

(ασc + β − β)
kc · ka
σac

= −α(CTr,H)ai = α
[
−(CTr,H)T

]
ai

(A.8c)

[
−(B̃Tr,H)T

]
ai

= −(B̃Tr,H)ia →
∑
c∈iii

(ασc + β − β)
kc · εa
σac

= −α(BTr,H)ia = α
[
−(BTr,H)T

]
ai

(A.8d)

(C̃Tr)ij → 1

α

∑
c∈iii d∈jjj
c 6=d

(ασc + β − β)
kc · kd
σcd

= (CTr)ij (A.8e)

[
−(C̃Tr)

T
]
ij

= −(C̃Tr)ji → 1

α

∑
c∈iii d∈jjj
c 6=d

(ασd + β − β)
kc · kd
σcd

= −(CTr)ji (A.8f)

(B̃Tr)ij →
∑

c∈iii d∈jjj
[(ασc + β)(ασd + β)− β(ασd + β)− αβσc]

kc · kd
σcd

= α2(BTr)ij (i 6= j) . (A.8g)
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Finally, if we pull out the α factors from all the matrix elements in Eq. (A.7) and (A.8), they get cancelled
outside the Pfaffian, such that we get:

Pf


AH −(ÃTr,H)T −(CH)T −(C̃Tr,H)T

ÃTr,H ÃTr −(C̃H,Tr)
T −(C̃Tr)

T

CH C̃H,Tr BH −(B̃Tr,H)T

C̃Tr,H C̃Tr B̃Tr,H B̃Tr

 = Pf ′(Π) . (A.9)

This leads to the desired SL(2,C) transformation property of Pf ′(Π):

Pf ′(Π) →

[∏
a∈H

(γσa + δ)2

]
Pf ′(Π) . (A.10)

It is now obvious that the EYM integrand (A.1) indeed transforms according to (2.26):

IL(n) → IL(n)

n∏
i=1

(γσi + δ)2 . (A.11)

B The equivalence of different recursive expansions

The main purpose of this appendix is to show the equivalence between the squeezing-form recursive expan-
sion (6.9) and the type-II recursive expansion (3.35) for pure gluon multitrace EYM amplitudes. In the first
subsection, we prove a very useful identity, and then apply it to show the equivalence at the double trace
level. We then give a brief discussion on how the color ordering information is encoded in our expansions.
In the second subsection, we give a general proof of the equivalence.

B.1 The pure double trace case

We want to show the equivalence between the double trace expression (5.6) and (3.24) in this subsection.
Since we will focus on this simple case, we will use more straightforward notations. The expression (5.6),
obtained by using the cross-ratio identity, can be rephrased as

s12...n
〈1, 2 . . . n〉 〈r1, r2 . . . rm〉

=
n∑
i=2

m−1∑
j=1

sirj (−1)n−i(−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . i− 1}� {i+ 1 . . . n}T , i, rj , {rj+1 . . . rm−1}� {r1 . . . rj−1}T , rm〉
. (B.1)

We need to show that Eq. (B.1) actually equals:

m−1∑
j=1

2kj · Yj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {rj , {rj+1 . . . rm−1}� {r1 . . . rj−1}T , rm}, n〉
. (B.2)

The proof can be carried out by using the following algebraic identity:

1

〈1, {α1 . . . αa}� {n, γ1 . . . γb}, A,βββ〉
=

(−1)b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αa}� βββT , A, γb . . . γ2, γ1, n〉
, (B.3)
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where A is an arbitrary element, and βββ is an arbitrary ordered set whose length is |βββ|. The proof of Eq. (B.3)
is straightforward. First we put n to the end by using the KK relation:

T ≡ 1

〈1, {α1 . . . αa}� {n, γ1 . . . γb}, A,βββ〉

=
a∑
i=0

1

〈1, {α1 . . . αi}, n, {αi+1 . . . αa}� {γ1 . . . γb}, A,βββ〉

=

a∑
i=0

(−1)a−i+b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αi}� {βββT , A, {γb . . . γ1}� {αa . . . αi+1}}, n〉
. (B.4)

In the above shuffle product, only αi, αi+1 and γ1 can be the last element. We can thus expand the sum
over shuffle accordingly into following three terms:

T =

a∑
i=1

(−1)a−i+b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αi−1}� {βββT , A, {γb . . . γ1}� {αa, ..., αi+1}}, ai, n〉

+

a−1∑
i=0

(−1)a−i+b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αi}� {βββT , A, {γb . . . γ1}� {αa . . . ai+2}}, ai+1, n〉

+
a∑
i=0

(−1)a−i+b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αi}� {βββT , A, {γb . . . γ2}� {αa . . . αi+1}}, γ1, n〉
. (B.5)

After shifting the dummy variable i, we easily see that the first two terms cancel each other, while only the
third term is left. By this manipulation, we have moved the γ1 to the right of the shuffle product. Iterating
the above procedure to move out the entire {γ1 . . . γb} list, eventually we arrive at

T =
a∑
i=0

(−1)a−i+b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αi}� {βββT , A, αa . . . αi+1}, γb . . . γ2, γ1, n〉

=
a∑
i=1

(−1)a−i+b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αi−1}� {βββT , A, αa . . . αi+1}, αi, γb . . . γ2, γ1, n〉

+
a−1∑
i=0

(−1)a−i+b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αi}� {βT , A, αa . . . αi+2}, αi+1, γb . . . γ2, γ1, n〉

+
(−1)b+|βββ|+1

〈1, {α1 . . . αa}� {βββT }, A, γb . . . γ2, γ1, n〉
. (B.6)

The last term comes from the special case of i = a in the first line, while the last element of the shuffle can
be αa or A. The summation of the first two terms in our result is again zero, so that we have proved (B.3).
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Now we apply Eq. (B.3) to each term in the summation of Eq. (B.1). The result is:

s12...n
〈1, 2 . . . n〉 〈r1, r2 . . . rm〉

=

n∑
i=2

m−1∑
j=1

sirj (−1)m+j+1

〈1, {2 . . . i− 1}� {rm, {r1 . . . rj−1}� {rj+1 . . . rm−1}T , rj}, i, i+ 1 . . . n− 1, n〉

=

m−1∑
j=1

2krj · Ỹrj (−1)m+j+1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {rm, {r1 . . . rj−1}� {rj+1 . . . rm−1}T , rj}, n〉
, (B.7)

where Ỹrj is the sum of momentum at the right hand side of the leg rj in the shuffle sum. To go from the
second line to third line, we need to carry out the summation over i, and some algebraic manipulations are
used. Finally, we perform an ordering reverse to the last line of Eq. (B.7), and at the same time, reverse
〈1, 2 . . . n〉 on the left hand side. After that, we relabel the elements of {1, 2 . . . n} according to i→ n−i+1.
These manipulations give

s12...n
〈1, 2 . . . n〉 〈r1, r2 . . . rm〉

=

m−1∑
j=1

2krj · Yrj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {rj , {rj+1 . . . rm−1}� {r1 . . . rj−1}T , rm}, n〉
, (B.8)

which is nothing but Eq. (B.2). We thus proved the equivalence between Eq. (3.24) and Eq. (5.6). In
summary, we have shown the equivalence of three expressions: (B.1), (B.7) and (B.8). It is worth to notice
the different location of the fixed rm in (B.7) and (B.8). When we use the cross-ratio identities at the first
time, there are two fixed choices. This is the reason why 1 and rm have been fixed in (B.1), (B.7) and
(B.8). This gives an brief explanation for the difference between type-I and II recursive expansions. For
type-I, we take 1 and h1 as our fixed elements in the first use of the cross-ratio identity, while in type-II,
it is 1 and rm. This also explains why for the second trace 222, only d2 is fixed while c2 should be summed
over in type-II expansion.

Now we give some discussion on the color ordering. Although both gluon traces are color ordered,
neither of which is manifest at the right hand side of (B.1). In (B.7) and (B.8) the color ordering is kept
for the first trace, but not manifest for the second. Thus we want to understand how the color ordering
information is coded in these expressions. This can be done by considering the divergent behavior under
the collinear limit: divergence appears for nearby pairs, but not for non-nearby pairs.

We first consider a nearby pair, for example, (rm−1, rm). When krm → tq and krm−1 → (1 − t)q, the
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term with j = m− 1 does not contribute at the right hand side of (B.8), such that we are left with:
m−1∑
j=1

2krj · Yrj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {rj , {r1 . . . rj−1}T � {rj+1 . . . rm−1}, rm}, n〉

→
m−2∑
j=1

2krj · Yrj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {rj , {r1 . . . rj−1}T � {rj+1 . . . rm−2}, rm−1, rm}, n〉

→ Srm−1,rm;q

m−2∑
j=1

2krj · Yrj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {rj , {r1 . . . rj−1}T � {rj+1 . . . rm−2}, q}, n〉
(B.9)

which is indeed the expected collinear behavior.
For a non-nearby pair, for example, (r1, r3). At the right handed side of Eq. (B.8), only the j = 2 term

could give singular contribution:

2krj · Yrj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {r2, {r1}� {r3 . . . rm−1}, rm}, n〉

→
2krj · Yrj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2, ..., n− 1}� {r2, r1, r3, ..., rm−1, rm}, n〉
+

2krj · Yrj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {r2, r3, r1 . . . rm−1}, rm}, n〉

→ (Sr1,r3;q + Sr3,r1;q)
2krj · Yrj (−1)j−1

〈1, {2 . . . n− 1}� {r2, q . . . rm−1}, rm}, n〉
. (B.10)

Since the universal split function satisfies Sr1,r3;q = −Sr3,r1;q, this collinear limit is regular. Although the
above calculations are simple, they have shown the reason why the KK structure appears in our recursive
expansion: it codes the color ordering information!

B.2 General Proof

Proof given in the previous subsection can easily be generalized to generic pure gluon multitrace EYM
amplitudes. Now we prove the equivalence between the general formula (3.35) of type-II recursive expansion
and the squeezing-form expansion presented in Eq. (6.9), repeated here as:

Am,0(1, . . . , r |222 | . . . |mmm) = Am,0(r, 1, . . . , r − 1 |222 | . . . |mmm)

=
∑

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

∑̃
{l,r}⊂111

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

(−kc2) · (−kbskas) . . . (−kb1ka1) · kl

×Ap+1,0(r,KK[111, r, l], l,KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2|Trp) , (B.11)

where we set r as the first element in the first trace, instead of 121. In this formula, both r and d2 are fixed.
More explicitly, we have

KK[111, r, l] = {r − 1, . . . , l + 2, l + 1}� {1, 2, . . . , l − 1} 1 6 l < r . (B.12)
21It is worth to compare our result with that of the previous subsection, where 1 has been chosen as the first element when

using the cross-ratio identity. With this choice, we arrive at Eq. (B.7) first and then (B.8). In this subsection, we choose r as
the first element, which will directly lead to Eq. (B.8).
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If we use βββ to represent the list {KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2}, the first trace at the last line of Eq. (B.11)
becomes {r, {r − 1 . . . l + 2, l + 1}� {1, 2 . . . l − 1}, l,βββ}. We can now use the relation (B.3) to get:

1

〈r, {r − 1 . . . l + 2, l + 1}� {1, 2 . . . l − 1}, l,βββ〉
=

(−1)l−1+|βββ|

〈r, {r − 1 . . . l + 2, l + 1}� {βT }, l, l − 1 . . . 2, 1〉

=
(−1)r+l−1

〈1, 2 . . . l − 1, l, {l + 1 . . . r − 1}� {β}, r〉
. (B.13)

Putting it back to (B.11), we get:

Am,0(1 . . . r |222 | . . . |mmm)

=
∑

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

r−1∑
l=1

(−1)r−(l+1)(−1)r+l−1(−kc2) · (−kbskas) . . . (−kb1 · ka1)µ

× (kl)
µA(1, 2 . . . l − 1, l, {l + 1 . . . r − 1}� {KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2}, r, |Trp)

=
∑

TrTrTrs|Trp=Tr\{1,2}

[ ∑̃
{ai,bi}⊂ttti

]s
i=1

∑̃
{c2,d2}⊂222

(−kc2) · (−kbskas) . . . (−kb1 · ka1) · Ya1

×Ap+1,0(1, {2, ..., r − 1}� {KKK(TrTrTrs, a, b), c2,KK[222, c2, d2], d2}, r, |Trp) . (B.14)

Thus we have shown the equivalence between the squeezing-form expansion (6.9) and type-II recursive
expansion (3.35).

C Fun with Pfaffians

C.1 General matrices

In this appendix, we develop a systematic way to expand a Pfaffian in terms of its blockwise principal
minors: suppose we have a generic (2m− 2) dimensional antisymmetric matrix

M =

(
U Ṽ

V W

)
Ṽ = −V T , (C.1)

we want to find out the expansion coefficients C of

Pf [M ] =
∑

a|b={1,2...m−1}
b 6=∅

C[b]Pf [M(a)] , (C.2)

where Pf [M(a)] is a blockwise principal minor of Pf [M ] defined in section 6. We use the notation:

Pf

[
i1 i2 · · ·
j1 j2 · · ·

]
(C.3)
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to denote a generic minor of Pf [M ] with the rows (columns) {i1, i2 . . .} deleted in the upper (left) half of
M , and the rows (columns) {j1, j2 . . .} deleted in the lower (right) half. We get a blockwise principal minor
if the two sets coincide: {i1, i2 . . .} = {j1, j2 . . .}. In general, the C’s in Eq. (C.2) are not unique, since we
can recursively expand, for example, Pf [M(a)] in terms of the smaller minors. In this case, Pf [M(a)] is
eliminated, and we must have the corresponding C[b] = 0. Such an observation indicates that to make the
expansion unique, we need to require that C 6= 0 for all a.22

As outlined in section 6, we first expand Pf [M ] along the row of V11, which gives:

Pf [M ] = (−1)m+1V11 Pf [M(2 . . .m− 1)] + (−1)m
m−1∑
i=2

(−1)iV1i Pf

[
i

1

]
+

m−1∑
i=2

(−1)iW1i Pf

[
1 i

]
. (C.4)

From this equation, we can simply read out the coefficient C[1]:

Cm[1] = (−1)m+1C [1] = (−1)m+1V11 . (C.5)

For future convenience, we also define:

C i
1 = (−1)m+iC i

1 = (−1)m+iV1i C1i = (−1)iC1i = (−1)iW1i . (C.6)

In particular, we have Cm[1] = C 1
1 . Using these new symbols, we can rewrite the above expansion as:

Pf [M ] = Cm[1]Pf [M(2 . . .m− 1)] +
m−2∑
i=2

(
C i
1 Pf

[
i

1

]
+ C1i Pf

[
1 i

])
. (C.7)

Next, we expand Pf

[
i

1

]
along the row i in the lower half and Pf

[
1 i

]
along the row i in the upper half,

such that a new set of blockwise principal minors appear:

Pf [M ] = Cm[1]Pf [M(2 . . .m− 1)] +
m−1∑
i=2

Cm[1i]Pf [M(2 . . . /i . . .m− 1)]

+
m−1∑
i=2

m−1∑
j=2
j 6=i

(
C ij
1i Pf

[
i j

1 i

]
+ C i

1ij Pf

[
i

1 i j

])
, (C.8)

where the new coefficients are

C ij
1i = (−1)j+θ(i−j)C ij

1i C ij
1i = C i

1 Vij − C1iUij = V1iVij −W1iUij

C i
1ij = (−1)j+θ(i−j)(−1)m+1C i

1ij C i
1ij = C i

1 Wij − C1iṼij = V1iWij −W1iṼij . (C.9)

22By writing down this statement, we need to forbid the manipulations that make no combinitorical sense. For example,
we should not take a fraction of Pf [M(a)] and perform the previously mentioned recursive expansion.
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The step function θ(i− j) makes the sign alternation correctly continues across i. In particular, we have

Cm[1i] = C [1i] = C i1
1i = C i1

1i = V1iVi1 −W1iUi1 . (C.10)

The calculation gets more involved if we carry out this expansion one step further, since we need to carefully
handle the orders in the upper and lower indices of C:

Pf [M ] = Cm[1]Pf [M(2 . . .m− 1)] +
m−1∑
i=2

Cm[1i]Pf [M(2 . . . /i . . .m− 1)]

+
∑

{i,j}⊂{2...m−1}

Cm[1ij]Pf [M(2 . . . /i . . . /j . . .m− 1)]

+
∑

{i,j}⊂{2...m−1}

∑
k/∈{i,j}

(
C ijk
1ij Pf

[
i j k

1 i j

]
+ C ij

1ijk Pf

[
i j

1 i j k

])
. (C.11)

All the new coefficients in the last two lines should not depend on the order of {i, j}, since the associated
minors do not. Indeed, we have

C ijk
1ij = (−1)m+k+θ(j−k)+θ(k−i)

(
C ij
1i Vjk − C i

1ijUjk

)
+ (−1)m+k+θ(i−k)+θ(k−j)

(
C ji
1j Vik − C j

1jiUik

)
C ij
1ijk = (−1)k+θ(j−k)+θ(k−i)

(
C ij
1i Wjk − C i

1ij Ṽjk

)
+ (−1)k+θ(i−k)+θ(k−j)

(
C ji
1j Wik − C j

1jiṼik

)
. (C.12)

The origin of this complexity is that we can reach at the same minor by deleting the rows in different orders.
By observing that the phase factor (−1)k+θ(j−k)+θ(k−i) is invariant under the exchange of i and j, we can
simplify the above two relations as:

C ijk
1ij = (−1)k+1+θ(j−k)+θ(i−k)(−1)mC ijk

1ij C ijk
1ij = C ij

1i Vjk − C i
1ijUjk + C ji

1j Vik − C j
1jiUik

C ij
1ijk = (−1)k+1+θ(j−k)+θ(i−k)C ij

1ijk C ij
1ijk = C ij

1i Wjk − C i
1ij Ṽjk + C ji

1j Wik − C j
1jiṼik . (C.13)

Finally, we have

Cm[1ij] = (−1)mC [1ij] = C ij1
1ij = (−1)mC ij1

1ij . (C.14)

This process can be repeatedly carried out until we have deleted all rows and columns in original matrix
M , which leads to the following two recursive relations

C t2...tsk
1t2...ts

=
(
C

t2...ts−1ts
1t2...ts−1

Vtsk − C
t2...ts−1

1t2...ts−1ts
Utsk

)
+

s−1∑
`=2

(ts ↔ t`)

C t2...ts
1t2...tsk

=
(
C

t2...ts−1ts
1t2...ts−1

Wtsk − C
t2...ts−1

1t2...ts−1ts
Ṽtsk

)
+

s−1∑
`=2

(ts ↔ t`) . (C.15)
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By construction, the result does not depend on the order of {i2 . . . is}. Consequently, if we choose b =

{t1, t2 . . . ts}, we have

Cm[t1t2 . . . ts] = −(−1)
s(s−1)

2 (−1)smC [t1t2 . . . ts] C [t1t2 . . . ts] ≡ C t2...tst1
t1t2...ts

. (C.16)

This gives the first line of Eq. (6.4). To obtain the expression of C , we need to use the information in the
CHY integrand.

C.2 Pure gluon EYM integrands

With the preparation of the previous subsection, we can now calculate Cm of Eq. (6.3) simply by identifying

M = Πm(1, 2 . . .m− 11, 2 . . .m− 11, 2 . . .m− 1) U = Atr V = Ctr W = Btr . (C.17)

Actually, the first few cases have already been calculated in Eq. (5.9) and (5.36). Our first job is to prove
inductively that

C t2...tsk
1t2...ts

=
∑
a∈111

σa

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=2

∑
b∈kkk

[F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|b) + permutations of (2 . . . s)] (C.18a)

C t2...ts
1t2...tsk

=
∑
a∈111

σa

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=2

∑
b∈kkk

σb [F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|b) + permutations of (2 . . . s)] , (C.18b)

where the function F is given by

F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|b) =
ka · kj2
σaj2

(
s−1∏
c=2

kic · kjc+1

σicjc+1

)
kis · kb
σisb

. (C.19)

With the above inductive assumption, we come to calculate

C
t2...tsts+1k

1t2...tsts+1
=
(
C

t2...tsts+1

1t2...ts
(Ctr)ts+1k − C t2...ts

1t2...tsts+1
(Atr)ts+1k

)
+

s∑
`=2

(ts+1 ↔ t`) (C.20a)

C
t2...tsts+1

1t2...tsts+1k
=
(
C

t2...tsts+1

1t2...ts
(Btr)ts+1k + C t2...ts

1t2...tsts+1
(Ctr)kts+1

)
+

s∑
`=2

(ts+1 ↔ t`) (C.20b)

according to the recursive definition (C.15). All the C ’s on the right hand side are at level s, which contain
the sum over all permutations of the repeated indices according to the inductive assumption (C.18). The
prescription

∑
(ts+1 ↔ t`) then guarantees that the C ’s on the left hand side, which are at level s + 1,
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contain all the permutations of {t2 . . . tsts+1}. More explicitly, we write:

C
t2...tsts+1

1t2...ts
=
∑
a∈111

σa

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=2

∑
js+1∈ttts+1

[F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|js+1) + permutations of (2 . . . s)]

C t2...ts
1t2...tsts+1

=
∑
a∈111

σa

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=2

∑
js+1∈ttts+1

σjs+1 [F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|js+1) + permutations of (2 . . . s)]

(Ctr)ts+1k =
∑

is+1∈ttts+1

∑
b∈kkk

σis+1kis+1 · kb
σis+1b

(Atr)ts+1k =
∑

is+1∈ttts+1

∑
b∈kkk

kis+1 · kb
σis+1b

(Btr)ts+1k =
∑

is+1∈ttts+1

∑
b∈kkk

σis+1σbkis+1 · kb
σis+1b

(Ctr)kts+1 = −
∑

is+1∈ttts+1

∑
b∈kkk

σbkis+1 · kb
σis+1b

, (C.21a)

Because of the simple identity:

σis+1js+1F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}, {js+1is+1}|b) = F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|js+1)
σis+1kis+1 · kb

σis+1b

−F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|js+1)
σjs+1kis+1 · kb

σis+1b
, (C.22)

Eq. (C.20) reduces to the form of Eq. (C.18) at level s + 1 and thus our inductive proof completes. More
importantly, according to the definition (C.16) of C [1t2 . . . ts], Eq. (C.18) gives us

C [1t2 . . . ts] =
∑
a,b∈111

σa

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=2

[F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|b) + permutations of (2 . . . s)] . (C.23)

Under the exchange of dummy indices a↔ b and i` ↔ j`, we only need to make the following replacements
in the above equation:

σa → σb

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=1

→ (−1)s−1

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=1

F(a|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|b)→ (−1)sF(a|{jsis} . . . {j2i2}|b) . (C.24)

If we average over (C.23) and the one after the replacement (C.24), we get our final expression

C [t1t2 . . . ts] =
1

2

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=1

[
s∏
c=1

kic · kjc+1

σicjc+1

+ noncyclic permutations of (12 . . . s)

]
, (C.25)

where we have defined 1 ≡ t1 and {js+1, is+1} ≡ {j1, i1} to fully manifest the cyclicity. At the point, we
have derived the second line of Eq. (6.4), and completed the derivation of Eq. (6.3). Before moving on, we
remark that the above calculation is still at the general algebraic level, which holds without any assumption
on the kinematics.
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D Cross-ratio identity and Pfaffian expansion

In this appendix, we show how to derive Eq. (6.6) from Eq. (6.3) using the cross-ratio identity. We first
prove a very useful identity as a lemma in the first subsection, and use it to give the general inductive proof
in the second subsection.

D.1 An interesting identity

The purpose of this subsection is to show that the Pfaffian expansion coefficients derived in the previous two
appendices can also be obtained by repeatedly using of the cross-ratio identity. We start with (Ctr)t1t1 =

(kt1t1t1)2/2, which can be rewritten as

(Ctr)t1t1 +
s∑
`=2

R(t1|t`) +
∑

t` /∈{t1...ts}

R(t1|t`) = 0

R(t1|t`) =
∑
i∈ttt1

∑
j∈ttt`

(ki · kj)
σnjσia
σijσna

(a ∈ ttt1 n /∈ ttt1) , (D.1)

according to the cross-ratio identity. More generally, we can recursively define the symmetrized R symbol
as follows:

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1}ts)
[
−(kttts)

2

2

]
+

s−1∑
`=2

(ts ↔ t`)

=
∑

t` /∈{t1...ts}

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1ts}t`) + R[t1t2 . . . ts] +
s∑
`=2

∑
a|b={t2...ts}\{t`}

b6=∅

R(t1 a t`)R[t` b] . (D.2)

We have already used the s = 2 and s = 3 relation in Eq. (5.13) and (5.30). Now we claim that the solution
to this recursive relation is

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1}ts) =
∑
js∈ttts

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1}ts)js

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1}ts)js = R(t1|t2 . . . ts−1|ts)js + permutations of (2 . . . s− 1)

R(t1|t2 . . . ts−1|ts)js =
∑
i1∈ttt1

σi1aσnjs
σna

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s−1
`=2

F(i1|{j2i2} . . . {js−1is−1}|js) , (D.3)

where the function F has been defined in Eq. (C.19). Some explicit results for small s can be found in
Eq. (5.14), (5.28) and (5.32). More importantly, if we close the trace cycle by setting ts = t1, then we
are allowed to exchange the dummy indices i` and j`. In the above equation, the consequence is just the
replacement:

σi1aσnj1
σna

→ −σj1aσni1
σna

(D.4)
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Averaging over the two equivalent expressions, we get:

1

2

(
σi1aσnj1
σna

− σj1aσni1
σna

)
=

1

2
σi1j1 . (D.5)

Now we reach a very interesting result:

R[t1t2 . . . ts] =
1

2

[ ∑
{i`,j`}⊂ttt`

σi`j`

]s
`=1

[
s∏
c=1

kic · kjc+1

σicjc+1

+ noncyclic permutations of (12 . . . s)

]
. (D.6)

Looking back to Eq. (C.25), we find that:

R[t1t2 . . . ts] = C [t1t2 . . . ts] . (D.7)

In the next appendix, we are going to use this identity to simplify the Pfaffian expansion (6.3).

Before moving on, we provide an inductive proof to Eq. (D.3). As the starting point, the s = 2 and
s = 3 case have already been explicitly calculated in section 5. Now we assume that Eq. (D.3) holds at
level s, and plug it into Eq. (D.2). On the left hand side, we have

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1}ts)
[
−(kttts)

2

2

]
+

s−1∑
`=2

(ts ↔ t`)

=
∑
js∈ttts

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1}ts)js
s−1∑
`=1

∑
is∈ttts

∑
j`∈ttt`

(kis · kj`)
σnj`σisjs
σisj`σnjs

+
∑
js∈ttts

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1}ts)js
∑

t` /∈{t1...ts}

∑
is∈ttts

∑
j`∈ttt`

(kis · kj`)
σnj`σisjs
σisj`σnjs

+
s−1∑
`=2

(ts ↔ t`) . (D.8)

The prescription
∑s−1

`=2(ts ↔ t`) keeps both sides invariant under the permutations of {t1 . . . ts}. In the
first line of Eq. (D.8), the ` = 1 terms gives:

∑
j1∈ttt1

∑
is,js∈ttts

R(t1|t2 . . . ts−1|ts)(kis · kj1)
σnj1σisjs
σisj1σnjs

=
∑

i1,j1∈t1t1t1

σi1aσnj1
σna

[ ∑
{iq ,jq}⊂tttq

σiqjq

]s
q=2

F(i1|{j2i2} . . . {jsis}|j1)
symmetrization−−−−−−−−−→ R[t1t2 . . . ts] . (D.9)
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Next, for the other `’s, we have

` = 2 . . . s− 1 :
∑

is,js∈ttts

∑
j′`∈ttt`

R(t1|t2 . . . t` . . . ts−1|ts)js(kis · kj′`)
σnj′`σisjs

σisj′`σnjs

=
∑
i1∈ttt1

∑
j`∈ttt`

σi1aσnj`
σna

[ ∑
{iq ,jq}⊂tqtqtq

σiqjq

]`−1
q=2

F(i1|{j2i2} . . . {j`−1i`−1}|j`)

×
∑

i`,j
′
`∈ttt`

σnj′`σi`j`

σnj`

[ ∑
{iq ,jq}⊂tttq

σiqjq

]s
q=`+1

F(i`|{j`+1i`+1} . . . {jsis}|j′`)

symmetrization−−−−−−−−−→
∑

a|b={t2.../t`...ts}

R(t1 a t`)R[t` b] . (D.10)

Now Eq. (D.2) tells that our proof will complete if

∑
js∈ttts

R(t1{t2 . . . ts−1}ts)js
∑
is∈ttts

∑
j`∈ttt`

(kis · kj`)
σnj`σisjs
σisj`σnjs

+
s−1∑
`=2

(ts ↔ t`) (D.11)

with t` /∈ {t1 . . . ts} gives the correct form of R(t1{t2 . . . ts}t`). Indeed, we have

∑
is,js∈ttts

R(t1|t2 . . . ts−1|ts)js
∑
j`∈ttt`

(kis · kj`)
σnj`σisjs
σisj`σnjs

=
∑
i1∈ttt1

∑
j`∈ttt`

σi1aσnj`
σna

[ ∑
iq ,jq∈tttq

σiqjq

]s
q=2

F(t1|t2 . . . ts|t`)

symmetrization−−−−−−−−−→ R(t1{t2 . . . ts}t`) . (D.12)

Therefore, we find that R(t1{t2 . . . ts}t`) has the form (D.3), and the inductive proof completes.

D.2 Pfaffian expansion

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Eq. (6.6) with the preparation of the last subsection, starting
from Eq. (6.3). In all the Cm’s, the diagonal Ctr only appears at the level m − 1, which has been shown
separately in Eq. (6.3). The cross-ratio identity gives:

(−1)m+1(Ctr)11 Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)] = (−1)mR(1|m)Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)] + (−1)m
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i)Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)] .

(D.13)
The term R(1|m) correctly connects 〈111〉−1 and 〈mmm〉−1, and it should remain in our final result. We thus
define the following quantities:

A1 ≡ (−1)mR(1|m)Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)] B1 ≡ (−1)m
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i)Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)]

C1 ≡
∑

a|b=A��1m
|a|6m−3

Cm[1 b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] , (D.14)
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such that Pf [Πm(A�m)] = A1 +B1 +C1. Next, we recursively expand Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)] in B1 using Eq. (6.3):

B1 = (−1)m
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i)Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)]

= (−1)
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i)[−(Ctr)ii]Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)] + (−1)m
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i)
∑

a|b=A��1im
b 6=∅

Cm−1[i b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)]

= −
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i|m)Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)]−
m−1∑
i=2

R[1i]Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)] (D.15a)

−
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

R(1|i|j)Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)] + (−1)m
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i)
∑

a|b=A��1im
b 6=∅

Cm−1[i b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] . (D.15b)

To go from the second equality to the third, we have used Eq. (D.2) to recursively generate the R symbols.
In Eq. (D.15a), the first term again connects the Parke-Taylor factors 〈111〉−1, 〈iii〉−1 and 〈mmm〉−1, and it should
remain in the final result. We thus define:

A2 ≡ A1 −
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i|m)Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)]

= (−1)mR(1|m)Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)]−
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i|m)Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)] . (D.16)

Because of the identity R[1i] = C [1i], the second term of Eq. (D.15a) exactly cancels the term with b = {i}
in C1 defined in Eq. (D.14): Cm[1i] = C [1i]. All the terms in Eq. (D.15b) are emerged from the use of
cross-ratio identity, and we group them into:

B2 ≡ −
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

R(1|i|j)Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)] + (−1)m
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i)
∑

a|b=A��1im
|a|6m−4

Cm−1[i b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] . (D.17)

We then group the left-over terms in C1 into:

C2 ≡
∑

a|b=A��1m
|a|6m−4

Cm[1 b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] . (D.18)

Now we have again Pf [Πm(A�m)] = A2 + B2 + C2. We can observe that in A2, all the Pfaffians have
dimension > 2(m− 3) while in B2, all the Pfaffians have dimension 6 2(m− 3), and in C2, 6 2(m− 4).
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To make this recursive pattern more clear, we perform the calculation for one more step. In B2, we
again expand the first term using Eq. (6.3):

−
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

R(1|i|j)Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)] = (−1)m−1
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

R(1|i|j)[−(Ctr)jj ]Pf [Πm−3(A���1ijm)]

−
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

∑
a|b=A��1ijm

|a|6m−5

R(1|i|j)Cm−2[j b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] . (D.19)

Now using a special case of Eq. (D.2), we write the first term of Eq. (D.19) as:

∑
{i,j}⊂A��1m

R(1|i|j)[−(Ctr)jj ]Pf [Πm−3(A���1ijm)] =
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

(
R(1{ij}m) + R[1ij]

)
Pf [Πm−3(A���1ijm)]

+
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

∑
q∈A��1ijm

R(1{ij}q)Pf [Πm−3(A���1ijm)]

+
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

[R(1|i) + R(1|j)] R[ij]Pf [Πm−3(A���1ijm)] .

(D.20)

In the first line of this equation, the first term goes to the final result, such that we define

A3 = A2 − (−1)m
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

R(1{ij}m)Pf [Πm−3(A���1ijm)]

= (−1)mR(1|m)Pf [Πm−1(A��1m)]−
m−1∑
i=2

R(1|i|m)Pf [Πm−2(A��1im)]

− (−1)m
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

R(1{ij}m)Pf [Πm−3(A���1ijm)] . (D.21)

while the second term cancels the |a| = m− 4 terms in Eq. (D.18), because of the identity C [1ij] = R[1ij]

and Cm[1ij] = (−1)mC [1ij]. We can thus define C3 as

C3 =
∑

a|b=A��1m
|a|6m−5

Cm[1 b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] . (D.22)

Next, because of the relation Cm−1[ij] = Cm[ij] = R[ij], the last line of Eq. (D.20) cancels the |a| = m− 4

term in B2 as given in Eq. (D.17). The second line of Eq. (D.19) and (D.20), together with the remaining
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terms in B2, gives us: (with a slight rearrangement)

B3 = (−1)m
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

∑
a|b=A��1ijm

|a|6m−5

R(1|i)Cm−1[ij b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)]

−
∑

{i,j}⊂A��1m

∑
a|b=A��1ijm

|a|6m−5

R(1|i|j)Cm−2[j b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)]− (−1)m
∑

{i,j,q}⊂A��1m

R(1{ij}q)Pf [Πm−3(A���1ijm)] .

(D.23)

At this point, we have constructed A3, B3 and C3 such that Pf [Πm(A�m)] = A3 + B3 + C3. Meanwhile,
all the Pfaffians contained in A3 have dimension > 2(m− 4) while in B3, all the Pfaffians have dimension
6 2(m−4), and in C3, 6 2(m−5). Now a recursive pattern emerges: we expand the Pfaffian of the highest
dimension in B at each step, which will produce terms that appear in the final results, which are collected in
A, as well as certain cancellations between C and within B. After each step, we reduce the highest Pfaffian
dimension of B and C by two, while reducing the lowest Pfaffian dimension of A by two. This observation
leads to the following inductive proof of Eq. (6.6).

Our inductive scheme is set up as follows. We define A, B and C for a generic r in the range 1 6 r 6

m− 2:

Ar =
∑

a|b=A��1m
|a|>m−r−1

R(1 bm)Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] Cr =
∑

a|b=A��1m
|a|6m−r−2

Cm[1 b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)]

Br =
∑
q∈A��1m

∑
c⊂A

��1qm
|c|=r−1

R(1 c q)Pf [Πm−r(A��1cm)] +
∑
q∈A��1m

∑
a|b|c=A

��1qm
|c|6r−2 , |a|6m−r−2

R(1 c q)Cm−|c|−1[q b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] ,

(D.24)

where R and Cm are nothing but R and C dressed with a phase factor, which are given respectively in
Eq. (6.7) and (6.4). We want to prove that

Pf [Πm(A�m)] = Ar + Br + Cr . (D.25)

The case with r = 1, 2 and 3 have been explicitly verified before. Next, we assume that Eq. (D.25) holds at
level r, and try to show that it also holds at level r+ 1. Our proof starts with the expansion of the Pfaffian
along the row of (Ctr)qq in the first term of Br (since we always have q ∈ A��1cm):∑

q∈A��1m

∑
c⊂A

��1qm
|c|=r−1

R(1 c q)Pf [Πm−r(A��1cm)] =
∑
q∈A��1m

∑
c⊂A

��1qm
|c|=r−1

R(1 c q)[−(Ctr)qq]Pf [Πm−r−1(A���1cqm)]

+
∑
q∈A��1m

∑
a|b|c=A

��1qm
|c|=r−1 , |a|6m−r−3

R(1 c q)Cm−r[q b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] . (D.26)
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We then apply the recursive relation (D.2) onto the first term of Eq. (D.26), which becomes:

first term of (D.26) =
∑

a|b=A��1m
|a|=m−r−2

[
R(1 bm)Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] + (−1)

(r+1)(2m+r)
2 R[1 b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)]

]
(D.27a)

+
∑
q∈A��1m

∑
c⊂A

��1qm
|c|=r

R(1 c q)Pf [Πm−r−1(A��1cm)] (D.27b)

+
∑
q∈A��1m

∑
a|b|c=A

��1qm
|c|6r−2 , |a|=m−r−2

(−1)
(r+1)(2m+r)

2 R(1 c q)R[q b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] . (D.27c)

Now we distribute the above terms to the right places: we add the first term of Eq. (D.27a) to Ar, the
result of which just equals to Ar+1:

Ar + first term of (D.27a) =
∑

a|b=A��1m
|a|>m−r−2

R(1 bm)Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] = Ar+1 . (D.28)

In the second term of Eq. (D.27a), we have |b| = m− 2− |a| = r, such that

(−1)
(r+1)(r+2m)

2 R[1 b] = R[1 b] = −Cm[1 b] .

When we add it to Cr, it cancels exactly the |a| = m− r − 2 term in the sum, and gives:

Cr + second term of (D.27a) =
∑

a|b=A��1m
|a|6m−r−3

Cm[1 b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)] = Cr+1 . (D.29)

Next, comparing with Eq. (D.24), we find that Eq. (D.27b) is just the first term of Br+1:

(D.27b) = first term of Br+1 . (D.30)

Finally, in (D.27c), we have |b| + |c| = m − 3 − |a| = r − 1 in the sum. Remarkably, we have exactly the
correct phase factor to achieve:

(−1)
(r+1)(r+2m)

2 R(1 c q)R[q b] = (−1)
(r+1)(r+2m)

2 R(1 c q)C [q b] = −R(1 c q)Cm−|c|−1[q b] (D.31)

for any |b| + |c| = r − 1. Therefore, Eq. (D.27c) cancels exactly the |a| = m − r − 2 terms in the second
term of Br. We can then easily show that:

second term of Br + second term of (D.26) + (D.27c)

=
∑
q∈A��1m

∑
a|b|c=A

��1qm
|c|6r−1 , |a|6m−r−3

R(1 c q)Cm−|c|−1[q b]Pf [Π|a|+1(a)]

= second term of Br+1 . (D.32)
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Now we have processed all the terms in Eq. (D.26) and (D.27). Since all the terms can be arranged exactly
into Ar+1, Br+1 and Cr+1, we have thus proved that:

Ar+1 + Br+1 + Cr+1 = Ar + Br + Cr = Pf [Πm(A�m)] . (D.33)

Our inductive proof of Eq. (D.25) thus completes. To obtain our final goal Eq. (6.6), we simply take
r = m− 1. Since nothing is contained in Bm−1 and Cm−1, we have Bm−1 = Cm−1 = 0 and:

Pf [Πm(A�m)] = Am−1 =
∑

a|b=A��1m

R(1 bm)Pf [Πa+1(a)] , (D.34)

which is nothing but Eq. (6.6).

E Basis by BCJ relations

In the discussion of the type-II BCJ relation, we have defined the building block (7.14). Now using the
generalized fundamental BCJ relation (7.9), we can find the basis for these building blocks. Using the basis,
we can show different recursive expansions are equivalent to each other, and give the proof for both type-I
and type-II BCJ relation.

To find the basis, we need to write down all the generalized fundamental BCJ relations for k gravitons
L = {a1, ..., ak}. To do so, we separate the set L into two ordered subsets L1 = {ai1 , ..., ait} and L2 =

{ait+1 , ..., aik} with 1 6 t 6 k. With a given splitting, we have the corresponding BCJ relation

0 =
∑
�

(

t∑
s=1

kais ·Xais )A
(
1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {ait+1 , ..., aik}� {ai1 , ..., ait}, r

)
(E.1)

If we consider all possible ordered splitting of L to L1 and L2, we get all possible BCJ relations, then from
them we can find the basis of building blocks. It is easy to see that the total number of relations is k × k!

where k! is the number of permutations of L list, while the other k is the number of splittings, with L1

nonempty. Similarly, it is easy to see that the total number of building blocks is k × k!. Although the
number of equations is the same as the number of variables, since these equations are not independent to
each other, we do have nonzero solutions to the basis.

To demonstrate our strategy, let us present several examples.

E.1 The case of k = 2

For this case, we have following BCJ relations. When L1 = {a1}, we get:23

0 =
∑
�

(ka1 ·Xa1)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a2}� {a1}, r)

=
∑
�

(ka1 ·Xa1)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a1, a2}, r) +
∑
�

(ka1 ·Xa1)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a2, a1}, r)

= B[{a1, a2}; 1] + B[{a2, a1}; 2] . (E.2)
23We have omitted the common subscript {1, 2 . . . r} of B.
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When L1 = {a2}, we get:

0 =
∑
�

(ka2 ·Xa2)A (1, {2 . . . , r − 1}� {a1}� {a2}, r) = B[{a1, a2}; 2] + B[{a2, a1}; 1] . (E.3)

When L1 = {a1, a2}, the BCJ relation is

0 = B[{a1, a2}; 1] + B[{a1, a2}; 2] . (E.4)

When L1 = {a2, a1}, the BCJ relation is

0 = B[{a2, a1}; 1] + B[{a2, a1}; 2] . (E.5)

From these four relations, we can see that among these four building blocks, three of them can solve by one
as follows:

B[{a1, a2}; 2] = B[{a2, a1}; 2] = −B[{a1, a2}; 1], B[{a2, a1}; 1] = B[{a1, a2}; 1] . (E.6)

Using this result, one can easily see that two different representations (B.7) and (B.8) are equivalent for
the special case of pure gluon double trace.

E.2 The case k = 3

For this case, there are 3× 3! = 18 equations, which are given by

L1/L2 = {a1}/{a2, a3}; plus permutation

L1/L2 = {a1, a2}/{a3}; plus permutation

L1/L2 = {a1, a2, a3}/∅; plus permutation. (E.7)

From these equations, we can solve 11 building blocks by the other 7. One of the choice is

B[{a1, a2, a3}; 3] = −B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1]− B[{a1, a2, a3}; 2],

B[{a1, a3, a2}; 2] = B[{a1, a2, a3}; 2]− B[{a1, a3, a2}; 1] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1],

B[{a1, a3, a2}; 3] = −B[{a1, a2, a3}; 2]− B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1],

B[{a2, a1, a3}; 3] = −B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1]− B[{a2, a1, a3}; 2],

B[{a2, a3, a1}; 2] = B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 2]− B[{a2, a3, a1}; 1],

B[{a2, a3, a1}; 3] = −B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1]− B[{a2, a1, a3}; 2],

B[{a3, a1, a2}; 1] = B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1] + B[{a1, a3, a2}; 1]− B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1],

B[{a3, a1, a2}; 3] = −B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1]− B[{a1, a3, a2}; 1] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1]− B[{a3, a1, a2}; 2],

B[{a3, a2, a1}; 1] = −B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 1],
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B[{a3, a2, a1}; 2] = B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1] + B[{a1, a3, a2}; 1]− B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1]

−B[{a2, a3, a1}; 1] + B[{a3, a1, a2}; 2] ,

B[{a3, a2, a1}; 3] = −B[{a1, a3, a2}; 1]− B[{a3, a1, a2}; 2] . (E.8)

Now we use above result to discuss the pure double trace case given in (B.7) and (B.8). Assuming the
second cycle is given by 〈a1a2a3〉, by the known cyclic and order reversing symmetries, we can conjecture

A(1, 2, ..., r ‖ a1, a2, a3) = α1A1 + α2A2 + α3A3 − α1B1 − α2B2 − α3B3 (E.9)

where α1, α2, α3 are unknown coefficients and

A1 = B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1] + B[{a3, a1, a2}; 1] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 1]

A2 = B[{a1, a2, a3}; 2] + B[{a3, a1, a2}; 2] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 2]

A3 = B[{a1, a2, a3}; 3] + B[{a3, a1, a2}; 3] + B[{a2, a3, a1}; 3]

B1 = B[{a3, a2, a1}; 1] + B[{a1, a3, a2}; 1] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1]

B2 = B[{a3, a2, a1}; 2] + B[{a1, a3, a2}; 2] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 2]

B3 = B[{a3, a2, a1}; 3] + B[{a1, a3, a2}; 3] + B[{a2, a1, a3}; 3] (E.10)

When we use (E.8) to (E.9), we find that

the right hand side of (E.9) = 3(α1 − α3)(B[{a1, a2, a3}; 1]− B[{a2, a1, a3}; 1]) . (E.11)

If we impose 3(α1−α3) = −1, it is nothing but the result given in (B.8). The arbitrary of α2, α3 coefficients
shows again there are many different ways to represent the same result. Using the method presented in
this appendix, one can study the equivalence between different representation, some of which may have
interesting properties.

F Unifying relations

In the paper [42], the so-called unifying relations are established between amplitudes of different theories.
According to one of such relations, the tree level multitrace EYM amplitudes Am,|H|(111 |222 | . . . |m ‖H) can
be derived by acting m trace operators T [iii] onto the Einstein gravity amplitude A0,|111|+···+|mmm|+|H|:

Am,|H|(111 |222 | . . . |mmm ‖H) =

m∏
i=1

T [iii]A0,|111|+···+|mmm|+|H|. (F.1)

Assuming that the trace iii is given by the ordered set iii = {α1, α2 . . . αl}, the trace operator T [iii] that
constructs the trace iii is defined as:

T [iii] ≡ T [{α1, α2 . . . αl}] = T [α1αl]
l−1∏
i=2

T [αi−1αiαi+1] , (F.2)
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where

T [ab] ≡ ∂

∂(εa · εb)
T [abc] ≡ ∂

∂(ka · εb)
− ∂

∂(kc · εb)
. (F.3)

It is worth to emphasize that the ordering of action is from the left to the right in Eq. (F.2), namely, we
should act T [α1αl] first and then T [αi−1αiαi+1] from i = 2 to i = l− 1. One can understand this unifying
relation by directly acting the T ’s onto the reduced Pfaffian Pf ′(Ψ), and compare the result with the two
forms of the EYM integrands presented in section 2. Alternatively, one can act the T ’s onto the recursive
expansion of Einstein gravity amplitude [36, 39], and see how the result groups into the recursive expansion
of EYM presented in this paper. The idea is the following: both recursive expansions can very conveniently
give us polynomial BCJ numerators nYM and nEYM. Meanwhile, nEYM can also be obtained by acting the
T ’s onto the YM ones: (∏

T
)
· nYM = nEYM . (F.4)

Our calculation gives an idea on the simplicity of nEYM obtained by the recursive expansion presented in
this paper and the direct T action on nYM.

Our study shows that a proper expansion of gravity amplitudes, as done in [36, 39], is crucial to obtain
a well-organized result from the unifying relation. The reason is that some of the ε · ε and ε · k factors,
where the ε’s are “half polarization” of gravitons, have been pulled out into the coefficients, so that the
action of the T operators are significantly simplified. As a concrete example, we show how to obtain the
type-I recursive expansion of A2,1(1, 2, 3 | 4, 5, 6, 7 ‖ 8) from the gravity amplitude A0,1(1, 2 . . . 8). We will
give some details on how the outcome of the T -action leads to the patterns like hhh �̃KKK in our recursive
expansion.

Let us start with the construction of the first trace 111 = {1, 2, 3}. To make the calculation as simple as
possible, we must use the proper expansion of graviton amplitude, which is given by

A0,8(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) = (ε1 · ε3)A1,6(1, 3 ‖ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

+
6∑
l=1

(−1)l
∑

{i1...il}⊂{2,4,5,6,7,8}

(ε1 · Fσ1 · Fσ2 · · · · Fσl · ε3)A1,6−l(1, σ, 3 ‖ {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}\{i1 . . . il}) , (F.5)

where the summation is over all the ordered subset {i1 . . . il} of {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. The advantage of such a
choice is as follows. When applying the operator T [{1, 2, 3}] to Eq. (F.5), only the first term gives nonzero
contribution after acting T [13] = ∂

∂(ε1·ε3) :

T [123]
(
T [13]A0,8(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

)
=

[
∂

∂(k1 · ε2)
− ∂

∂(k3 · ε2)

]
A1,6(1, 3 ‖ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) . (F.6)

To continue, we expand A1,6(1, 3‖ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) by the single trace recursive expansion (3.10) with 2 as the
fiducial graviton:

A1,6(1, 3 ‖ 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) = (ε2 · k1)A1,5(1, 2, 3 ‖ 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) + . . . , (F.7)
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where the ellipsis denotes other terms in the expansion which do not contain ε2 · k1 (noting that all the
coefficients do not contain ε2 · k3). Again this very careful choice makes the action of T [123] very simple.
The result of acting T [{1, 2, 3}] is just the single trace EYM amplitude with five gravitons:

T [{1, 2, 3}]A0,8(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) = A1,5(1, 2, 3 ‖ 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) . (F.8)

We remark that although our example is very simple, it does show a general pattern on how to reduce the
gravity amplitude to the single trace EYM amplitude using the trace operator T : a proper choice of the
single trace recursive expansion given in [35, 39] is crucial.

Now we construct the second gluon trace 222 = {4, 5, 6, 7} by acting T [{4, 5, 6, 7}] onto Eq. (F.8). For
this case, the proper choice to expand it is to take 8 as the fiducial graviton. Thus we have

A1,5(1, 2, 3 ‖ 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5 , (F.9)

where

T1 = (ε8 · Y8)A1,4(1, {2}� {8}, 3 ‖ 4, 5, 6, 7) (F.10a)

T2 =
∑

i∈{4,5,6,7}

(ε8 · Fi · Yi)A1,3(1, {2}� {i, 8}, 3 ‖ {4, 5, 6, 7}\{i}) (F.10b)

T3 =
∑

i,j∈{4,5,6,7}
i 6=j

(ε8 · Fi · Fj · Yj)A1,2(1, {2}� {j, i, 8}, 3 ‖ {4, 5, 6, 7}\{i, j}) (F.10c)

T4 =
∑

i,j,k∈{4,5,6,7}
i 6=j 6=k

(ε8 · Fi · Fj · Fk · Yk)A1,1(1, {2}� {k, j, i, 8}, 3 ‖ {4, 5, 6, 7}\{i, j, k}) (F.10d)

T5 =
∑

i,j,k,l∈{4,5,6,7}
i 6=j 6=k 6=l

(ε8 · Fi · Fj · Fk · Fl · Yl)A1,0(1, {2}� {l, k, j, i, 8}, 3) . (F.10e)

We note that each term contains a sum over all the permutations. For example, T5 sums over all the 4! = 24

permutations of i, j, k and l. Now we act the operator T [{4, 5, 6, 7}] = T [47]T [456]T [567] to above terms
one by one:

• First, T2 has to vanish when acted by T [{4, 5, 6, 7}], because in T2, ε7 can only be contracted with
either ε8 or Yi. Neither case survives under the action of T [47].

• In T3, only the contribution with {i, j} = {4, 7} and {7, 4} survive under the action of T [4, 5, 6, 7]

and gives rise

T [{4, 5, 6, 7}]T3 = T [456]T [567]T [47]
[
(ε8·F7·F4·Y4)A1,2(1, {2}�{4, 7, 8}, 3 ‖ 5, 6)+(4↔ 7)

]
, (F.11)

where it is easy to show that:

T [47](ε8 · F7 · F4 · Y4) = (ε8 · k7)(−k4 · Y4) , T [47](ε8 · F4 · F7 · Y7) = (ε8 · k4)(−k7 · Y7) . (F.12)
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The expression T [456]T [567]A1,2(1, {2}� {4, 7, 8}, 3 ‖ 5, 6) should be evaluated by further using the
single-trace recursive expansion. The calculation is be similar and we do not give the details. One
can find that the final result of this calculation is:

T [{4, 5, 6, 7}]T3 = (ε8 · k7)(−k4 · Y4)A1,0(1, {2}� {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, 3)

+ (ε8 · k4)(−k7 · Y7)A1,0(1, {2}� {7, 6, 5, 4, 8}, 3) . (F.13)

• In T4, only those terms satisfying both the following two conditions survive under the action of
T [4, 5, 6, 7]: (1) Both 4 and 7 belong to the ordered set {i, j, k} (2) The ordered set {i, j, k} is a
segment of either 222 = {4, 5, 6, 7} or its reflection 222T = {7, 6, 5, 4}. The {i, j, k} satisfying these
conditions are

{7, 4, 5}, {6, 7, 4}, {5, 4, 7}, {4, 7, 6}, (F.14)

where the first two are segments of 222 while the last two are segments of 222T . Doing similar calculation
we find

T [{4, 5, 6, 7}]
[
(ε8 · F7 · F4 · F5 · Y5)A1,1(1, {2}� {5, 4, 7, 8}, 3 ‖ 6)

]
= −(ε8 · k7)(−k5 · Y5)A1,0(1, {2}� {5, {4}� {6}, 7, 8}, 3) , (F.15a)

T [{4, 5, 6, 7}]
[
(ε8 · F6 · F7 · F4 · Y4)A1,1(1, {2}� {4, 7, 6, 8}, 3 ‖ 5)

]
= −(ε8 · k6)(−k4 · Y4)A1,0(1, {2}� {4, {7}� {5}, 6, 8}, 3) , (F.15b)

T [{4, 5, 6, 7}]
[
(ε8 · F5 · F4 · F7 · Y7)A1,1(1, {2}� {7, 4, 5, 8}, 3 ‖ 6)

]
= −(ε8 · k5)(−k7 · Y7)A1,0(1, {2}� {7, {4}� {6}, 5, 8}, 3) , (F.15c)

T [{4, 5, 6, 7}]
[
(ε8 · F4 · F7 · F6 · Y6)A1,1(1, {2}� {6, 7, 4, 8}, 3 ‖ 5)

]
= −(ε8 · k4)(−k6 · Y6)A1,0(1, {2}� {6, {7}� {5}, 4, 8}, 3) . (F.15d)

• In T5, similar to the previous case, only the terms satisfying (1) Both 4 and 7 belong to {i, j, k, l}
(2) {i, j, k, l} is a segment of either the trace 222 = {4, 5, 6, 7} or its reflection 222T = {7, 6, 5, 4} survive
under the action of T [{4, 5, 6, 7}]. There are six different choices:

{7, 4, 5, 6}, {6, 7, 4, 5}, {5, 6, 7, 4}, {4, 7, 6, 5}, {5, 4, 7, 6}, {6, 5, 4, 7}. (F.16)
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The first three are cyclic equivalent with 222, while the last three are cyclic equivalent with 222T . When
acted by T [{4, 5, 6, 7}], we obtain

T [{4, 5, 6, 7}]T5

= (ε8 · k7)(−k6 · Y6)A1,0(1, {2}� {6, 5, 4, 7, 8}, 3) + (ε8 · k6)(−k5 · Y5)A1,0(1, {2}� {5, 4, 7, 6, 8}, 3)

+ (ε8 · k5)(−k4 · Y4)A1,0(1, {2}� {4, 7, 6, 5, 8}, 3) + (ε8 · k4)(−k5 · Y5)A1,0(1, {2}� {5, 6, 7, 4, 8}, 3)

+ (ε8 · k5)(−k6 · Y6)A1,0(1, {2}� {6, 7, 4, 5, 8}, 3) + (ε8 · k6)(−k7 · Y7)A1,0(1, {2}� {7, 4, 5, 6, 8}, 3) .

(F.17)

• Now we are left with T [4, 5, 6, 7]T1. To carry out, we use the recursive expansion of single trace EYM
amplitudes as above and do similar calculations. There will be many terms, but one can check that
when summing all them together, we get nothing but

T [4, 5, 6, 7]T1 = (ε8 · Y8)A2,0(1, {2}� {8}, 3 | 4, 5, 6, 7) . (F.18)

When putting everything together and compare with our type-I recursive expansion

A2,1(1, 2, 3 | 4, 5, 6, 7 ‖8) = (ε8 · F8)A2,0(1, {2}� {8}, 3 | 4, 5, 6, 7)

+
∑̃
{a,b}⊂222

(ε8 · kb)(−ka2 · Ya2)A1,0(1, {2}� {a2,KK[222, a2, b2], b2, 8}, 3). (F.19)

we find the exact matching:

• Eq. (F.18) gives the first line of the expansion (F.19).

• The two terms in Eq. (F.13) give the (a2, b2) = (4, 7) and (7, 4) parts of the second line of Eq. (F.19).

• The four terms in Eq. (F.15) give the (a2, b2) = (5, 7), (7, 5), (4, 6) and (6, 4) parts of the second line
of Eq. (F.19).

• The six terms in Eq. (F.17) give the (a2, b2) = (6, 7), (5, 6), (4, 5), (5, 4), (6, 5) and (7, 6) parts of the
second line of Eq. (F.19).
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